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ABSTRACT 

The twentieth century Uruguayan writer Enrique 

Amorim based the majority of his novels and short stories 

on the lives of his country's rural working class. Although 

the proletariat is the common denominator of his major 

works, the novels and short stories can be grouped into 

distinct periods that reflect the author's ideological 

evolution. In the process of defining the various artistic 

and ideological stages of Amorim's prose, an extensive 

examination of his critics and of those whose literary 

theories are applicable reveals that the literary theories 

of Georg LukScs are the most accurate and comprehensive, 

particularly those developed in The Theory of the Novel, 

Realism in our Time, Studies in European Realism, and 

Writer and Critic. 

The prose written by Amorim between 1923, the date 

of his first publication, and 1944 falls within the category 

that Lukcics calls Modernism. During the modernist stage of 

his writing Amorim portrays his country's proletariat as the 

helpless victim of a dehumanizing socioeconomic system. The 

protagonists of the novels and short stories are static 

individuals who either do not or can not attempt to change 

the infrahuman conditions of their lives. In La carreta, 

Amorim's most typical example of Modernism, character 
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development is lacking. Instead, the author reveals his 

protagonists as aimless, fragmented, hollow men and women 

who seek relief from the monotony, loneliness, and in

dignity of their existence through escapes that eventually 

lower them to the status of animals. 

Between 1945 and 1952 Amorim's works changed 

radically. His membership in the Communist Party led to a 

militant type of writing which names and directly attacks 

those systems that produce capital by means of the exploita-^ 

tion of the proletariat. The Lukcicsian term, Stalinistr-

Zhdanovist illustrating literature, is applicable to these 

works. The stories and novels from this period are just as 

one-sided in their interpretation of reality as Modernism, 

The protagonists are one-dimensional puppets whom the author 

manipulates in an attempt to illustrate Communist Party 

dogma. He also sacrifices plot development to sermonizing 

and propagandizing, which in turn leads to an imbalance 

between form and content. The most famous work from this 

period is La victoria no viene sola, whose title Amorim 

attributes to a saying by Stalin. 

Coinciding with the year of Stalin's death in 1953, 

Amorim's prose begins to treat the problems of the pro

letariat from a perspective based on the movements of 

historical materialism. The works from Amorim's final 

period, which ends with his death in 1960, are representa

tive of that literature which LukScs refers to as Socialist 
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Realism. Here we find the author's most successful combina

tion of form and content. He uses the best descriptive 

elements from his modernist works and the ideological 

background of his Stalinist-Zhdanovist illustrating novels, 

but neither form nor content exists to the detriment of the 

other. Amorim's portrayal of the coming to socialist 

awareness on the part of the proletariat is distinct from 

the propaganda found in Stalinist-Zhdanovist illustrating 

literature. In Los montaraces, Amorim's best example of 

Socialist Realism, the author presents the protagonists as 

capable of choosing meaningful alternatives to their un

desirable situation instead of restricted to seeking 

psychopathological escape. Once they are aware of their 

needs, Amorim allows them to work out their destiny in 

accordance with the dialectical laws of historical 

materialism. 



CHAPTER I 

PREVIOUS CRITICISM 

Introduction 

Enrique Amorim (1900-1960) was a versatile Uruguayan 

writer who published both prose and verse. He cultivated 

various genres, including prose poems, detective stories, 

journalism, and drama, and his techniques embraced both 

realism and surrealism: In addition, he used his writing 

ability as a filmmaker. Amorim's fame as a writer, never

theless, rests on his short stories and novels. 

His major prose works portray the working class in 

Uruguay and Argentina, with special emphasis on the workers 

who lead a rural existence. He does not limit himself to 

local color descriptions, but depicts both the harsh 

realities associated with rural life and the rural workers' 

struggle for social justice. 

While several critics.have recognized Amorim's 

social concern for the worker, none has used a method 

capable of defining the various literary techniques he used 

to portray the working-class reality. Furthermore, although 

critics have associated Amorim's concern for his fellow man 

with his leftist tendencies, he manifests these tendencies 

differently according to his particular literary focus on 
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the working class. It simply is not adequate to define 

Amorim's Weltanschauung in general terms, since it evolves 

from stage to stage in an identifiable progression. 

The purpose of the present study is to identify and 

define Amorim's literary and ideological position by 

identifying and analyzing his various manners of treating 

proletarian reality. In order to accomplish this objective 

we have recurred to the literary theories of Georg Luk&cs, 

the most renowned of leftist critics, whose status as a 

thinker is well established. 

The analysis of Amorim's committed works will 

proceed according to the chronology of publication dates, 

since a basic goal is to trace his evolution as a leftist 

writer. 

As stated earlier, Amorim's portrayal of the 

proletariat varies. Briefly, he uses three distinct tech

niques which correspond to three stages of his writing. We 

will refer below to Amorim's distinct periods of writing as 

representative of (1) modernist literature, (2) Stalinist-

Zhdanovist illustrating literature, and (3) Socialist 

Realism, according to the definition of each that appears in 

the literary theory of LukScs, explained in Chapter 2. 

Amorim's modernist works portray man as the helpless 

victim of his milieu. The common denominator of these works 

is a pessimism which consists of the fact that there is 

little or no hope for the improvement of the protagonists' 
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bestial life-style. Amorim's modernist works correspond 

roughly to the years between 1923 and 1944. 

The period of Stalinist-Zhdanovist illustrating 

literature extends approximately from 194 5 to 1952. During 

the Cold War years Amorim revealed his enthusiasm for the 

Communist Party and Stalin. In contrast to his first stage 

of writing, Amorim does not portray the protagonists of 

his novels and short stories as helpless victims. Rather 

there is a diametrical change consisting in the swift and 

total eradication of the undesirable conditions of the 

proletariat, thanks to Communist Party activity. 

The final stage of Amorim's writing begins in 1953, 

the year of Stalin's death, and continues to 1960. During 

this period Amorim produced his works of Socialist Realism 

which avoid both the hopelessness and the forced optimism 

of his previous works. Amorim now bases his perspective 

on the laws of historical materialism which portend the 

gradual and eventual success of the proletariat in its 

struggle for dignity and socioeconomic justice. 

The works chosen as 'the subject matter of our 

analysis are as follows: "Las quitanderas" (1923) , 

Tangarupci (1925) , Horizontes y bocacalles (1926) , La trampa 

del pajonal (1928), La carreta (1932), El paisano Aguilar 

(1934), El caballo y su sombra (1941), La luna se hizo con 

agua (1944), Nueve lunas sobre Neuquen (1946), La victoria 

no viene sola (1952), Despu§s del temporal (1953), Corral 
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Ablerto (1956), Los montaraces (1957), and Temas de amor 

(1960) . 

As implied earlier, some of Amorim's prose works are 

not pertinent to the perspective of the present study. 

Following is a brief description of those that are excluded. 

Some of Amorim*s short story collections contain 

prose poems. Examples of the latter are found in Trcifico 

(1927) and Presentaci6n de Buenos Aires (1936). A French 

edition of the latter work appeared in 1938, 

In the collection of short stories Del uno al seis 

(1932) Amorim experimented with surrealistic writing. He 

also published stories of a melodramatic nature, such as 

Historias de amor (1938). 

The novel La edad despareja (1938) represents an 

attempt by Amorim to provide a kaleidoscopic portrayal of 

the frenetic urban scene of Montevideo and Buenos Aires. 

Various elements from his surrealistic short stories are 

incorporated into the novel. 

The detective story is another facet of Amorim's 

prose. He published three during his lifetime, El asesino 

desyelado (1945), Feria de farsantes (1952), and Todo puede 

suceder (1955). 

Amorim manifests his interest in ornithology in 

several novels and short stories, most notably in the 

collection of poetic sketches Los pgjjaros y los hombres 

(1960) . 
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The collection of short stories and sketches La 

plaza de las carretas was first published in 1937. Amorim 

divided the collection between short stories of a local 

color nature and half a dozen poetic sketches in which he 

displays his knowledge of Uruguayan ornithology. Although 

the short stories are rural in theme, Amorim neither 

condemns nor supports the existence led by the rustic 

protagonists, since the latter are merely descriptive 

adjuncts to the scenes portrayed. Since La plaza de las 

carretas does not lend itself to a meaningful analysis from 

the perspective of the present study, we will not include 

it among Amorim's committed novels. 

La desembocadura was published in 1958, Although 

its novelistic matter, like that of La plaza de las 

carretas, revolves around rural existence, it will not be 

studied along with Amorim's committed works. What we have 

here is the genealogy of a Creole family, perhaps that of 

Amorim, which has no connection with the socially committed 

novels that the author previously wrote. 

Eva Burgos, published in 1960, the year of Amorim's 

death, is committed to the extent that the protagonist sees 

her plight as the result of her personal circumstances. 

But Amorim makes no attempt at a socio^-historical interpre

tation of society in spite of the protagonist's accusations. 

Rather he presents a melodramatic plot which focuses 
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exclusively on one protagonist, Eva Burgos, who is portrayed 

from an ahistorical perspective. 

Before analyzing the works that pertain to the 

different stages of Amorim's committed writing, it is 

essential to survey previous criticism of the author's 

novels and short stories that are being considered. This 

survey will enable us to define more clearly the extent 

and the methods used in the present study. 

Literary Histories and Anthology Criticism 

The analysis of previous criticism will begin with 

the material found in literary histories and anthologies. 

The Spaniards, in general, have not manifested interest in 

Amorim, Dlez-Echarri and Roca Franquesa (1966), neverthe

less, are two Spaniards who have afforded Amorim more 

attention than many Latin American literary historians. 

Like virtually all the literary historians con

sulted, Dlez-Echarri and Roca Franquesa (1966, p. 1422) 

limit themselves to the assessment of only a few works by 

Amorim: 

Tangarupci le revela como un excelente indige-
nista, de la cuerda de Reyles y de Quiroga. 
Quiroguiana es, en efecto, la visi6n de la 
Naturaleza. Pero Amorim sabe escribir por 
cuenta propia, y pronto se independiza del 
modelo. La Naturaleza, que en Quiroga lo era 
todo y absorbia a hombres y animales, pasa 
ahora a segundo piano. Amorim mira al campo; 
pero antes y con mSs intensidad mira al hombre 
que habita en ese mismo campo. TambiHn mira 
a la ciudad. ... Con La Carreta se nos da un 
cuadro trazado segfln la tgcnica naturalista, 
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de lo mSs crudo. La vida de las cortesanas 
trashumantes ("quitanderas") se expone con un 
grafismo que da nauseas. Estupros, violaciones, 
asesinatos, etc., se encuentran a la vuelta de 
cualquier pSgina. 

The contention that man rather than Nature is the focus of 

attention in the works by Amorim is valid. Equally true is 

the implication that La carreta is obsessive in its depic

tion of man's bestiality. The analysis is one-sided, 

nevertheless, in that it only touches on the aspect of 

Amorim's portrayal of man's debased nature. There is no 

mention of the works where man is seen in a more humanistic 

light. 

Seraffn J. Garcia (1943, p. 191) includes Amorim in 

his anthology of Uruguayan short story writers. He 

writes the following concerning Amorim's work: 

Aunque sus mejores realizaciones pertenecen 
al campo de la novelistica, tambi§n ha conse-
guido Amorim destacarse en el diflcil g§nero del 
cuento, Y lo ha conseguido merced, especialmente, 
a su cigil y moderno sentido de la exposici6n. 
Sabe, por otra parte, desentranar las mSs sutiles 
reacciones psiquicas o fisicas de sus criaturas. 

Garcia's last sentence, while valid for many of Amorim's 

short stories, does not apply to all of them. 

As regards Amorim's novels, Alberto Lasplaces 

(1943, p. 34) assesses them on the basis of their crudity 

and pessimism. He also sees Amorim as a better short story 

writer than novelist: 

Su primera novela, "TangarupS", llam6 la aten-
ci6n por la fidelidad y la crudeza de las escer 
nas de campo uruguayo en ellas descritas, lo 
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que se repiti6 en "La Carreta", novela poste
rior en la que carg6 aGn mSs las tintas sombrlas, 
que han amenguado, considerablemente, en sus dos 
Ciltimas novelas "El paisano Aguilar" y "El caba-
llo y su sorabra". A1 mismo tiempo que novelas, 
Amorim publicaba cuentos, genero para el que 
creo estci mejor dotado. 

Lasplaces was not able, of course, to render a less 

unilateral view of Amorim's novels, given the fact that the 

latter had yet to write the novels that differed from those 

of his first period, when pessimism was the dominant mood. 

Domingo A. Caillava (1945) concentrates on Amorim's 

short stories. While his following general statement is 

applicable to Amorim's local color sketches, it is 

inaccurate as regards most of Amorim's short stories. 

Caillava writes that; 

Otra cualidad suya que merece ser senalada 
es la de evitar los temas brutales. Esto prueba 
que en la vida del paisano no todo ha de ser 
pendencia, duelos a fac6n, venganzas ruines y 
escenas pasionales a base Gnicamente de ese ins-
tin to animal, que, en mayor o menor grado, todo 
hombre lleva en sf (p. 129). 

Julio A, Leguizamfin (1945, p. 504) comments the 

following on Amorim and some of his works: 

Enrique Amorim realiza una obra influida, 
en sus comienzos, por Quiroga, Tangarup^, La 
carreta, El paisano Aguilar, El caballo y su 
sombra y La luna se hizo con agua, gradCian una 
visi6n de los caracteres gauchescos, distante 
de la que generalmente estereotipa el ciclo, como 
que aluden a problemas y ambientes sensiblemente 
transformados por el irreversible correr del 
tiempo. 

Leguizam6n's remark that Amorim represents a supersession 

of the merely folkloric as regards the gaucho is partially 
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accurate. His allusion to the fact that Amorim portrays the 

transformation of society as taking place due to the 

irrevocable passage of time touches, however so lightly, 

upon one of the aspects of Amorim's writing which the 

present dissertation develops. 

H. D. Barbagelata (1947, p. 148) finds a new direc

tion in Amorim's characterization of the gaucho. 

Barbagelata expresses his opinion by referring specifically 

to the work Tangarupg as a "novelln campesino aunque sin 

gauchos matones ni escenas de domaduras de potros." The 

statement is true as regards the work alluded to, but had 

Barbagelata continued his analysis of Amorim's work, he 

would have had to admit that Amorim often works local color 

scenes into his novels and that the description of manliness 

and scenes of horse taming are the only raison d'etre of 

some of his short stories, 

Luis Alberto S&nchez (1953, p, 281) discusses 

Amorim's works in the context of Naturalism: 

El paisano Aguilar me parece a ml tan importante, 
profunda y bella, como Don Segundo Sombra. No es 
el suyo ese naturalismo de primer agua, tosco y 
hasta desagradable, que prima en La carreta, in-
grata instituci6n rural de prostitutas trashu-
raantes o "quitanderas." 

The analysis by SSnchez is not carried further and no 

attempt is made to explain why some of Amorim's works are 

naturalistic. 
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Arturo Uslar-Pietri (1954, p. 148) makes the 

following statement concerning Amorim's prose: 

Su tema es nativo, pero en busca de lo humano y 
no del mero color costumbrista. Se inici6 en 
1925 con Tangarupg, relato de la vida gaucha. 
Lleg6 mas tarde a una gran plenitud dramcitica en 
La carreta (1932), obra de muy curiosa estructura 
t^cnica llena de una visi6n cruel y sombrla de la 
realidad uruguaya. Es autor tambi^n de El paisano 
Aguilar (1934), El caballo y su sombra (1941) , La 
luna se hi20 con agua (1944) . En ocasiones no ha 
desdenado ensayar la novela policlaca. 

The statement that Amorim initiated his career with 

TangarupS is inaccurate; earlier published works, such as 

the short story "Las quitanderas," had already attracted 

attention to the young Amorim. The reference to TangarupS 

as a depiction of gauchesque life is vague as regards 

Amorim's particular focus on rural existence. 

Angel Flores (1959, p. 578), writing after the 

publication of the majority of Amorim's works, briefly 

comments on some of them in panoramic fashion: 

Aunque algunas de sus novelas m^s notables tra-
tan del vivir del gaucho, en todas ellas se nota 
un ahondamiento no muy comtin en las novelas cam--
peras, Ese Amorim de la originalsima La carreta 
(1929), del robusto El paisano Aguilar (1934) y 
de El caballo y su sombra (1941) va descubriendo 
multiples senderos: ... novelas urbanas, sociales, 
socialistas, La edad despareja (1938), La luna se 
hizo con agua (1944), Nueve funas sobre NeuquSn 
(1946), La victoria no viene sola (1952). 

Arturo Sergio Visca (1962) refers to more of 

Amorim's short stories and novels than any of the previously 

mentioned literary historians and anthologists. Visca, 

however, focuses his attention primarily on three novels, 
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La carreta, El paisano Aguilar, and El caballo y su sombra, 

which he sees as a trilogy depicting the dialogue between 

man and Nature. As regards El caballo y su sombra 

specifically, Visea (1962, p. 120) offers an incipient 

analysis of the portrayal of social change which is evident 

in it: 

En El caballo y su sombra, tercer momento del 
diSlogo, los interlocutores no son ya la llanura 
y el hombre individual; en el diSlogo intervienen 
colectividades: la estancia tradicional y la 
Colonia de chacareros extranjeros ... . Esta 
novela, edificado sobre cimientos conceptuales 
mSs amplios que los de El paisano Aguilar, 
ofrece muchos problemas-donde podria morder el 
anSlisis. No podemos atenderlos a todos. 
Haremos s6lo algunas r&pidas observaciones. Si 
al final de El paisano Aguilar Amorim sugerla 
que a la telflrica fuerza de la llanura se debla 
oponer una voluntad ltacidamente creadora, en El 
caballo y su sombra sugiere la posibilidad de dos 
actitudes creadoras distintas: la del latifundista 
NicolSs Azara, que procura arraigar en lo tradicio^ 
nal criollo; la de los habitantes de la Colonia, 
que aportan una fuerza nueva abriSndose al futuro, 
procurando nuevas formas de explotacifin rural 
adaptadas a nuevos tiempos. 

Later, referring to one of Amorim's last publications, Visca 

(1962, p. 122) says that "lo mejor de sus filtimos ahos es, 

sin duda, Los montaraces." Visca, however, does not 

explain why he thinks Los montaraces represents the best 

efforts of Amorim's last years. 

Mario Benedetti (1963, p. 77) retrospecting on 

Amorim's work in general, affirms that "a travSs de varias 

decenas de tltulos, Amorim demostr6, por lo menos, que el 

realismo era la corriente que a Si mSs le interesaba como 
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creador." Benedetti, however, does not attempt to specify 

what comprises Amorim's realism, One must therefore assume 

that Benedetti's statement merely distinguishes Amorim's 

prose poems and surrealistic writing from his works which 

focus on the proletariat. Benedetti (1963, pp. 81-82) later 

voices the following opinion: 

Amorim siempre fue un escritor de extraordinarios 
fragmentos, de pSginas estupendas, de magnlficos 
hallazgos de lenguaje, pero tambiin de grandes po-
zos estillsticos, de evidentes desaciertos de es-
tructura, de capltulos de relleno. Aun en las 
mejores de sus novelas, demostr6 Amorim una 
impaciencia, un intermitente desalino, que 
conspiraron, desde dentro mismo de su obra, contra 
sus formidables dotes de narrador. 

Benedetti's critique of Amorim's style is objective and 

valid. In spite of his proletarian sympathies, however, 

Benedetti still does not touch upon Amorim's cultivation of 

socialist literature, 

Iverna Codina (1964, p. 172) briefly refers to 

Amorim's evolution as a leftist when she states that "tanta 

inquietud y vitalidad, y el sentido crltico que se le 

desarroll6 notablement con el tiempo, lo llevaron a una 

16gica evoluci6n en el campo de las ideas pollticas y se 

incorpor6 a un partido de izquierda." 

Citing two of Amorim's later works, Codina (1964, 

p. 172) writes: 

Su literatura, con tan rica experiencia, gana 
en profundidad, en definici6n, sin perder calidad; 
todo lo contrario, porque Amorim se impuso la idea 
de ser un virtuoso de las letras, un escritor de 
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oficio. Justamente estas condiciones de madurez 
psicolfigica y expresiva se observan netamente en 
sus Qltlraas novelas Corral Abierto (1956) y Los 
montaraces (1957). Amorim no busc6 en el realismo 
la reproducci6n fotogr^fica del paisaje y sus hom-
bres; realiz6 una depurada labor selectiva. 

Codina's statement will be supported by the present study. 

Nevertheless, her statement does not take into account some 

of Amorim's earlier works where obsession, rather than 

selectivity, is the common denominator, 

Fernando Alegrfa (1966, p, 230) focuses his 

attention on what he sees as the pantheistic quality of 

Amorim's works: 

Hay en las principales novelas de Amorim--La carreta 
(1932), El Paisano Aguilar (1934), El caballo y su 
sombra (1941)-—una concepci6n sensual de la tierra, 
una intimidad hecha con calor de sangre, un ennoble-
cimiento de lo mSs puro y simplemente vegetativo de 
la existencia del hombre en el campo, todo lo cual 
alcanza, en su culminaci6n relieves pantelstas. 

Alegrla's insight offers a point of departure for a differ

ent type of approach to Amorim's works than the one we will 

use for the present study. 

Alberto Zum Felde (1967, p. 221) views Amorim's best 

efforts as in the field of the novel when he writes that 

"Enrique Amorim, poeta, novelista, dramaturgo y cineasta, 

es en el segundo de estos g^neros donde ha afirmado una 

personalidad mcis significativa." Zum Felde (1967, p. 222) 

also briefly refers to Amorim's importance as a socially 

conscious writer when he states that "Amorim es uno de los 

mSs representatives escritores de la narrativa rioplatense 
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de campo, en su realidad actual, que ya va derivando, cada 

vez mSs, hacia una problemStica social." No mention is 

made, however, of specific works by Amorim which illustrate 

the author's awareness of social problems. 

John F. Garganigo and Walter Rela (1967, p. 408) 

refer to Amorim's rural works in the following terms; 

"Amorim capta un solo aspecto de la vida del hombre de 

campo: es el artista que elige ver solamente la suciedad y 

la pobreza que rodea a estos seres." While their statement 

holds true for a particular stage of Amorim's writing, it 

is not accurate as regards other stages when Amorim portrays 

his protagonists as capable of overcoming the degrading 

factors of their milieu, 

Similarly, it would appear that Garganigo and Rela 

(1967, p, 408} tend to equate the communist novel Nueve 

lunas sobre Neugu^n with the novel Corral Abierto, a 

parallel which will be refuted by this dissertation: "De 

tendencia comunista es la novela Nueve lunas sobre el [sic] 

Neugugn (194 6) en que el autor se preocupa por los problemas 

sociales que predominan despu§s de la segunda guerra mun-

dial. Culmina esta tendencia con la novela Corral Abierto 

(1956)." 

In contrast with the findings of this dissertation, 

Rudolf Grossmann (1969, p. 558) maintains that in El paisano 

Aguilar Amorim portrays the gaucho as a man of inherent 

intellect who eventually prevails over instinct: 
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El paisano Aguilar (Kampmann Aguilar, 1934) 
lehnt sich thematisch an den um ein jahrzehnt 
alteren Don Segundo Sombra von Ricardo Giiiraldes 
an: die Wandlung des Gauchos von der Ungebunden-
heit zur Selbstbeherrschung, von den Moglichkeiten 
seiner Anlage zu deren Erfullung ira Sinne einer 
hoheren und trotzdem seinem Wesen selbstverstandlichen 
Ethik. Auch hier Gedankengange, die nicht wie die 
Romantik Psyche und Habitus des Landbewohners dem 
stadtischen Verstandnis naherbringen wollen, sondern 
umgekehrt die des Stadters in das offene Land 
hineinproj izieren. 

Although Grossmann does not mention it, the Germans were 

first familiarized with Amorim when the latter's work La 

carreta was published in Germany as Die Carreta (trans, into 

German by V. Rodewald-Grebin with prol. by Jorge Luis 

Borges, Berlin: Ed. Holle, 1937). 

Luis Leal (1971, p. 210) makes the comment that 

"Amorim logra trascender el regionalismo caracteristico de 

la mayor parte de los criollistas y ofrecernos una obra que 

tiene valores universales." Leal does not elaborate on what 

are the universal values of Amorim's work. The present 

dissertation will elaborate on some of the universal values 

of Amorim's works in terms of their humanism. 

We have offered the opinions of several literary 

historians and anthologists who have shown interest in the 

writings of Amorim. Literary histories and anthologies 

provide some valid statements on particular works. But the 

general opinions they present are often only partially 

valid. The reason for this is that Amorim's writing can not 

be accurately assessed within the confines of the few pages 
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which anthologies and literary histories customarily 

dedicate to it. 

Journal Criticism 

Articles appearing in various literary journals 

sometimes afford a deeper insight into Amorim's narrative 

work. As in the case with the literary history and 

anthology references, the presentation will be chronological. 

FernSn Silva Vald^s (1933, pp, 98-99), referring to 

La carreta in particular, writes the following: 

Cuando uno levanta una piedra que ha estado 
un tiempo mSs o menos largo, en contacto con la 
tierra, deja al descubierto una cantidad de in-
sectos de varias clases, los que se mueven, sor-
prendidos por la luz del Sol, en medio de la 
mancha oscura de la tierra hdmeda que marca el 
sitio en que yacla la piedra. Es lo que ha hecho 
Enrique M, Amorim: ha levantado la losa piedra 
que ocultaba un terreno, un ambiente miserable y 
tenebroso, en que no daba el Sol, aunque lo diera 
materialmente. El campo y las vidas que nos pre-
senta el escritor compatriota, son, en nuestra 
literatura, inSditos. Pero eso no quiere decir 
que ese sea el campo uruguayo. 

Silva Valdgs recognized that Amorim's portrayal of rural 

Uruguay was less than total, that is, that Amorim limited 

himself to the depiction of a certain slice of reality 

which, in La carreta, is the darker side of rural existence. 

Silva ValdSs would have had to wait another decade, 

approximately, before reading an Amorim less taken up with 

the sordid aspects of life in Uruguay, 

Juan B. Gonzalez (1936, p. 442) dedicates most of 

his article to the novel El paisano Aguilar which he views 
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as a new perspective on the gaucho: 

En El paisano Aguilar encarna el gaucho, por 
la primera vez, con modalidad sustancialmente 
distinta a la que le imprimiera por derecho de 
creador Jos§ Hernandez. 

Ahora Amorim da otra interpretaci6n del 
gaucho, consonante con la §poca. 

Gonzalez (1936, p. 445) clarifies, however, that 

Amorim's different perspective of the gaucho does not mean 

that Pancho Aguilar, the protagonist of the above mentioned 

novel, is basically different from the gauchos portrayed by 

writers before Amorim; 

No ha abatido Amorim a nuestro gaucho; lo ha, 
renovado solamente. Le ha hecho adoptar para su 
comodidad cosas "estandardizadas" de hoy dla como 
la radio y el automdvil, sin que tales y otros 
artefactos del progreso, y el estudio .,, modir 

ficaran en un Spice su idiosincrasia de paisano. 
La inconformidad gauchesca, la cobardla frente a 
los obstSculos diarios, la carencia de esplritu 
de empresa, el natural fatalista y harag&n del 
ci-iollo se salvan intactos en Aguilar. 

GonzSlez focuses most of his attention on the gaucho as an 

unchangeable character in history. He does not find much 

importance in th_e socioeconomic conditions brought about 

by the passage of time and to which the gaucho must adapt. 

Enrique Mallea Abarca (1941, p. 96) writes the 

following regarding the novel El caballo y su sombra: "Con 

una preocupacifin muy del dla, presenta una honda y candente 

cuesti6n social: el problema del latifundio y del empuje 

inmigratorio de esa gente expulsada o hulda hoy de Europa." 

Mallea Abarca, (1941, p, 97) , however, expresses the idea 
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social evolution than in portraying a feudal-like estate 

and its inhabitants: 

Lo social, aqul, no es, pues, lo excluyente, lo 
primordial. Es s6lo la causa profunda que, en 
un momento dado, enfrenta a los seres como un 
grito irresistible de la tierra, de los hombres 
y de la gpoca. ... Porque lo que inmediatamente 
impresiona e interesa en El caballo y su sombra 
son los personajes poderosos y la viva presencia 
del medio rural en que se desarrolla la novela. 
Personajes y medio flsico. Estas dos fases de la 
obra ocupan alternativamente el primer piano de 
la narraci6n. 

Enrique Ungria (1942, p. 68) begins his critique 

El caballo y su sombra by referring to two of its pro

tagonists: 

El terrateniente Nico Azara personaliza el 
vestigio feudal que atin anida en la vida campera. 
La llegada de su hermano Marcelo, hombre de 
ciudad, va a ser el principio de la gran 
tragedia. 

El forastero huirS; su hermano, vlctima de su 
despotismo, caerS muerto a manos de un gringo. 

Later, with reference to the birth of Marcelo's 

bastard son and the colt sired by the landowner's horse, 

Ungrla (1942, p. 68) writes that "el nirio y el caballo, 

slmbolos de la esperanza agraria, son los finicos 

insensibles al drama." The reference to Marcelo1s child 

as an agrarian symbol is not clear®, Marcelo, who had to 

flee his brother's estate because of political pressure, 

was a subversive element as regards the feudal domain of 

Azara. One would expect that Ungrla would see Marcelo's 
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son as a potential for change rather than as an agrarian 

symbol. 

Not only some of the same opinions, but even the 

same words found in the above mentioned article by 

Enrique Ungria (1942, p. 68) are present in an article by 

Carlos Mastronardi (1942, p. 68). And since both critics 

are evidently writing in the same month of the same year 

it is impossible to tell which of the two is the more 

original. Both critics open their articles with the words 

"el autor de El paisano Aguilar persevera en los motivos 

agrestes." Also both critics (Mastronardi 1942, p. 67; 

Ungria 1942, p, 68) use practically the same words when 

referring to the symbolism represented by the birth of the 

child and the colt in El caballo y su sombra. Nevertheless, 

since the Revista Hispgnica Moderna is published in New 

York and Sur in Buenos Aires, it appears that the 

similarities are a case of coincidence. Furthermore, 

Ungria seems to have been writing from New York since he 

identifies himself with Columbia University while there is 

no evidence that Mastronardi was writing outside of Buenos 

Aires. 

Apart from the parallel between both critics, 

Mastronardi voices opinions not found in the Ungria article. 

Unlike Ungria, Mastronardi (1942, p, 67) calls attention to 

Amorim's portrayal of socioeconomic change in Uruguay when 
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he refers to the fight between Azara, the Creole land baron, 

and an immigrant: 

La escena de la pelea, magnlfica por su intenso 
desarrollo y por su graduado v§rtigo, deja traslucir 
una noble y riesgosa intenci6n de orden Stico: ya 
un labrador extranjero puede batirse—menos 
irrisorio que ayer—con un hi jo del pals; ya un 
criollo puede ser vulnerable frente al acero de un 
reci^n venido. 

Es indudable que Amorim batalla por la 
evoluci6n de nuestra realidad campesina; sus 
generosas preferencias le llevan a evidenciar los 
prejuicios y los intereses que gravitan negativamente 
sobre tan arduo proceso. 

El caballo y su sombra is also the subject matter 

of an article by L. Lomas Barrett (1943). The latter 

focuses almost exclusively on the conflict between Creoles 

and immigrants. Lomas Barrett (1943, p. 504) begins his 

article with the following sentence: 

Esta dltima novela de Amorim abarca un grave 
problema actual del campo uruguayo: la lucha del 
reaccionario por conservar el status quo social 
contra la marcha inexorable de los cambios in-
herentes al progreso econ6mico y social. 

Lomas Barrett (1943, p. 507), nevertheless, also remarks 

that no solution to the problems of the rural proletariat is 

portrayed by Amorim when he 'says that "Amorim no ofrece 

ninguna soluci6n al problema social planteado en esta 

novela, ni es su deber." We are in agreement with Lomas 

Barrett that in the novel under consideration Amorim had 

not yet attempted to portray solutions, but rather fore*-

shadowings of solutions for the rural inhabitants of 

Uruguay. 
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In an unsigned review of El caballo y su sombra in 

the Revista de las Indias (Anon., 1944, p. 433) the social 

content of the novel is barely touched upon, but by 

directing interest toward a particular horse which figures 

in the novel, the author does, in effect, comment on the 

social situation: 

Densa, profunda, la visi6n de Enrique Amorim decora 
de humanidad incluso al padrillo de pura raza que 
es el protagonista fundamental de la novela, ante 
cuya arrogancia escult6rica se amenguan esas pobres 
gentes que viven pegadas al suelo, animadas por 
conceptos diminutos de codicia, de pequenas 
miserias, de pasiones demoledoras y absurdas. 

Francisco Javier Zuluaga (1947, p. 328) synthesizes 

the social message contained in the first chapter of the 

novel La luna se hizo con agua when he writes the following 

regarding the leader of the peasants' revolt: 

Ya no es el obrero de las grandes urbes capitalistas 
el que se interpone a las injusticias sociales, 
sino una especie de hombre, hasta entonces 
desconocido, una nueva modalidad inconforme de 
revolucionario gestado por la apariencia humilde 
de la gleba, que con extranos signos congrega 
una porci6n de desheredados frente a una minorla 
burguesa. 

Zuluaga for some reason has confused the son of the leader 

of the peasants' uprising with the leader himself. Further

more, he has inexplicably praised the portrayal of the son's 

continuation of his father's cause after the execution of 

the latter by the estate owners. The fact is, as Amorim 

depicts in the novel, the son of the peasant leader 

ultimately collaborated with the estate owners and did not 
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engage in any confrontation between serf and lord. 

Zuluaga's (1947, p. 328) following affirmation regarding 

the son of the peasant leader is thus inaccurate: 

El fantasma de la muerte de su padre lo atormen-
taba con una arrolladora sombra de venganza ... 
El sali6 ... a campear la muerte jineteando su 
mejor caballo, porque tenia que cumplir la 
justicia de los humildes y arrojar al lodo, con 
un nuevo tropel de bestias, la hip6crita 
veneraci6n de aquellos hombres huecos y 
deshabitados interiormente, que nunca se 
conmovieron con el hambre y la miseria de 
aquellas gentes relegadas a oscuros ranchos. 

Alicia Jurado (1959) provides a critique of the novel La 

desembocadura. Given the fact that this novel is a 

genealogical study rather than a portrayal of the rural 

proletariat, the critique focuses exclusively on matters 

relating to the pedigree of the Creole family. At times 

the perspective of the critique becomes taken up with facts 

relating to genetics, as can be seen from the following 

note which Jurado (1959, p. 85) inserts into her article: 

Debo hacer aqul una objeci6n de Indole cientlfica. 
Los ojos azules del fundador de la familia no pu-
dieron transmitirse de generaciSn en generaci6n y 
menos cruzSndose con razas nativas, porque la ge-
n§tica ha establecido que el azul es un carScter 
recesivo y no dominante en los ojos humanos, y por 
lo tanto s6lo puede presentarse en el hijo cuando 
padre y madre tienen en sus cromosomas los genes 
que llevan ese color. 

Miguel Angel Asturias (1960), writing on the occa

sion of Amorim's death, contrasts some of the nonpartisan 

works of the author, such as La carreta and El paisano 

Aguilar, with works from Amorim's communist cycle, such as 
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Nueve lunas sobre Neuqugn and La victoria no viene sola. 

But unlike any other critic we have cited, Asturias (1960, 

p. 54) prefers one of Amorim's detective stories and prose 

poem collections to the previously mentioned works: 

Y si bien en estas obras citadas no logra su 
finalidad, su t^cnica alcanza una verdadera cima 
en El asesino desvelado y en el cuento poemStico 
Los pijaros y los hombres. Y es que en Amorim, 
en la confluencia de su esplritu, mSs que las 
ideas pollticas de hombre de izquierda, privaban 
las virtudes de la raigambre poStica que le nacia 
del alma, un poco de campesino, que en £1 se 
escondla. 

Bernardo Ezequiel Koremblit (1960, p. 56), also 

writing on the occasion of Amorim's death, recognizes the 

latter's social commitment: 

El mundo, la vida, la situaci6n moral y espiritual 
de America, el drama social, la politica y la in-
justicia y el deprimente cortejo de subversi6n que 
afln no ha desaparecido^-todo lo contrario-^-debian 
influir en un escritor de raza como Amorim del 
modo como influyeron. 

Later Koremblit (1960, p. 56) points out that on occasion 

Amorim's treatment of social justice went beyond the limits 

of literary creation, as when he says that "en Nueve lunas 

sobre Neugu^n (politica) no es el gran escritor de El 

paisano Aguilar (literatura)," 

Finally, Koremblit (1960, p. 57) praises Amorim's 

originality in general when he writes the following: 

Enrique Amorim introdujo en sus novelas y cuentos 
de la campina a dos personajes no tratados por 
otros escritores de su cuerda, incluyendo a 
Benito Lynch: el nuevo poblador, llegado de otras 
tierras, y el nacido en la estancia que volvla a 
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ella luego de su incursion por la ciudad. De 
esta manera, atendia a la verdad del campo 
actual y lograba la simbiosis de situaciones 
forraada por los elementos diferentes que eran 
el viejo criollo, el joven paisano y el 
estanciero moderno, 

Harley D. Oberhelman (1960, p. 115) provides a 

comprehensive synthesis of the socioeconomic evolution of 

rural Uruguay as portrayed in the novels and stories of 

Amo r im: 

Successive generations of essayists, poets, and 
novelists have sought to interpret the pampa in 
a variety of manners. Some, like Ricardo 
Giiiraldes, have emphasized the exotic, legendary 
aspects of gaucho life while others have sought a 
solution to the complex sociological and economic 
problems of the region. 

One of the outstanding leaders of the latter 
group is the contemporary Uruguayan novelist, 
Enrique Amorim, whose rural novels present a 
panoramic view of the vast area. Amorim never 
confines himself to a mere description of its 
exotic aspects but attempts to interpret the 
gradual changes which slowly destroy the forces 
of barbarism in the wake of advancing civilization. 

After expressing his views on various individual works by 

Amorim, Oberhelman (1960, p. 118) concludes his article by 

saying that "Amorim's ability to rise above the exotic 

aspects of pampa life, aspects worn threadbare by the 

emulators of 'el mester de gaucherla,' is the distinguishr-

ing factor of his work." 

In an extensive article Roberto F. Giusti (1962) 

analyzes both the philological and narrative aspects of 

Amorim1s works. Contrary to the majority of critics 

previously mentioned, Giusti (1962, pp. 41-42) makes a 
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detailed analysis of Nueve lunas sobre Neuqugn, which 

reflects Amorim's commitment to Communism: 

La sustancia del relato ciertamente es verdadera: 
la persecusifin del comunismo por gobernantes 
arbitrarios, ganados durante la dltima guerra 
mundial por las en apariencia triunfantes 
doctrinas totalitarias nazifascistas; lo es la 
pintura de las torturas hechas padecer en las 
comisarlas portenas a los opositores, entre 
ellos los militantes activos del Partido 
Comunista, y los vejMmenes que se les hizo 
sufrir en las cSrceles patag6nicas, calificadas 
por el narrador, de campos de concentracifin; 
pero gste no acert6 a infundir a una materia que 
aspir6 a hacer a la vez trSgica y Spica, no mSs 
que sus encendidos sentimientos personales de 
adepto a una doctrina, a la vez que cerraba los 
ojos sobre la prSctica contemporSnea, en la 
admirada Rusia stalinista, de m^todos represivos 
ante los cuales los mSs bestiales torturadores 
de aquel triste perlodo de la vida argentina 
habrian retrocedido, temerosos de la opinifin 
pdblica, aunque amordazada. La cr6nica novelada, 
tejida de sucesos oldos o imaginados, se cierra 
en el tiempo en que se iniciaba el adn mcis 
nefasto decenio a que puso t^rmino la Revoluci6n 
Libertadora de 1955. 

As regards Nueve lunas sobre Neugugn, Giusti concentrates on 

the undesirableness of both Amorim's political model and 

implied adversary, Stalin and Per6n, respectively. No 

analysis is made, however, of the particular type of 

portrayal which results from' an overdose of doctrine in a 

novel. 

In addition to his article on the works of Amorim 

in general, Harley D, Oberhelman (1963) published a more 

detailed study of several of Amorim's short stories and 

novels published during the nineteen thirties and nineteen 

forties. As in his general study, Oberhelman again 
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emphasizes Amorim's ability to transcend the merely exotic 

and folkloric aspects of Uruguayan rural existence. 

Referring specifically to Tangarupg and La carreta, 

Oberhelman (1963, p. 314) states that "this rather barren 

and spiritually empty countryside as described in these two 

novels provides a panoramic view of what Amorim considers 

the 'real' rural Uruguay." Oberhelman later substantiates 

his view with a quote from Jorge Luis Borges who wrote the 

introduction to the German edition of La carreta. We have 

not been able to acquire the German edition which, as 

mentioned earlier in conjunction with the critic Rudolph 

Grossmann, is Die Carreta (Berlin, 1936). We will therefore 

cite Oberhelman's (1963, p. 314) quotation of Borges, which 

the former takes from pages 12-13 of the German edition: 

"Er schopft den Stoff zu seinen Romanen und 
Novellen aus aem heutigen uruguayischen Camp: 
dem rauhen Camp des Nordens, dem Lande der 
wortkargen Gauchos, der gefahrlich wilden 
Stiere, der waghalsigen Schmugglerbanden, der 
undurchdringlichen Buschwalder, in denen selbst 
der Wind sich verfangt. Hier findet man noch 
hochradige Carretas, miide und erschopft von der 
langen Fahrt iiber Hunderte und aber Hunderte von 
Leguas; Estanzias die so einsam liegen, wie 
Schiffe auf hoher See." 

Amorim's frequent reworking of themes is another 

facet which Oberhelman discusses. Referring to the novel 

El paisano Aguilar, Oberhelman (1963, p. 315) observes the 

following; 

Ties with Amorim's earlier writings can be found 
in two short stories from the collection, 
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Horizontes y bocacalles (Buenos Aires, 1926), 
which he cleverly works into El paisano Aguilar. 
Quemacampos, an indefatigable enemy of weeds, 
dead grass, and animal ticks, is the subject of 
a story by the same name in Horizontes y 
bocacalles. In the novel he also has a given 
name, Don Cayetano Trinidad, but his use of fire 
to destroy these enemies of mankind is the same. 
. . . Still another episode from the short story 
collection, "Un pe6n," appears in El paisano 
Aguilar . . . and contains certain embryonic 
details which may have suggested the novel to 
Amorim. 

Oberhelman (1963, p. 317) ends his article with a 

brief consideration of Amorim's leftist tendencies: 

The death of Amorim was a severe loss to 
contemporary Uruguayan letters. , . . While many 
of his admirers were distressed by his espousal 
of leftist political doctrines during the Second 
World War and the Per6n dictatorship in Argentina, 
his death was mourned by representatives of the 
most diverse political persuasions. 

The articles we have consulted examine various 

facets of Amorim's narrative from the perspective of one 

or more works. Some of the points treated in the articles 

can be summarized as follows. 

Several critics have pointed out that Amorim dis

plays a preference for unsavory themes, but they were 

writing long before Amorim1s'total work had been completed, 

A popular subject of criticism is Amorim's supersession of 

the portrayal of the gaucho as a merely folkloric element. 

While scenes of Uruguayan and Argentinian local color are 

frequently interwoven into the short stories and novels by 

Amorim, only an occasional short story is entirely 
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predicated on depicting an idealized image of the 

inhabitants of the pampa and other rural areas. 

While not concentrating exclusively on Amorim's 

updating of the gaucho image, many critics have expressed 

the opinion that Amorim's trend away from the idealization 

of country life led him to portray the twentieth-century 

rural worker as a man beset by a series of socioeconomic 

changes which complicate his existence. Other critics 

point out that Amorim's social concern for the worker led 

him to join the Communist Party. They also indicate that 

the overtly Communist novels that Amorim wrote contain an 

excess of Party doctrine and dogma. Finally, some critics 

display a preference for Amorim's narrative of a more 

poetic nature where socioeconomic problems are entirely 

absent. 

Although the information found in the articles we 

have read does not constitute a total and non-contradictory 

perspective on Amorim's narrative, most of the critics seem 

to agree that Amorim's best efforts as a writer are found 

in his short stories and novels that depict rural life. 

As for the manner Amorim uses to portray rural existence, 

the consensus seems to indicate that the author concentrated 

on the socioeconomic plight of the gaucho as a contemporary 

rural worker rather tha,n on the folkloric elements of horse 

taming and guitar playing which are commonly associated 

with gauchos. 
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Book Criticism 

Next we shall examine the criticism on Amorim which 

does not appear either in manuals or journals, but rather 

is found in books that include aspects of Amorim's 

writings. 

Emir Rodrfguez Monegal (1961) , contrary to most of 

the critics thus far mentioned, provides criticism of 

Amorim's latest novels which depict the collective con--

frontation of the rural proletariat with land owners. 

Referring to the fact that some of Amorim's last novels, 

such as Corral Abierto and Los montaraces, represent a 

narrative change from the author's Cold War works, such as 

Nueve lunas sobre Neuqugn, Rodriguez Monegal (1961, p. 101) 

expresses the following opinion: 

Amorim desdena utilizar las f6rmulas de los 
ingenuos narradores del realismo socialista, 
esa mecclnica exposici6n de soluciones que s(3lo 
convencen a los correligionarios, para expresar 
en forma cada vez m3s libre y creadora una 
visi6n profundamente personal y humana del 
mundo uruguayo. 

What we object to here is the fact that Rodriguez Monegal 

equates Socialist Realism with the Cold War novels of 

Amorim. We will discuss this problem in detail when we 

consider Socialist Realism and the works that pertain to it. 

Later, however, when Rodriguez Monegal (1961, 

p, 112) analyzes one of Amorim's last novels, Corral 

Abierto, he calls our attention to the fact that Amorim's 

exposition of the rural workers' subhuman existence is a 
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different type of Socialist Realism from that of the Cold 

War works: 

Es la novela [Corral Abierto] una buena prueba 
(.palpable, convincente) de que el realismo social 
no necesita el discurso sino la verdad, de que 
el mejor, el mSs convincente argumento progre-
sista, es la exposici6n sin disxmulos, ni gnfa-
sis descolocados, de la realidad que nos envuelve, 
Una exposicidn que—por otra parte—no renuncie 
a la fantasia ni a la ternura, que sepa levantar-
se del piano del documento hasta §1 de la creaci6n. 

We shall therefore assume that Rodriguez Monegal recognizes 

two types of Socialist Realism. In our present study we 

will use a different set of semantics in order to differen

tiate the novelistic method of portrayal represented by 

Amorim's Cold War works from his last writings where 

Communist Party doctrine is not present. 

Rodriguez Monegal (1961, pp. 119<-120) ends his 

chapter on Amorim with the following statement: 

No hay pr£cticamente novelistas en la litera-
tura uruguaya. ... Es cierto que no faltan 
escritores de novelas en este siglo, pero eso no 
basta para certificar la existencia de un 
novelista. Para que §ste exista, es necesario que 
exista un mundo novelesco. 

El Clnico nombre que puede ponerse hasta ahora 
junto al de Enrique Amorim es el de Juan Carlos 
Onetti que en seis u ocho libros ... ha creado 
un universo novelesco, completo y rico, muy per
sonal. Pero es el suyo un universo casi total-
mente argentino porque Onetti ... ha desarrollado 
casi toda su actividad literaria en la otra orilla 
del Plata. 

Rodriguez Monegal (1961, p. 120) further supports his 

statement with the following brief argument which maintains 
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Amorim ha contribuido a crear nuestro mundo en t^rminos de 

literatura. Es el suyo un mundo nuestro." 

Ricardo Latcham (1962) discusses several points 

concerning Amorim and his work. One of Latcham's (1962, p 

161) views is that a better understanding of Amorim and hi 

work could be had from a study of the author's personal 

correspondence: 

No s§ si alguien pretender^ en el futuro recoger 
las cartas de Enrique, pero de hacerse resultarS 
tarea cicl6pea. En sus mensajes nerviosos y pin-
torescos se vertla lo mejor de su personalidad: 
su descontento cr6nico, su esplritu crltico, su 
lucidez intelectual, su c6lera por las injusticias 
del mundo, su enorme camaraderla y su inagotable 
y solidario estimulo. 

Latcham (1962, p. 163) also mentions that Amorim will not 

remembered for his Cold War novels, but rather for those 

works where party doctrine does not appear: 

No creo que la conversi6n de Enrique al 
comunismo influyera en el Sxito de sus novelas 
y cuentos. La raz6n es la siguiente: cuando 
ese hecho se produjo, su reputaci6n se hallaba 
cimentada con los tres libros de mayor calibre 
que tiene: La carreta, El paisano Aguilar y 
El caballo y su sombra, 

Latcham (1962, p. 165) ends his chapter on Amorim with the 

suggestion that future critics make a comparative study of 

the short stories of the latter and those of Javier de 

Viana: 

Si desde el punto de vista novellstico se le 
ha comparado [a Amorim] con Eduardo Acevedo 
Diaz y Carlos Reyles, cuando se le estudie 
como cuentista serla oportuno recordar a 
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desciende. ... La fecundidad de Amorim s61o 
tiene paralelo con la de Javier de Viana, 
algo descuidado e improvisador aunque 
siempre certero en algfln rasgo psicol6gico 
y en el atisbo de vidas. 

John F. Garganigo (1966) focuses his attention on 

Amorim's particular portrayal of the gaucho. Beginning 

with Amorim's early work, La carreta, and continuing up to 

El caballo y su sombra, Garganigo discusses the evolution 

of his novelistic treatment of rural protagonists. 

Garganigo devotes much time to the analysis of 

El paisano Aguilar and El caballo y su sombra, two works 

which he sees as connected, given the fact that they 

portray the social history of a specific Creole family. 

Garganigo (1966, p. 92) comments on Amorim's depiction of 

the family in the following terms: 

La vieja llnea de viejos poseedores de 
tierra, representada por los Azara (una 
combinaci6n, a trav^s del matrimonio, de los 
Aguilar y los Azara) estS dominada por una 
madre avara que gobierna con mano de hierro. 
Son una fiel expresi6n de la familia feudal, que 
vive en el pasado y se niega a admitir que el 
progreso debe tomar su propio curso, 

Later, Garganigo (1966, p. 93) underscores the 

importance of the novel El caballo y su sombra for its 

depiction of the incipient breakdown of feudal society by 

immigrants who challenge its raison d1etre: 

Toribio Rossi, un inmigrante italiano, y el 
austrfaco Guillermo Hoffmann, representan 
las fuerzas conductoras de la oposiciSn; ellos 
han unido a los gringos y les han dado espe-
ranzas, inculcSndoles respeto por los 
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procedimientos legales que habrSn de dar por 
resultado una ley de reforma agraria. 

What Garganigo does not mention, however, is that the 

collective attempt to confront the forces of feudalism were 

unsuccessful, the leaders of the aborted uprising having 

been taken off in chains by the rural police. Garganigo 

(1966, pp. 94-95) does recognize, nevertheless, that 

Amorim's portrayal of incipient change from the old feudal 

order to a newer one will also necessitate a different 

perspective of the gaucho: 

El gaucho ha desaparecido y la sociedad ha 
progresado; ahora resulta imposible para este 
grupo Stnico habitar la pampa. Amorim ha visto 
en esta figura, dominada por las fuerzas de la 
naturaleza hasta el punto de ser sinfinimo de ella, 
una lucha individual, desesperada, para conservar 
su linaje. Para aquellos que no pueden aceptar 
un compromiso con los tiempos, no hay esperanza; 
para los demSs hay un mariana mSs luminoso. 

Specific Studies on Amorim 

In addition to the information on Amorim found in 

manuals, journals, and the aforementioned studies which 

include aspects of his works, there are also a few studies 

which provide a comprehensive view of the author's work. 

In 1949 Alicia Ortiz published a work on the novels 

of Amorim which was the result of a lecture she had given 

in the Teatro del Pueblo of Buenos Aires on September 10, 

1947. Her treatment of Amorim's novels therefore ends with 

Nueve lunas sobre Neuquin, published in 1946, 
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Ortiz (1949/ p. 11) argues the necessity of a 

literature that depicts the Rio de la Plata region and 

which is capable of attracting a large reading public: 

"El escritor rloplatense no es leldo, sus obras no tienen 

eco, las envuelve la ola de la producci6n extranjera 

heterogSnea que, a veces, tiene el sello de un arte 

superior, de un nombre eminente ... „ " She, therefore, 

laments the fact that instead of attempting to create a 

regional literature worthy of attracting a numerous public, 

many of her region's writers have chosen to pursue a type 

of writing which tends toward cosmopolitan rather than 

regional themes. She remarks, for example, that "Jorge 

Luis Borges diflcilmente logra estampar siquiera un nombre 

de origen hispano en sus bellos cuentos sin patria" (p. 10). 

There is, nevertheless, a writer, namely Enrique 

Amorim, whom Alicia Ortiz views as a notable interpreter 

of the contemporary reality of the Rio de la Plata region. 

At the same time Ortiz (1949, pp. 11-12) recognizes that 

Amorim's work has not received the recognition that it 

deserves: 

Las diversas ediciones de La carreta y, mcis 
recientemente, de El caballo y su sombra, nos 
hablan del j .icio espontSneo que, con su sola 
divulgaci6n, merecen algunas creaciones de 
jerarqula. Pero esto no justifica el vacfo que 
rodea otras obras de valla y, sobre todo, la 
ausencia de una crltica de largo aliento que 
las haga conocer ... . 
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Finally, Alicia Ortiz (1949, p. 13) remarks that 

Amorim's interpretation of the Plata region is best 

represented by his novels that depict life in the country

side: 

En la estancia criolla de la llanura oriental 
estcl, sin duda, el ambiente que respiran sus 
criaturas predilectas. Y aunque su imaginacifin 
creadora trate de salir al encuentro de otro 
escenario, su figura literaria se seguird 
recortando—mientras sus novelas de ciudad no 
logren ascender al nivel alcanzado por las 
otras—sobre un horizonte ondulado, ligeramente 
interrumpido por la construccidn agreste de la 
estancia. 

As for the individual novels by Amorim, Alicia Ortiz 

devotes part of her attention to plot explanation. When she 

passes critical judgment on a novel, she does so without 

any literary theory in mind. Ortiz' (1949, p. 22) statement 

on one of Amorim's early works is an example of her 

particular manner of criticism: 

La carreta no es una novela. Porque no tiene un 
conflicto individual o colectivo como tema 
central desarrollado. Pero nada obliga a encasi-
llarla con un r6tulo en los llmites precisos de 
una preceptiva. Basta con que haya cumplido su 
propdsito de belleza y con que se la distinga por 
el tono personal de su originalidad en el piano 
de una realizacifin de jera'rqula. 

At the same time Alicia Ortiz is not unaware of what 

Amorim is attempting in certain works. She is cognizant, 

for example, of the process of socioeconomic change which is 

portrayed in some of Amorim's novels; 

Amorim ha realizado, ademSs, una obra que 
marca una etapa de la evoluci6n de nuestros 
campos, vista a travSs de la novela: Don Segundo 
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Sombra era la pampa ganadera, el ancho escenario 
del gaucho y el coraje de su soledad; El caballo 
y su sombra es ya la estancia cercada por la 
frontera de los labrantios (p. 33). 

When considering the novel Nueve lunas sobre Neuqugn Alicia 

Ortiz (1949, p. 50) calls our attention to its particular 

characteristics which she explains as follows: 

La escuela literaria del Proletkult ... 
simplified esquemSticamente la complejidad 
de sus alcances limitSndose a desarrollar 
en acci6n todos los acontecimientos pollticos 
y econfimicos que jalonaron cada etapa de la 
realizaci6n del socialismo. Las consignas 
anegaron as! el terreno del arte, que s61o vi6 
en el hombre ... un pretexto para llegar a una 
moraleja revolpoionaria. 

The novel Nueve lunas sobre Neuqu^n is the last to be 

analyzed by Alicia Ortiz. Had she been able to review 

Amorim's later works, she would undoubtedly have been able 

to contrast them with his works from the Cold War era. 

Alicia Ortiz (1949, p. 58) ends her study by saying that 

"y as! a lo largo de un cuarto de siglo, su obra toda es 

una obra cumplida, que se ha incorporado al bagaje de 

nuestra literatura, enriqueci§ndola con expresiones de alta 

jerarqula. Aunque el futuro guarda el secreto de la 

Ciltima palabra." 

In conclusion, we can state that Alicia Ortiz did 

not attempt to interpret Amorim's work in the light of any 

particular literary theory. Her criticism is generally 

objective, and her work on Amorim is the most comprehensive 

we have found on his novels prior to 1947. 
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Brenda V. de L6pez published a study on the life 

and works of Amorim in 1970, exactly ten years after the 

latter's death. Given the fact that Alicia Ortiz limited 

her work to the novels of Amorim published as of 1946, the 

study by Brenda V. de L6pez represents the first compre

hensive study published on Amorim. 

Some qualifications are in order, however, 

Although Brenda V. de L6pez mentions every work of prose, 

verse, drama, and cinema created by Amorim, on many occa

sions she limits the information she provides on a specific 

work to its date and place of publication. At times the 

bibliographical information is followed by a brief 

comment, as in the case of the novel La luna se hizo con 

agua, which Brenda V. de L6pez (1970, p. 54) assesses in one 

sentence: "Ubica la accifin social en el campo y el conflicto 

es de cardcter psicolfigico y social." There are a few 

exceptions, nevertheless, to her generally brief commentaries 

on Amorim's individual works. Brenda V. de L6pez (1970, 

p, 64) devotes several pages to the novel Corral abierto 

which she both summarizes and criticizes: 

El recio novelista no escamotea realidad, la 
que hace vibrar la voz de su personaje. Su 
estilo es claro y espontclneo; las expresiones son 
vigorosas y propias del ambiente en que se 
desarrolla la acci6n. 

La obra tiene el comtin denominador de un amor 
entrahable del autor a su patria, de la fe en el 
hombre y en su indesmayable preocupaci6n por acre*-
centarlo, 
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Amorim logra la culminacifin de su trayectoria 
novellstica, pues funde con criterio ponderado la 
visi6n honda de una realidad de nuestra campana, 
con su poder de creaci6n, exposici6n y slntesis, 
La obra es documento social, pero sobre todo, es 
obra de arte. 

As far as criticism in general is concerned, B. V. 

de L6pez makes no attempt to trace any one genre or aspect 

of Amorim's work from the viewpoint of a particular 

literary theory. Although she does afford some of 

Amorim's novels and short stories detailed information on 

plot summary, for the most part her study takes the form 

of a classified bibliography of his works, enriched with 

biogrpahical notes. We can therefore assume that B. V, 

de L6pez did not attempt to carry out a critical study of 

Amorim's works. The merit of her publication is that it 

represents the first bibliography of Amorim's complete work. 

K. E. A. Mose (1973) has published the most detailed 

comprehensive study to date on the life and work of Amorim: 

Enrique Amorim: the Passion of a Uruguayan. 

Mose does not divide his study into criticism and 

biography, but rather treats the author's life and his work 

as an inseparable unit. The biographical information 

interspersed throughout Mose's study begins with Amorim's 

birth and traces every detail of his life up to his death 

in 1960, Mose provides documented information on Amorim's 

schooling, trips abroad, friends, and his interest in 

film-making. Mose devotes special attention to Amorim's 
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political views in relation to the Spanish Civil War, the 

death of his intimate friend, Garcia Lorca, the author's 

devotion to the Soviet Union during and after the Second 

World War, his persecution and exile from Argentina by 

Per6n, and his distrust of the United States. 

As for the criticism in Mose's study, it is not 

uncommon to find a review of one of Amorim's poems followed 

by criticism of a short story, novel, or play. Although 

Mose does not single out and focus on Amorim's narrative 

work from the perspective of any particular school of 

literary analysis, like Alicia Ortiz and many other critics 

already mentioned, he does underscore, however, the social 

concern which pervades much of Amorim's prose. 

Of particular note for our study is Mose's brief 

mention of Socialist Realism. Like Rodriguez Donegal, 

Mose equates Socialist Realism with Soviet propaganda, but 

while Rodriguez Monegal maintained that there were two 

types of Socialist Realism, one based on Soviet propaganda 

and another type free of partisan dogma, Mose sees 

Socialist Realism as exclusively negative. When reviewing 

the novel Los montaraces, Mose (1973, p, 178) asserts the 

following, with which we are in accord: 

Restraint and care are evident. The problem 
does not emerge from forced situations, and 
there is little rhetoric, though Amorim's 
personality does peep out when he jibes at social 
types of whom he disapproves. Amorim's social 
concerns, expressed in individual but more in 
communal movements, easily identificable as 
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Socialist creed, have found a form which is 
larger than any theoretic schema, a metaphor 
which is first of all human and acceptable on 
a universal plane. 

Immediately following this statement, however, Mose (1973, 

p. 178) adds that "Amorim's debt to Socialist Realism . . . 

does not affect his work adversely because his vision is 

more mature, his instrument better tuned." And later, when 

he voices a negative consensus of one of Amorim's short 

stories, " La madre polaca," Mose (1973, p. 188) labels it 

as an example of "social realism," a term which he does 

not explain but which he evidently uses as a synonym for 

Socialist Realism. We will take issue with Mose's state

ments when we discuss Los montaraces and "La madre 

polaca." 

In spite of our objection to Mose's treatment of 

Socialist Realism, we recognize that the latter's study 

provides a wealth of information, especially biographical, 

which no other critics have supplied in the same quantity 

and quality. We also recognize that Mose's treatment of 

Socialist Realism was not meant to be a study in depth. 

Mose (1973, p. 11) implies this in the preface to his work 

where he states that "several features, lightly touched 

upon here, can bear more thorough investigation. This 

study should provide the framework within which such 

investigation can be undertaken," 
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Dionisio Castiel (1974, p. 1018), a reviewer of 

Mose's study, also tends to view the latter's study of 

Amorim as one which prepares the way for more specialized 

criticism: 

Al libro le falta una final evaluaci6n de la 
obra de Amorim dentro del marco de la gran 
narrativa hispanoamericana de nuestros dias. 
<£.En quS categorla se debe situar su obra? 
dComo una nueva ediciSn de la novela de la 
tierra o la novela social, a contrapelo de las 
nuevas orientaciones de esa narrativa? ... 
Estas interrogantes no encuentran formulaci6n 
en el libro. Tal vez la intencifin del autor haya 
sido la de abrir un camino y dejar a otros la 
oportunidad de indagar m5s sobre el tema. Su 
esfuerzo, de todos modos, merece reconocimiento. 

The majority of the critics mentioned have limited 

themselves to an analysis of specific works by Enrique 

Amorim. Although they have made valid statements, they 

have not considered Amorim's artistic trajectory as a 

whole. A valid reason for the less than total perspective 

presented by some critics regarding Amorim's work is that 

they were writing before his death. Since Amorim's death, 

critics have been in a position to make statements con

cerning the author's work in general. 

One of the aspects of Amorim's writing which has 

attracted critical attention is its socialist nature. 

Nevertheless, the critics have not attempted to analyze 

this aspect methodologically, but rather have primarily 

associated it with a period when the author was defending 

Stalinist ideals. As a result, the socialist nature of 
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Amorim's work has had a purely static quality attributed 

to it. Critics have not traced the socialist nature of 

Amorim's writing back to its roots, nor followed it forward 

from the merely propagandistic works. 

In an attempt to acquire a fuller understanding of 

Amorim's works that portray socialist ideals, we will 

examine several critics who have written from an ex<-

clusively leftist perspective. Although only a few of them 

mention Amorim specifically, their general literary views 

will aid in the critical analysis of the socialist evolution 

of Amorim's prose. 

Angel Rama (1972} is a critic who was both a 

contemporary and a compatriot of Enrique Amorim. In La 

generaci6n critica Rama analyzes the history of Uruguayan 

letters for the period 1939-1969 from a socioeconomic 

perspective which is Marxian in nature. Rama's contention 

is that if Uruguay was really the democracy that it con

sidered itself to be after the fall of the dictator 

Gabriel Terra in 1938, why has there arisen the need for 

revolutionary activity of the type pursued by the 

tupamaros? Rama goes on to maintain tha,t the potential 

solution to Uruguay's present confusion is to be found in 

its intellectuals, specifically, the writers who are capable 

of offering real and not merely apparent democratic 

alternatives to oligarchy. Underlying the importance of 

intellectual activity Rama (1972, p. 16) remarks: 
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Las ideas vencen a las ideas pero s6lo las armas 
destruyen a las armas. Este pensamiento de Marx 
tantas veces citado, no deja de reconocer el pa-
pel preponderante que en la pugna hist6rica cabe 
a las ideas, las que cumplen una etapa previa y 
central en el proceso de transformaci6n de las 
sociedades. Como ya lo probara el paradigma 
dieciochesco en el ciclo de las revoluciones 
burguesas, a los intelectuales correspondi6 un 
exhaustivo, impecable anSlisis que aceler6 la 
disgregaci6n del ancien regime: sus injusticias, 
sus fallas, sus contradicciones, su esencial ar-
calsmo respecto a los nuevos sectores actuantes 
fueron evidenciados en el campo de la cultura, 

_ transform&ndolo en una Bastilla indefendible e 
invivible. Paso previo a la proposici6n de 
nuevas forraas socio-culturales. 

Referring specifically to the Uruguayan writer in connection 

with the social transforination of the nation, Rama (1972, 

pp. 64-65) states: 

El ano 1957 vio la lucha de los arroceros y de los 
peones de tambo, obteniendo los primeros la aten-
ci6n de un novelista, AsdrCibal Jimenez (Bocas de 
Quebracho) dentro de una tesitura de literatura so
cial emparentada con la que venla cultivando Alfre
do Dante Gravina combinando la influencia de Enri
que Amorim y de Dionisio Trillo Pays, para contar 
las luchas reivindicativas. Estas formas de rea-
lismo socialista no lograron suplantar a l^s 
costumbristas y folklfiricas que, por a,fin^ci6n 
artlstica de Da Rosa, conservaron la primacla en 
el medio rural e incluso dieron algunas formas 
epigonales tardlas. 

At no time, however, does Rama make an attempt to provide 

a clear definition of what he refers to as Socialist 

Realism. Later on, Rama (1972, pp. 81-82) implies that 

Amorim's importance as a writer is associated with his 

militant, Stalinist period: 

Aqui puede senalarse la escasa participaci6n del 
comunismo en el movimiento de la generaciSn 
crltica, aunque pareciera destinado a tener en 
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§1 una intervenci6n mayor. ... Salvo algunos 
escritores signados por el periodo de lucha 
contra el fascismo (Alfredo Gravina, BeltrSn 
Martinez, y los mayores, Amorim o Jesualdo) no 
fue un campo propicio a la emergencia de 
creadores y artistas. 

In conclusion it can be stated that there are two 

impediments regarding the use of Rama's work for anything 

but very general background information. The most serious 

drawback of the work is its lack of precision as regards 

literary theory, more specifically, its use of the term 

Socialist Realism. Secondly, Rama implies that Enrique 

Amorim is a Party writer when in reality his literary 

service to the Communist Party was minimal, compared with 

the bulk of his writing. 

The Argentinian Hector Pablo Agosti (1963) is 

another critic who views literature from a leftist position. 

Although he is primarily concerned with contemporary 

literary criticism in Argentina, he does not overlook those 

writers, such as Enrique Amorim, whose writings he con

siders to be pertinent to the socio-political system of 

contemporary Argentina, In this respect he is enlarging 

upon the strictly localistic perspective of Angel Rama, who 

limits himself to the discussion of Uruguayan writers. 

When criticizing one of Amorim1s novels in Defensa 

del realismo, Agosti (1963, p. 104) remarks that: 

En su nueva novela encara Amorim la persistencia 
del latifundio, erigido en obstciculo para el pro-
greso de nuestra America. La acci6n vuelve a 
situarse en esas tierras del norte uruguayo, 
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colindantes con el Brasil, que fueron el escenario 
casi tanico de sus libros. Pero los problemas que 
enjuicia son semejantes a los de la campiria 
argentina, flsica y socialmente semejantes a los 
de nuestra mesopotamia. Por eso, precisamente, 
puede hablarse de El caballo y su sombra como de 
una novela argentina, porque al denunciar 
artisticamente un estado de inferioridad del 
campo uruguayo Amorim estS haciendo, por reflejo, 
la verdadera radiografla de la pampa. 

Since the publication of the first edition of his 

Defensa del realismo in 1945, Agosti (1969) has brought 

together under one cover some fifty articles on literary 

criticism in La milicia literaria. In the first article 

of the collection, which serves as a leitmotif for what is 

to follow, we see that Agosti's position is one of non

conformity with the established order of literary criticism 

in Argentina and the search for truth through objectivity. 

In the article "El herolsmo de la critica" Agosti (1969, 

p. 13) states: 

Alguna vez tendrS que hablarse entre nosotros 
del herolsmo de la critica. Alguna vez deberS 
decirse que la critica militante es en la 
Argentina el peor de los oficios, Porque 
adem&s de los profesores ridlculos que engloban 
a la critica en eso que llaman "los ggneros 
menores", el crltico debe soportar la conspiraci6n 
sistemcltica de las pequenas vanidades lesionadas 
y el chismorreo crepitante de las comadres 
literarias. Si lo primero es fruto de la 
estupidez ret6rica, lo segundo es consecuencia 
de nuestra inferioridad cultural: Hay que 
decirlo aunque duela. Porque quiz£ deba medirse, 
en la inexistencia de una critica militante, todo 
lo que aCin nos falta recorrer en el camino de 
nuestro advenimiento literario. 

Agosti treats two questions, Critical Realism and 

Socialist Realism which, while not referring to Enrique 
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Amorim directly, are nevertheless relevant to the under

standing of Amorim's writings. The first question is that 

of Critical Realism which he explains by means of his 

translation of the play 0 scrisoare pierdutg by the 

Rumanian writer Ion Luca Caragiale (1971). Agosti does 

not mention that the play was first published in 1884, one 

year after the death of Marx, nor does he mention that the 

play precedes the Russian Revolution of 1917. Instead 

Agosti (1969, pp. 64-65) limits his historical focus on 

Critical Realism to the following statement, which appears 

in the article, "El Realismo Crltico y 'Una Carta Perdida'": 

La grandeza de la obra de arte reside precisamente 
en la eternidad de su mensaje humano, y ello es lo 
que mSs altamente aparece subrayado en el Sxito 
que esta pieza [Una carta perdida] encuentra en 
nuestros dlas. ... Supongo que ello no ocurre por 
casualidad; supongo, por el contrario, que ello 
acontece porque el pueblo rumano descubre en esa 
sStira implacable los motivos que determinaron su 
propia revoluci6n y porque advierte all! mismo los 
antecedentes de una literatura rumana tlpica y 
esencialmente nacional. 

Thus Agosti's implication that Critical Realism 

precedes and sets the scene for Socialist Realism, which 

appears after the Russian Revolution of 1917, becomes clear 

only after some independent research. 

Agosti's treatment of Socialist Realism is more 

complete than his presentation of Critical Realism. In the 

article, "Fallas y el 'Realismo Social'" Agosti (1969, 

p, 67) touches upon some of the latest Marxist interpreta

tions of literature in his analysis of the novel Mamita 
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Yunai by the Costa Rican author, Carlos Luis Fallas (1941). 

Agosti begins his analysis of the Fallas novel by indicating 

elements which are basic to Socialist Realism. In this 

manner he is indirectly making a distinction between 

Socialist Realism and the vulgar pamphleteering of the Cold 

War years, which is still considered by some critics to be 

analogous to the former. Agosti (1969, p„ 67) remarks: 

Fallas se habla dado a conocer en 1940 con su 
novela Mamita Yunai ... historia patStica de los 
padecimientos ocasionados por el dominio de 
companlas extranjeras en su pals. Pero Fallas 
enfoca el asunto sustraySndose a la candidez del 
alegato. Procura--y no lo oculta—indagar los 
costados sociales del drama colectivo, pero los 
investiga a travSs de criaturas vivientes y no 
de arquetipos, a travSs de hombres que tienen 
virtudes y defectos, soberbias rebeldlas o 
humillantes sumisiones. Su planteamiento no-
vellstico, pues, no propone una visifin manique-
Ista de la historia con su puntual eleccifin entre 
buenos y malos, sino que trata de encarar a la 
criatura humana como un complejo vivo de con-
tradicciones moviSndose por entre los determinantes 
de la existencia social. 

In the following paragraph of the article Agosti 

(1969, p. 68) clarifies his position on Socialist Realism, 

which he reveals to have associated with the merely 

propagandistic on occasion: 

Pero esta novela [Mamita Yunai], aun inscribi^n-
dose en aquella 6rbita del llamado 'realismo 
social', representa sin embargo una ruptura o, 
por lo menos, una modificaci6n esencial. Vale 
decir, que la tenebrosidad o el fatalismo, que 
parecian connotaciones inseparables de Huasipungo 
u otras novelas similares, se modifica aqul con 
la introducci6n del claroscuro en el trazado del 
paisaje flsico y humano, con los ramalazos de 
alegria—y aun de optimismo--capaces de mostrar 
que el hombre no es un ser sin rescate. 
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Agosti's theories, as manifested in article after 

article, often presuppose that the reader already under

stands the prehistory of Socialist Realism and the important 

differences that distinguish it from other types of 

contemporary literary expression. It is because of the 

lack of historicity and comprehensiveness of definition that 

the literary theories of Hector P. Agosti would be less than 

adequate for the present study of Amorim's work. 

The Argentinian Arlstides Gandolfi Herrero (1941), 

generally referred to by his pseudonym "Alvaro Yunque," 

approaches literature from a socialist perspective. His 

interpretation of twentieth-century literature is based on 

frequent reminders of the literature of Greece, Rome, and 

pre-contemporary Europe, Thus he usually situates a given 

local work from Argentina against a historical background 

of international writing, Gandolfi Herrero does not refer 

to Enrique Amorim, but to a total vision of socialist 

literature, 

A historical materialist quality, however subtle, 

can be derived from the very start of Gandolfi Herrero's 

(1941, p. 9) extensive work La literatura social en la 

Argentina: 

La literatura "social" siempre ha existido. A 
mediados del siglo XIX, despu§s de la revolu-
ci6n de 1848 en Paris, la primera revoluci6n 
que expuso reivindicaciones proletarias, comen-
z6 a aparecer una literatura que, francamente, 
se hacla eco de esas reivindicaciones. Desde 
entonces, esta literatura social comenzS a 
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recibir distintos nombres. Se la llam6: ideol6-
gica, izquierdista, libertaria, tendenciosa, 
socialista, revolucionaria, diriglda. Para unos, 
no era arte, era s61o propaganda. Para otros, 
no s61o era arte, sino que era el Cinico arte ver-
dadero. Constitula un mensaje: el mensaje de la 
humanidad nueva. 

At the same time Gandolfi Herrero does not ignore 

non-proletarian literature but rather studies it so as to 

be better able to situate and ultimately defend that 

literature which has the proletariat as its subject and 

object. By means of an all-inclusive perspective he is 

able both to defend and contrast socialist writing with 

non-socialist literature, Gandolfi Herrero (1941, p. 265) 

remarks: 

La literatura revolucionaria, en este siglo XX, 
cuando ya la organizacifin burguesa, corrompida, 
decae, lo es con ser realista. Las clases posee-
doras, por la pluma de sus profesionales, tratan 
de ocultar, de embellecer la realidad, 0 huyen 
hacia el idealismo y hacia el pasado, religi6n e 
historiografla. Pero la clase proletaria, 
mediante la pluma de sus escritores, tiene 
necesidad de conocer la realidad en que vive. 
Conocerla para transformarla. Y por ello, todo 
lo que es real, es negado por la critica burguesa 
como feo o antiartlstico. 

Later Gandolfi Herrero (1941, pp. 283-284) goes on 

to associate socialist literature with the twentieth 

century, apparently implying that it was after the October 

Revolution of 1917 when writers consciously incorporated 

the concepts of Marxian philosophy into their writings: 

Para tener ejemplos de verdadera literatura 
proletaria, es preciso llegar al siglo XX, cono
cer la obra de los novelistas rusos (y no de los 
primeros: Tourguenef, Gogol o Dostoievsky): 
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Tolstoy, el de Resurrecci6n; Kuprin, Checof o 
Gorky, nos dan algunos relatos veraces, terribles 
y, sobre todo, caracterlstica Ssta imprescindible 
de la Spica proletaria, combativos. El obrero ya 
no es una bestia mansa ni una recua que, como en 
Zola, se subleva por espastnos. En La madre o en 
El espla, de Gorky, por ejemplo, ya estamos en 
presencia de obreros revolucionarios, de hombres 
conscientes, que vlven su realidad cotidiana, 
perennemente alertas para inquietarla. 

This previous statement is later modified when 

Gandolfi Herrero (1941, p. 286) refers to nineteenth-

century writers who did not consciously take Socialism into 

account but who nevertheless furthered the proletariat's 

cause for freedom: "El realismo artlstico es revolucionario, 

porque pintar c6mo es la vida de la sociedad burguesa, ya 

es condenarla. Balzac, Flaubert, Dostoievsky, que nada 

tienen de revolucionarios, lo son en sus obras realistas, 

y tal vez a su pesar." 

Gandolfi Herrero provides an overall view of 

socialist writing. Nevertheless, his theories will not be 

used as the prime source for the interpretation of 

Amorim's writings because he excludes any literary defini

tions that could be used to analyze a particular work. His 

use of undefined terms such as "Romantic," "Naturalist," 

"Realist," and "Socialist" are not precise enough for an 

adequate analysis of Amorim's work. 

The Chilean, Manuel Rojas (1938), is another critic 

who can not be overlooked. Writing during the years of the 

Spanish Civil War when the thinking of some Hispanic 
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intellectuals assumed a Marxist orientation, Rojas sets out 

to explain to the Latin American writer in general the 

value and need of a proletatian awareness in Indo-American 

literature. He attempts this in his De la poesla a la 

revoluci6n where, through a variety of articles and essays, 

he presents literary theory, biography, and socioeconomic 

exposes from a Marxist perspective. 

Among his many essays, there is one in particular 

which, although it does not refer to Amorim specifically, 

is relevant to the period of Amorim's writing as a Communist 

Party apologist. Citing the case of Andr£ Gide, a 

Communist sympathizer who, during a trip to the Soviet 

Union, spoke out, not against Communist philosophy, but 

rather against bureaucratic deficiencies that he found in 

the governing party, Rojas (1938, p. 172) remarks in the 

essay "Lance sobre el escritor y la polltica" that Gide's 

sincerity was condemned as subversive: 

Su nombre es borrado de las listas de honor y la 
prensa de la Tercera Internacional lo acusa de 
dar armas a los enemigos, como si esas armas las 
hubiera creado Gide y no fueran el reflejo de una 
realidad indiscutible. }No se puede tocar al par-
tido ni con una flor!, parece ser la consigna. 
dPuede un escritor aceptar, dentro de ningfin par-
tido, consigna semejante? Sin duda que puede, 
pero a costa de su dignidad. 

In spite of the objectivity which Rojas displays in 

the previously cited essay, however, De la poesia a la 

revoluci6n is for the most part a sketchy interpretation of 

the relationship between literature and society in Latin 
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America, which he bases on personal observation and 

acquaintances. His work is far from valueless to the 

present dissertation, but it is too general to be used as a 

standard against which to analyze specific works. 

Although Rama, Agosti, Gandolfi Herrero, and Rojas 

approach literature from a leftist viewpoint, their writings 

present certain obstacles insofar as this study is concerned. 

The most basic drawback is that the above-mentioned critics 

assume that the reader is acquainted with the Marxist 

concepts upon which they base their literary opinions. 

Another problem is that they provide no key by which one 

can identify and understand the different techniques 

connected with socially committed writing. As a group 

they either use very broad terms or limit themselves to 

specific points when dealing with committed literature. 

It is therefore necessary to consult other sources 

which provide the necessary background information and a 

set of comprehensive literary theories that will facilitate 

the understanding of the various techniques found in the 

socially committed works of Enrique Amorim. 



CHAPTER II 

AN OUTLINE OF THE ESSENTIAL LITERARY TENETS 
OF GEORG LUKACS 

The views of several socialist critics have been 

mentioned in Chapter I. Some were initially consulted 

because of their geographical and cultural affinity with the 

region of the world that is the setting for Amorim's 

narrative. A purely regional or national perspective on 

the part of a critic, however, is not necessarily the best 

criterion for a comprehensive understanding of the socio-

historical events artistically portrayed by Amorim. Thus 

it was felt necessary to consult a basic source whose roots 

go deeper than those concepts which look upon the plight of 

mankind as peculiar to one country or even to one continent. 

Karl Marx was a logical choice, and even a partial reading 

of some of his theories opened the way for the accurate 

analysis of the fight between humanity and inhumanity which 

Enrique Amorim has portrayed. 

Naturally, one basic source that has been consulted 

is the Communist Manifesto written by Marx and Engels in 

1848. Although this work pertains primarily to the field 

of political economy, its third section, entitled "Socialist 

and Communist Literature," is pertinent here. 

53 
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It should be noted that one of the characteristics 

of the narrative of Enrique Amorim is its tendency away 

from local color themes which idealize rural life. The 

gauchos of his stories and novels represent more than the 

purely folkloric elements of manliness and adventure. They 

are portrayed as they presently are in twentieth-century 

Uruguay and Argentina, that is, as displaced gauchos who 

have come to form the great mass of the rural and urban 

proletariat. Whether Amorim had read the section on 

literature in the Communist Manifesto is still in question, 

but perhaps is not too important. The fact is that he 

signifies a break with the type of writing that Marx and 

Engels refer to as a reflection of "Feudal Socialism" 

whereby certain French and English writers have sympa

thetically portrayed the attempt by the landed gentry to 

rescue the laborer from the newly formed bourgeois 

capitalism by bringing him back to the protection, as it 

were, of the feudal estate. The reactionary nature of the 

aristocracy's attempt to restore its interests is explained 

by Marx and Engels (1959, pp. 48-49) in the following 

commentary: 

In order to arouse sympathy, the aristocracy 
were obliged to lose sight, apparently, of their 
own interests, and to formulate their indictment 
against the bourgeoisie in the interest of the 
exploited working class alone. Thus the 
aristocracy took their revenge by singing 
lampoons on their new master, and whispering 
in his ears sinister prophecies of coming 
catastrophe. 
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In this way arose feudal socialism; half 
lamentation, half lampoon; half echo of the 
past, half menace of the future; at times, by 
its bitter, witty and incisive criticism, 
striking the bourgeoisie to the very hearts' 
core, but always ludicrous in its effect, 
through total incapacity to comprehend the 
march of modern history. 

Although Marx and Engels are writing about condi

tions existing in Europe around 1848, a fact which would 

seem to lend a purely archeological value to their concepts 

today, the fact is that feudalism and its literary defense 

can be found in twentieth-century Latin America. Amorim 

not only does not idealize the remnants of colonial 

feudalism that persist in Latin America. More importantly, 

as stated earlier, he also portrays the great majority of 

the rural mass of his region which labors under the 

contemporary capitalist system. As a result, it will be 

seen that the underlying theme of Amorim's narrative is that 

of the class struggle between capital, represented by the 

landowner, and labor, represented by the rural proletariat. 

Therefore, some recognition must be made of the 

theories of Karl Marx as found in the Economic and 

Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 which are relevant to 

present-day Marxist literary criticism. The radical 

importance of this work is explained by Dirk J, Struik 

(Marx, 1964, p. 9), who traces the writings of Marx from 

his early contributions to the journal Rheinische Zeitung: 

Marx's work on the journal had brought the 
academic philosopher, reared in the school of 
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Hegel, into direct contact with the burning 
political and economic questions of the day, to 
which the speculations of Hegel and even of his 
more radical followers--the so-called Young 
Hegelians--could give no satisfactory answers. 
In his search for self-clarification, Marx turned 
to the writings of the political economists, the 
socialists, and the communists. In a series of 
essays, of which only a few were published at a 
time, Marx gradually approached that new outlook 
on life which we now know as Marxism. The 
Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts, first 
published in German in 1932, form part of these 
essays, and are therefore of importance for an 
understanding of the genesis of Marxism. 

More recently, Erich Fromm (1970, pp. ix-x) underlines the 

basic importance of the Manuscripts when he states in his 

introduction to Adam Schaff's Marxism and the Human 

Individual: 

In the United States the certainty of what 
constitutes "Marxism" was, and largely still 
is, matched only by the ignorance about Marx's 
writings and ideas. . . . The distortion of 
Marxism was much more severe in the United 
States than in Europe largely due to the fact 
that one of Marx's most important philosophical 
texts, the "Economic and Philosophical Manu
scripts" of 1844 had never been translated into 
English until a few years ago. 

For the purposes of this dissertation the essay 

entitled "Estranged Labor" has been found to be the most 

useful one of the Manuscripts. What Marx came to understand 

after much study and observation is that labor is the basis 

of the wealth of the capitalist, that is, the owners and 

administrators of agricultural and industrial enterprises. 

Ironically, however, the producer of labor, the proletariat, 

shares only a minimal part of the wealth produced. At 
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the same time, the more wealth the laborer produces, the 

stronger the capitalist becomes, and with this strength the 

ability to pay the lowest wages possible to the greatest 

number of workers. This is clearly explained by Marx (1964, 

p. 107) in the following statement: 

The worker becomes all the poorer the more 
wealth he produces, the more his production 
increases in power and size. The worker becomes 
an even cheaper commodity the more commodities 
he creates. With the increasing value of the 
world of things proceeds in direct proportion 
the devaluation of the world of men. Labor 
produces not only commodities: it produces it
self and the worker as a commodity--and this 
in the same general proportion in which it pro
duces commodities. 

There is also a spiritual or artistic tragedy 

involved in the capitalist dilemma. Since the laborer must 

produce in order to live, the object of his labor is per

verted into a means to an end, the sustenance of the laborer 

and his family. The result is that the product of labor 

ceases to be an extension of the laborer's creativity. 

This is remarked upon by Marx (1964, p. 108) in the follow

ing statement: 

The alienation of the worker in his product 
means not only that his labor becomes an object, 
an external existence, but that it exists out
side him, independently, as something alien to 
him, and that it becomes a power on its own 
confronting him. It means that the life which 
he has conferred on the object confronts him 
as something hostile and alien. 

Commenting on the proletarian's escape from the 

dreariness which the estranged labor process of 
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capitalism creates Marx (1964, p. Ill) tells us: 

As a result, therefore, man (the worker) 
only feels himself freely active in his animal 
functions--eating, drinking, procreating, or at 
most in his dwelling and in dressing-up, etc.; 
and in his human functions he no longer feels 
himself to be anything but an animal. What is 
animal becomes human and what is human becomes 
animal. 

Certainly eating, drinking, procreating, 
etc., are also genuinely human functions. But 
abstractly taken, separated from the sphere of 
all other human activity and turned into sole 
and ultimate ends, they are animal functions. 

Marx ends his essay with the question of private 

property which he sees as the result of alienated labor 

and not as the cause of it. We are told by Marx (1964, 

pp. 116-117) that: 

Through estranged, alienated labor, then, 
the worker produces the relationship to this 
labor of a man alien to labor and standing 
outside it. The relationship of the worker to 
labor creates the relation to it of the 
capitalist (or whatever one chooses to call 
the master of labor). Private property is 
thus the product, the result, the necessary 
consequence, of alienated labor, of the 
external relation of the worker to nature and 
to himself. 

It is obvious that in the essay on estranged labor 

Marx does not consider the dynamic strife between capital 

and labor from a literary point of view (although he does 

in his Manifesto). Nevertheless, Marxist literary critics 

take into account the theories on political economy 

developed by Marx. Therefore, the theories of Marx that 

pertain to alienation as found in the Manuscripts will be 
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utilized in this study as an aid to more effective use of 

the literary theories that will be applied to Enrique 

Amorim's narrative art. If the theories of Karl Marx, 

philosophical, artistic, and others have not been used as 

the main source for the present dissertation, it is because 

of a desire to use a contemporary figure, one who is a 

professional critic, and one who has wielded unquestionable 

influence in the western world. 

There are numerous critics who have written since 

the death of Marx (1883) and who base their theories on his 

thinking. Gaylord C. LeRoy and Ursula Beitz (1973, p. i) 

have collected some of the views of several contemporary 

Marxist literary critics into a work entitled Preserve and 

Create whose purpose they state in the preface: 

For a decade now, newly radicalized students 
of literature have been groping for a relevant 
approach, for the most part unaware of advances 
in literary scholarship in the European socialist 
countries. The irony of that situation gives rise 
to the present anthology, an attempt to make a 
portion of this vital movement available to the 
American reader. 

Many of the essays composing this collection are transla

tions of the German, Polish, and Russian originals. 

Editors LeRoy and Beitz (1973, p. 1) make the 

interesting observation that now is the time to look at 

literature from a perspective other than those which have 

been used so far, especially in the West: 

Many signs point to the likelihood of an 
advance in Marxist criticism and scholarship in 
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this country. Dissatisfaction with the existing 
state of affairs is widespread. At the New 
University Conference meeting and now even at 
the Modern Language Conference and elsewhere, 
probes are constantly being made for new radical 
directions. 

LeRoy and Beitz (1973, p. 1) then go on to explain the 

scarcity of a Marxist-oriented literary criticism by 

stating that "because of the legacy of McCarthyism and the 

Cold War, we have a culture lag in this area of Marxist 

scholarship as in others." Perhaps the clearest and most 

important statement, however, which sets the tone for the 

essays which are to follow, is what LeRoy and Beitz (1973, 

pp. 1-2) have to say about Marxist literary criticism as 

opposed to the literary theories that have prevailed in the 

West: 

The most significant difference between 
bourgeois and Marxist criticism has to do with 
the relationship between literature and reality. 
For Marxist criticism this is a matter of 
central importance. A common view in the United 
States is that the relationship between art and 
reality is something each student should be free 
to deal with in whatever way he pleases; it is 
not really the concern of the critic. . . . His 
job is to describe the means through which a 
certain interpretation of reality is turned 
into art. We are dealing here with a formalist 
trend. Formalism has many meanings, but one of 
them is precisely what we encounter here, 
namely, a one-sided concern with the form of 
art as opposed to its content. This trend 
cannot be understood except in terms of the 
class character of the dominant culture. It is 
a trend that parallels in literary study the 
condition that can be somewhat more easily 
identified in the social sciences, where every
thing possible is done to make unavailable a 
revolutionary view of our time. 
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Apart from the general explanations on Marxist 

literary concepts found in the introduction to Preserve and 

Create, there are aspects found in the individual essays 

which are also worth mentioning. Therefore, in order to 

illustrate the relationship between literature and reality 

held by a few of the authors, some of the essays will be 

examined briefly here. 

The critic Robert Weiraann in his essay "Past 

Significance and Present Meaning in Literary History" 

develops an argument for the relevancy of a dynamic his

torical approach to the literature of all ages. Starting 

with the premise that literature is history and history a 

part of our aesthetic experience, he develops his argument 

from the following question: 

What is^ the object of the literary historian 
as critic? Is it the work of art as it is 
experienced today? Or is it the work of art 
in statu nascendi, in the contemporary context 
of its genesis and original audience? To ask 
the question is to draw attention to both the 
unity and the contradiction of the past world 
of the art-work and the present world of its 
reception; or, in other words, to suggest 
that the historian's task (and the pastness of 
the work) cannot be separated from the critic's 
task (and the work of art as a present experi
ence) . Obviously, we cannot afford to isolate 
these two necessary aspects: Merely to do the 
former is to fall back into some kind of anti-
quarianism; merely to do the latter is to run 
all the risks of misunderstanding and distor
tion that the New Criticism was guilty of so 
often (in LeRoy and Beitz, 1973, pp. 40-41). 

In another essay, "Point of View in Fiction," 

Weimann looks at a work of literature as a totality 
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comprised of structure and content. He analyzes the 

formalist concept of narrative focus which determines if 

the author is examining character and plot development from, 

for example, a first person or omniscient author position, 

and later analyzes the subjective concept of point of view 

which is determined by the author's feeling, or lack of 

feeling toward his novelistic material. In this essay 

Weimann maintains that bourgeois criticism is more 

interested in the formalistic or structural elements that 

comprise a work and therefore cannot accurately assess what 

a given work of literature represents as a totality. While 

certainly not advocating a break with the formalist analysis 

of literature, Weimann (LeRoy and Beitz, 1973, p. 66) 

maintains the necessity of a socio-historical point of view 

on the part of the critic as well: 

If the criticism of point of view is to overcome 
the frustrations of forty years of formalism, 
the historical approach must be seen as a 
conditio sine qua non. But such a historical 
approach is absolutely dependent on the 
recognition of a more comprehensive narrative 
perspective as an ultimate correlation between 
the world and the whole work of art. 

The article "Truth in Art and Truth in Life" by 

N. K. Gay dismisses as valid art both the servile copying 

of nature and the uncontrolled use of the imagination. 

If one can argue that the Naturalist novel was little 

more than a clinical document lacking in creativity, then 

also it can be reasonably argued that the "isms" went so 
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far to the other extreme as to stultify artistic creation 

by removing it totally from the realm of objective experi

ence. Gay's solution is a dialectical one whereby the 

artist, through his creative, almost magical powers, 

combines both objectivity and subjectivity into what 

constitutes according to Gay (LeRoy and Beitz, 1973, 

p. 86) the truth of life: 

We can speak of artistic truth, however, only 
when the artist's imagination does not break with 
the actual facts of reality but penetrates into 
them. This is why poetry cannot be defined, with 
Shelley, as "expression of the imagination," 
although here indeed the role of the imagination, 
its necessity, is underscored. It would be more 
exact to say that it is not an "expression of the 
imagination" but an expression by the imagination. 
Fantasy is not the content of poetry, but only a 
means of reproducing the truth of life. 

Unlike the Spanish American Marxian critics who 

voluntarily argue from a predetermined regionalistic view

point, the critics just mentioned are not limited by 

nationalistic or even continental considerations. And even 

though the non-Latin American critics do not specifically 

mention Amorim, their critical point of departure, whereby 

man in general is a, participant in a socio-historically 

conditioned life process, allows them to make statements 

which transcend the purely localistic, and therefore, less 

than complete views of their Spanish American comrades. 

Finally, the theories expressed by the critics edited by 

LeRoy and Beitz form a non-contradictory spectrum of 

Marxist literary criticism. 
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There is one contemporary Marxist critic, however, 

whose theories are more comprehensive than those of the 

previously mentioned critics and more precise in their 

definition of terms and concepts. He is the Hungarian 

Georg Lukcics, universally acclaimed in both the East and 

West by both Marxist and non-Marxist scholars as one of 

the great literary critics of the twentieth century. 

Furthermore, unlike most Marxist literary critics, his 

intellectual activity permeates every decade of the present 

century, beginning with the events leading up to the 

October Revolution of 1917 and ending with such recent 

events as his defense of Angela Davis and his writings on 

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. 

Although, as in the case of the other European 

critics, he does not mention Amorim specifically, his 

critical thinking transcends the dates of Amorim's first 

and last publications, and his writings provide an obvious, 

organic framework of contemporary literary theory in which 

Amorim's entire novelistic travectory can be studied in 

organized fashion from a leftist perspective. Before 

applying the theories of Lukcics to the study of Amorim's 

narrative, however, some basic questions will be con

sidered . 

First, comments by a few scholars will be very 

briefly mentioned in order to illustrate the non-partisan 

fame and respect as a critic which Luk&cs enjoys in the 
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West. Alfred Kazin, in his introduction to LukScs1 (1964b, 

p. v) Studies in European Realism remarks that: 

Georg LukScs is probably the only Communist 
philosopher and literary critic in East Europe 
who still has the power to interest and to teach 
many readers in the West. This is due entirely 
to his intellectual gifts and to the systematically 
moral vision of history that he has retained as 
a writer despite his many servilites to Stalin 
and the betrayals of his own intellectual standards 
that he has in times past committed as a 
Communist leader. 

Kazin (in LukScs, 1964b, p. v) later goes on to differen

tiate the unequivocably committed writers to Communism such 

as Leon Trotsky and Rosa Luxemburg from LukScs whom Kazin 

sees as possessing a certain inner detachment from Party 

policies: 

The Luxemburgs and Trotskys, far more imposing 
and admirable figures, were as persons so much 
identified with their thought that they have 
become the heroes and martyrs of an embattled 
Weltanschauung. Georg LukScs remains simply 
useful and pertinent as a critic. 

G. H, R. Parkinson (1970), in his introduction to a 

collection of essays written by several LukScsian scholars, 

provides some specific information on what Kazin refers to 

as LukScs' concessions to Stalin. According to Parkinson, 

LukScs thought it more important to go along with Stalinist 

procedures in literature and philosophy than to dispute 

their illogical base which, in effect, would have served 

only to weaken the Soviet cause as a whole and help that of 

the Axis. In spite of certain concessions, however, it 

seems that LukScs also set limits as to just how much he 
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could concede to Stalin. Parkinson (1970, pp. 22-23) tells 

us that LukScs was finally imprisoned by Stalin in 1941 and 

that many years later (Parkinson, 1970, pp. 29-30) LukScs' 

central role in the Budapest uprising of October 23, 1956 

Warranted his expulsion from the Hungarian Communist Party 

and swift exile to Rumania. 

George Lichtheim (1970, p. ix), in his biography of 

LukScs, comments on the determination of Luk&cs to preserve 

his independent spirit at all times and under all circum

stances: "Readmitted to the Communist Party in 1967, he 

was understood to have protested privately against the 

invasion and occupation of Czechoslovakia." 

Later, when considering the works by Amorim which 

support Stalinism, it will be seen how Lukclcs' personal 

knowledge concerning both pro-Stalinist and anti-Stalinist 

literature will allow for an accurate analysis of Amorim's 

Cold War works. 

Up to this point the literary theories of Georg 

LukScs have scarcely been alluded to. Therefore, we will 

provide a specific definition of pertinent LucScsian 

literary theory thus providing a reference source and basis 

for the critical statements of the various stages of 

Amorim1s narrative. 

The strictly literary theories of Lukclcs are 

grounded on Marxist philosophical concepts. A general 
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acknowledgment of the latter will facilitate the compre

hension and use of LukScs' literary theories. LukScs, like 

Marx, approaches reality from a dialectical perspective. 

The dialectical method employed by LukScs and other Marxist 

philosophers is derived from Hegel. Very briefly, Hegel's 

dialectical method is a means to truth through an accumula

tive process of affirmation and negation of concepts wherein 

no concept is altogether dispensed with, but instead 

incorporated into and fulfilled in a newer, more complete 

one. Hegel (1959, p. 82) writes, in his Encyclopaedia of 

Philosophy, first published in 1817, that: 

There are three aspects in every thought 
which is logically real or true: The abstract 
or rational form, which says what something is; 
the dialectical negation, which says what 
something is not; the speculative-concrete 
comprehension: A is also that which it is not, 
A is non-A, These three aspects do not consti
tute three parts of logic, but are moments of 
everything that is logically real or true. 
They belong to every philosophical Concept. 
Every Concept is rational, is abstractly opposed 
to another, and is united in comprehension 
together with its opposites. This is the 
definition of dialectic. 

From the Hegelian dialectical method Marx developed 

dialectical materialism and historical materialism which 

form the basis for Marxist thinking in the fields of 

philosophy, political economy, and literature. The 

development from Hegel to Marx is explained by Marx him-r 

self in the essay "Critique of the Hegelian Dialectic and 

Philosophy as a Whole," contained in the Economic and 
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Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 where special attention is 

dedicated to Hegel's Phenomonology of 1807. In his essay 

Marx does not attack the Hegelian dialectical method of 

reasoning as such, but rather its purely speculative view 

of reality. Among the concepts contained in the Hegelian 

world of the mind, Marx takes special issue with the one 

concerning the abstract labor process whereby man as a 

laborer overcomes his self-alienation in a purely mental 

state. Marx (1964, p. 175) maintains that: 

The appropriation of man's essential powers, 
which have become objects—indeed, alien 
objects-—is thus in the first place only an 
appropriation occurring in consciousness, in 
pure thought, i.e., in abstraction: it is the 
appropriation of these objects as thoughts and 
as movements of thought. 

At the same time Marx (1964, p. 176) hints that Hegel's 

cognition of man's alienation through the labor process will 

be valid for future thinking of a materialist nature when 

he remarks that "the Phenomenology . . , inasmuch as it 

grasps steadily man's estrangement, even though man appears 

only in the shape of mind, there lie concealed in it all the 

elements of criticism, already prepared and elaborated in a 

manner often rising far above the Hegelian standpoint." 

In brief, the conversion of Hegel's dialectical 

method to dialectical materialism by Marx principally 

involved the placing of the abstract concept of labor held 

by Hegel into the real, material world where man's 

individuality and creativity are threatened by the 
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prevailing capitalistic labor system. Or, as Marx (1906, 

p. 25) has succinctly put it in his Capital, first published 

in 1867, in order to make use of Hegel's dialectic "it 

must be turned right side up again, if you would discover 

the rational kernel within the mystical shell." 

The extension of the principles of dialectical 

materialism to the study of history and its sequential 

stages of social evolution led to the creation of historical 

materialism. For a definition of historical materialism 

we can go to Engels' work Historical Materialism, first 

published in 1892. Engels (1946, pp. 14-15) begins his 

definition by referring to the fact that the term "his

torical materialism" was unacceptable to the British 

bourgeoisie: 

And thus I hope even British respectability will 
not be overshocked if I use, in English as well 
as in so many other languages, the term, "his
torical materialism," to designate that view of 
the course of history, which seeks the ultimate 
cause and the great moving power of all important 
historic events in the economic development of 
society, in the changes in the modes of produc
tion and exchange, in the consequent division of 
society into distinct classes, and in the 
struggles of these classes against one another. 

Again, as in the case of dialectical materialism, an 

abstract base may be found for historical materialism in 

the section of Hegel's (1966, pp. 241-267) Phenomenology 

entitled "Freedom of Self-Consciousness." 

It is the basic Marxist contention that just as 

feudalism engendered capitalism, so will the latter be 
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transcended by Socialism in accordance with the dialectical 

laws of movement whereby man will ultimately overcome his 

dehumanization produced by the capitalistic labor system 

which alienates him from his creativity, the product of his 

labor. This is explained in Engels' (1966, p, 292) Herr 

Eugen Duhring's Revolution in Science (Anti-Diihring) , first 

published in 1878, where Engels states: 

The materialist conception of history starts 
from the principle that production, and with 
production the exchange of its products, is the 
basis of every social order; that in every society 
which has appeared in history the distribution of 
the products, and with it the division of society 
into classes or estates, is determined by what is 
produced and how it is produced, and how the 
product is exchanged. According to this concep
tion, the ultimate causes of all social changes 
and political revolutions are to be sought, not 
in the minds of men, in their increasing insight 
into eternal truth and justice, but in changes in 
the mode of production and exchange; they are to 
be sought not in the philosophy but in the 
economics of the epoch concerned. 

Georg LukScs (1971) did not accept on mere faith the 

philosophical developments of Karl Marx and Friedrich 

Engels, Lukcics also investigated Hegel thoroughly and 

independently, a fact which is attested to throughout one 

of his earliest works, The Theory of the Novel, first 

published in 1920, where we are told by Lukcics (1971, p. 15) 

that "so far as I am aware, The Theory of the Novel was the 

first work belonging to the 'intellectual sciences' school 

in which the findings of Hegelian philosophy were concretely 

applied to aesthetic problems." Lukcics' evolution into a 
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Marxist thinker was a gradual process dating back to his 

adolescence. This fact is explained by G. H. R. Parkinson 

(1970), who in turn draws on autobiographical information 

contained in LukScs" "Mein Weg zu Marx," first published in 

the journal Internationale Literatur, III/2 (1933). We are 

told by Parkinson (1970, p. 3) that "he read the Communist 

Manifesto whilst still at his grammar school, and as an 

undergraduate he studied several works of Marx and Engels-— 

he mentions in particular the first volume of Marx's 

Capital." With the preceding background information in 

mind, it will be simpler to situate philosophically and 

historically the literary theories of Georg Lukcics. 

LukScs sees man's artistic creativity as a manifesta

tion of his existence. When this very general concept is 

placed within a Marxist framework, the result is a 

dialectical historical interpretation of the arts. If we 

accept the Marxist premise that historical materialism leads 

to truth in life and that art is the expression of man's 

seeking after truth in life, then we will understand the 

importance that LukScs places on truth in art. The rela

tionship between truth in life and truth in art is stated 

by Lukcics (1964a, p, 101) in the form of a conclusion: "In 

no other aesthetic does the truthful depiction of reality 

have so central a place as in Marxism." 

This statement implies that a work of literature, 

for example, which does not take man's material existence 
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into account is neither truthful or valid. It could also 

be taken inaccurately to mean that literature must copy 

reality in order to be truthful and valid, In order to 

clarify and accurately interpret Lukcics' statement, the 

following passage will be cited from an essay written by 

LukScs in 1963, "Appearance and Essence," contained in the 

anthology of LeRoy and Beitz (1973, p. 17): "While centering 

artistic theory on realism, Marxist aesthetics is clearly 

opposed to any trend which limits itself to the photographic 

reproduction of the immediately perceived surface of the 

outer world," At the same time Luk&cs objects to the 

opposite extreme which ignores reality: 

However, Marxist aesthetics is just as strongly 
opposed to another false extreme of development, 
namely, to the concept, born of the belief that 
it is wrong to copy reality, that artistic forms 
are independent of this surface reality. It 
leads to ascribing, in the theory and practice 
of art, absolute independence to artistic forms, 
to taking as an end in itself the perfection of 
forms or their perfectabilityf and thus to 
become separated from reality itself, to behave 
independently of it, to assume the right to 
transform radically and to stylize this reality. 
. . . Art is just as removed from photographic 
copying as from empty playing around with abstract 
forms (.in LeRoy and Beitz, 1973, p. 17). 

LukMcs' criterion for a valid literary interpreta

tion of reality takes into account the concepts of form and 

content. He does not permit these two concepts to exist 

independently of each other in a work nor does he consider 

form and content as one and the same concept, The latter 

belief was evidently maintained by Benedetto Croce, 
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according to N. K. Gay in his essay "Truth in Art and Truth 

in Life," written in 1962 and also contained in the LeRoy 

and Beitz (1973, p, 79) anthology: 

To acknowledge the unity of content and form 
does not mean to regard them as dialectically 
indivisible, as if—and this is what Benedetto 
Croce held-—the work were a monistic totality and 
it was senseless to divide it into form and 
content because form is the content of art while 
content in itself represents nothing except 
aesthetic fact (or, in other words, form again) 
outside which there is nothing in art, 

LukScs avoids both extremes and looks upon form and content 

as individual entities existing in a dialectical relation

ship to each other. Their dialectical totality is the work 

of art. This is spelled out by Luk&cs (1970b, pp. 18-19) 

in his Writer and Critic; 

Every true work of art arises out of the 
particular and real alternatives of its time. 
The means for the dynamic rendering of these 
alternatives is what we are accustomed to call 
style, which requires a two^fold investigation. 
One must consider first the what of the human 
content in the alternatives and in the meaning
ful responses to these alternatives; and second, 
the how in the artistic expression, the way in 
which the human reactions to the world are 
articulated and fixed aesthetically. By 
"realization" Cezanne meant the indissolubility 
of the what and the how'in works of art. 

LukScs (1964b, p, 6) elaborates on his basic artis

tic theory when he remarks that: 

Realism, however, is not some sort of middle way 
between false objectivity and false subjectivity, 
but on the contrary the true, solution-bringing 
third way, opposed to all the pseudo-dilemmas 
engendered by the wrongly-posed questions of 
those who wander without a chart in the labyrinth 
of our time. Realism is the recognition of the 
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fact that a work of literature can rest neither 
on a lifeless average, as the naturalists 
suppose, nor on an individual principle which 
dissolves its own self into nothingness. The 
central category and criterion of realist 
literature is the type, a peculiar synthesis 
which organically binds together the general 
and the particular both in characters and 
situations. 

A point which should be underscored is the fact 

that LukScs does not maintain that literature did not 

truthfully and•artistically portray man's existence until 

the advent of Marxism. On the contrary, Luk£cs, like other 

Marxists, esteems the works of past ages whose humanistic 

element has permitted them to withstand the test of time. 

Luk£cs (1964b, pp. 4-5) comments that "it is not by chance 

that the great Marxists were jealous guardians of our 

classical heritage in their aesthetics as well as in other 

spheres. For the sphere of aesthetics this classical 

heritage consists in the great arts which depict man as a 

whole in the whole of society," Later, referring specifi

cally to the royalist Balzac, at first a seemingly unlikely 

candidate for a Marxist preference, Lukcics (1964b, p. 11) 

mentions that: 

A great realist such as Balzac, if the intrinsic 
artistic development of situations and characters 
he has created comes into conflict with his most 
cherished prejudices or even his most sacred con
victions, will, without an instant's hesitation, 
set aside these his own prejudices and convictions 
and describe what he really sees, not what we 
would prefer to see. 
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The literature which is both realist in the sense 

of the pre-Marxists who depicted man as a whole in the whole 

of society, and socialist in that it is cognizant of a 

historical materialist interpretation of reality, is what 

Luk&cs refers to as Socialist Realism. The difference 

between the realist, humanistic literature of past epochs, 

which Luk3cs prefers to call Critical Realism, and 

Socialist Realism is stated by LukScs (1964a, p. 93) in 

the following terms: "Socialist realism differs from 

critical realism, not only in being based on a concrete 

socialist perspective, but also in using this perspective 

to describe the forces working towards socialism from the 

inside." The difference can be further illustrated by 

means of two writers, Balzac, whom LukScs considers a 

critical realist, and Maxim Gorki, whom LukScs recognizes 

as a socialist realist. Balzac, as seen before, is esteemed 

by Lukcics as one of the isolated literary geniuses of his 

time for his artistic and truthful portrayal of the socio-

historical realities of his epoch. Now that there is a body 

of thought (Marxism), however, which aids man in his search 

for truth, the writer is in a better position to portray 

reality artistically. Thus, by taking socialist concepts 

into consideration, a contemporary artist such as Gorki was 

able to depict the realities of his time in all their 

agony, yet at the same time remain mindful of the fact that 

man is not static but rather slowly progressing toward his 
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ultimate liberation from the dehumanizing effects caused by 

class society and the division of the labor process. This 

is explained by Lukcics (1964b, pp. 217-218) in the following 

passage: 

Truly great literature loosens the tongue of 
the dumb and opens the eyes of the blind. It 
makes man conscious of himself and of his 
destinies. And Gorki, the revolutionary humanist, 
fought above all against the inarticulate, inert, 
purely instinctive nature of human manifestations 
in his Russia. He believed that if men once grow 
really conscious of themselves, their feet are 
already on the road to the great emancipation of 
mankind--ultimately, of course, not in each 
individual case. This is why Gorki presents the 
dull stolidity and lack of consciousness even in 
private life as a dreadful consequence of Tsarist 
oppression. It is a subtle touch in The Mother 
when the old working-class woman from whose mind 
all memories of her past were erased by ill-
treatment, is awakened by her contacts with the 
revolutionaries to a clear consciousness of all 
her past life. As a foil to her, Gorki depicts 
a number of others, who have completely lost all 
remembrance of their own lives, who live from 
day to day in a grey daze and stagger from one 
drinking-bout to another. 

Both the immediate and the far reaching effects of Gorki's 

extensive socialist realist writings are mentioned by 

Lukcics (1964b, pp. 240-241) thusly: 

As the poetic historian 'of the epoch, as the 
painter of the tragi-comic death of the old 
order, Gorki was one of the great gravediggers 
of capitalism. But the capitalist world did not 
die in the October revolution; it must be 
destroyed bit by bit; it is like the hydra of 
the legend which grows a new head every time one 
of its heads is chopped off. Thus Gorki's "human 
comedy" is not only an immortal picture of a 
world that is no more, but a powerful weapon in 
the struggle against its surviving, harmful 
rem nan ts. 
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Finally, Socialist Realism is not the exclusive 

property of the Communist Party or any other leftist 

organization. It is an artistic manifestation open to any 

writer who seeks what Luk&cs considers the most effective 

means to the artistic portrayal of realism in our time. 

LukScs (1964a, p. 60) states that: 

Not everyone who looks for a solution to the 
social and ideological crisis of bourgeois 
society will be a professed socialist. It is 
enough that a writer takes socialism into 
account and does not reject it out of hand. 
But if he rejects socialism—and this is the 
point I want to make—he closes his eyes to the 
future, gives up any chance of assessing the 
present correctly, and loses the ability to 
create other than purely static works of art. 

LukScs is mindful of the fact that Socialist Realism 

is not the predominant literary expression in contemporary 

letters. For this reason he does not ignore literature 

which is not socialist realist but rather analyzes it in an 

attempt to further define what Socialist Realism is by also 

determining what it is not, Lukcics (1964a, p. 17) manifests 

his awareness of the fact that Socialist Realism is not the 

dominant trend in contemporary literature in his Realism in 

our Time, whose first chapter, "The Ideology of Modernism" 

opens with the following sentence: "It is in no way sur

prising that the most influential contemporary school of 

writing should still be committed to the dogmas of 

'modernist' anti-realism." 
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Lukclcs approaches the question of non-socialist 

realist contemporary literature, which he refers to broadly 

as modernist literature, from the viewpoint of the concepts 

of form and content which have already been discussed to 

some extent. As regards content in modernist literature, 

LukScs (1964a, p. 21) finds a disregard for a historical 

materialist portrayal of society which he comments on in the 

following terms: 

Man, thus conceived, is an ahistorical being. 
. . . This negation of history takes two different 
forms in modernist literature. First, the hero is 
strictly confined within the limits of his own 
experience, . . . Secondly, the hero himself is 
without personal history. He is "thrown-into-the-
world": meaninglessly, unfathomably. He does not 
develop through contact with the world; he 
neither forms nor is formed by it. The only 
"development" in this literature is the gradual 
revelation of the human condition. Man is now what 
he has always been and always will be. The 
narrator, the examining subject, is in motion; the 
examined reality is static. 

As a direct consequence of the static nature of 

modernist literature, Luk&cs finds that the only movement 

of man that this type of literature is able to portray is 

man's escape from the circumstances of his reality which he 

is impotent to change. He has found also that the escape 

portrayed in modernist literature is usually represented by 

psychopathological behavior, a condition which Lukcics 

(1964a, pp. 28-29) traces back to precontemporary literary 

trends; 

This problem was first widely discussed in 
the Naturalist period. More than fifty years 
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ago, that doyen of Berlin dramatic critics, 
Alfred Kerr, was writing: "Morbidity is the 
legitimate poetry of Naturalism. For what is 
poetic in everyday life? Neurotic aberration, 
escape from life's dreary routine. . . ." 
Interesting here, is the notion that the poetic 
necessity of the pathological derives from the 
prosaic quality of life under capitalism. 

As LukScs would have it, both modernist literature 

and socialist realist literature are sympathetic to the fact 

that man's contemporary existence under capitalism is 

undesirable. The parallel ends here, however. While the 

former accepts capitalism as the established and un

alterable order, the latter portrays the means necessary 

for a change of the prevailing system. Contrasting the 

outlook on life as portrayed by both Critical and Socialist 

Realism LukScs (1964a, p. 29) explains that "the bourgeois 

protest against feudal society, the proletarian against 

bourgeois society, made their point of departure a criticism 

of the old order. In both cases the protest-—reaching out 

beyond the point of departure—was based on a concrete 

terminus ad quem: the establishment of a new order." 

Referring specifically to the writers of modernist litera

ture Luk&cs (1964a, p. 30) remarks that; 

The terminus a quo (the corrupt society of our 
time) is inevitably the main source of energy, 
since the terminus ad quem (the escape into psycho-
pathology) is a mere abstraction. Considered in 
terms of man's relation with his environment, it 
lacks both content and direction. And this lack 
is exaggerated still further by the character of 
the terminus ad quem. For the protest is an 
empty gesture, expressing nausea, or discomfort, 
or longing. Its content—or rather lack of 
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content—derives from the fact that such a view 
of life cannot impart a sense of direction. 
These writers are not wholly wrong in believing 
that psychopathology is their surest refuge; it 
is the ideological complement of their historical 
position. 

Concerning the question of form in modernist 

literature, we have seen earlier that LukScs is critical of 

the one-sided emphasis on form which leads to a stylization 

beyond recognition of reality. LukScs equally protests the 

one-sided concern of critics with formalistic questions, a 

situation which he sees as leading to indifference with 

whether or not a work is capable of rendering a nondis-

torted and dynamic portrayal of man and reality, LukScs 

(1964a, p. 34) states this simply: "By concentrating on 

formal criteria, by isolating technique from content and 

exaggerating its importance, these critics refrain from 

judgment on the social or artistic significance of subject-

matter," But perhaps his most general view on the question 

of form is that, regardless of the form employed by 

modernist literature, the underlying ideology is basically 

similar. This idea is based on the contention that 

modernist literature lacks a valid perspective which 

portrays man in a historical materialist context. LukScs 

(1964a, p. 34) affirms: 

This is not to deny that variations in style 
reflect changes in society. ... We encounter 
it in the all-determining "social conditions" 
of Naturalism, in Symbolism's impressionist 
methods and its cultivation of the exotic, in 
the fragmentation of objective reality in 
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Futurism and Constructivism and the German 
Neue Sachlichkeit, or, again, in Surrealism's 
stream of consciousness. 

These schools have in common a basically 
static approach to reality. This is closely 
related to their lack of perspective. 

LukScs (1964a, p. 36) ends his discussion on 

modernist literature by contrasting it with Critical 

Realism and Socialist Realism: 

To establish the basic distinction between 
modernism and that realism which, from Homer to 
Thomas Mann and Gorky, has assumed change and 
development to be the proper subject of literal 
ture, we must go deeper into the underlying 
ideological problem. In The House of the Dead 
Dostoevsky gave an interesting account of the 
convict's attitude to work. He described how 
the prisoners, in spite of brutal discipline, 
loafed about, working badly or merely going 
through the motions of work until a new overseer 
arrived and allotted them a new project, after 
which they were allowed to go home, "The work 
was hard," Dostoevsky continues, "but Christ, 
with what energy they threw themselves into it'. 
Gone was all their former indolence and pretended 
incompetence.11 

The contention here is that without hope and meaning life 

is static and absurd. Modernist writers, unlike the 

critical realist Dostoevsky, limit themselves to the 

portrayal of life as static and meaningless. LukScs (1964a, 

p. 36) remarks on this when he writes that "absence of 

meaning makes a mockery of action and reduces art to 

naturalistic description." Referring specifically to a 

writer whom he considers to be modernist, Lukclcs (1964a, 

p, 36) goes on to say: 
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As the ideology of most modernist writers asserts 
the unalterability of outward reality (even if 
this is reduced to a mere state of consciousness) 
human activity is, a priori, rendered impotent and 
robbed of meaning. 

The apprehension of reality to which this 
leads is most consistently and convincingly 
realized in the work of Kafka. Kafka remarks of 
Josef K., as he is being led to execution: "He 
thought of flies, their tiny limbs breaking as 
they struggle away from the flypaper." This 
mood of total impotence, of paralysis in the face 
of the unintelligible power of circumstances, 
informs all his work. . . . Kafka's angst is the 
experience par excellence of modernism. 

Nevertheless, Luk&cs does not object to the artistic 

portrayal of the darker side of man's reality as such. What 

he objects to is the distorted and partial view of man and 

reality by the modernist writers who become obsessed with 

the psychopathological to such a degree that man is no 

longer looked upon as a free and rational being. What 

LukScs (1964a, p. 33) considers to be the difference between 

the objective and the obsessive portrayal of the debased 

human being under class society can be ascertained from the 

following statement; 

But literature must have a concept of the normal 
if it is to "place" distortion correctly; that 
is to say, to see it as distortion. . . . Life 
under capitalism is, often rightly, presented as 
a distortion (a petrification or paralysis) of 
the human substance. But to present psycho-
pathology as a way of escape from this distortion 
is itself a distortion. . . . There is no 
principle to set against the general pattern, no 
standard by which the petty-bourgeois and the 
pathological can be seen in their social context, 
. , . Distortion becomes the normal condition of 
human existence; the proper study, the formative 
principle, of art and literature. 
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In his Writer and Critic LukScs (1970b, p. 107) underscores 

the point made above by referring to specific individuals, 

as when he states that "great artists like Goya or Daumier 

depicted the deformation of men under class society. They 

did so with artistry and harmony since the deformation 

appears for what it is and not as a standard for a 

supposedly new artistic synthesis." What is important for 

LukScs is not what an artist's or writer's view on class 

society is, but rather how this view is artistically 

portrayed. Emile Zola evidently felt sympathy for the 

proletariat of the Second Empire, but for LukScs the lack 

of concordance between Zola's feelings toward the pro

letariat and the artistic portrayal of these feelings does 

not warrant Zola a place of honor among the writers of 

Critical Realism like Balzac. In his Writer and Critic 

LukScs (1970b, p. 140) refers to Zola when he says that "we 

know that Zola's emphasis on man's bestiality was in 

protest against the bestiality of capitalism, a bestiality 

which he did not understand. But his irrational protest 

became transformed into an obsession with the bestial, 

with the animal-1ike." 

In brief, for Luk&cs, modernist literature, not

withstanding its sincerity, is less than acceptable in that 

the bestial and the angst which form part of our reality 

are portrayed as constant factors against which it is vain 

to struggle. A world view of this nature is diametrically 
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opposed to the humanist viewpoint on man and reality held 

by Georg LukScs. 

Although Lukcics sees modernist literature as a 

reflection of the fragmentated existence of man living under 

capitalism, he does not ignore that there has existed, and 

continues to exist, a supposedly Marxist oriented literature 

with equally negative results as the former. Lukcics 

(1970b, p, 9) refers to this fact when he says that "in 

various essays I have exposed the social bases for the 

frustration of man's noblest aspirations, contrasting the 

brutal manipulations of the Stalin period and its aftermath 

with the more refined manipulations of contemporary 

capitalism and its democracy." Lukcics (1970b, p. 22) 

expounds on the aforementioned with the following: 

Since the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet 
Communist Party criticism of Stalin's distor
tions of the teachings and methods of Marx, 
Engels and Lenin can no longer be completely 
repressed. Simultaneously, in the capitalist 
countries, in the United States itself, the 
ideological resistance to the dogma of the 
American Way of Life is intensifying. 

Although Stalinist literary tenets were imposed upon writers 

in Eastern Europe, Stalinist literature was voluntarily 

practiced by some Western writers, like Enrique Amorim, who 

were admirers of Stalin, Therefore, the characteristics of 

Stalinist literature will be examined briefly. 

In Solzhenitsyn, one of his most recent literary 

works, Lukcics (1970a) disputes the present official Soviet 
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attitude toward literature which advises writers to forget 

the excesses of the Stalinist past and get on, so to speak, 

with the portrayal of the present. LukScs disputes this 

advice on the basis that it is an ahistorical perspective 

which leads to a false depiction of contemporary reality. 

In his rebuttal of this view LukScs furnishes a working 

definition of the type of literature which he refers to 

as illustrating literature. LukScs (1970a, p. 12) starts 

his rebuttal by referring to the ahistorical literary 

perspective encouraged by the present Soviet bureaucracy: 

Should the latter view in fact become the 
criterion of literature, we should find ourselves 
facing a straightforward continuation of the 
"illustrating literature" of the Stalin era. This 
was a crude manipulation of the present; it 
originated not in the dialectic between the past 
and realistic aims for the future, or in the 
actions of real human beings, but rather was 
always determined in form and content by the 
momentary resolutions of the apparatus, . . . 

The crude manipulation of the past is only one 
aspect of the crude overall manipulations of the 
figures, situations, fates, perspectives, etc. in 
the works of "illustrating literature." For this 
reason the meaningless directive referred to 
above is only an "up to date" and consistent 
continuation of the Stalin-Zhdanov policy toward 
literature, a newly-discovered hindrance to the 
regeneration of socialist realism--to its regaining 
the capacity to describe genuine types of a period 
who comment in their own individual ways on the 
great and minor problems of their time, problems 
arising from the necessity of their own lives. 
Since in the final analysis their individuality 
is socio-historically conditioned, it is pre
cisely in this respect that the past-present 
perspective of the future is most clearly 
expressed. 
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Lukcics evidently assumes that his readers are 

familiar with the name Zhdanov, for he neither mentions who 

Zhdanov was or what he wrote in the field of literary 

criticism. Andrei A. Zhdanov (1950) was a Stalinist 

collaborator, author of the Essays on Literature, 

Philosophy, and Music. Zhdanov's devotion to Stalin and 

his desire to place literature under the sole guidance of 

the Communist Party is manifest throughout the above 

mentioned work. For example, Zhdanov (1950, p, 10) mentions 

that "under the leadership of the Communist Party, with the 

thoughtful and daily guidance of the Central Committee and 

the untiring support and help of Comrade Stalin, a whole 

army of Soviet writers has rallied around the Soviet power 

and the Communist Party." 

LukScs does not object to illustrating literature 

because it is tendentious in the sense that it consciously 

seeks to represent man in his struggle toward a classless 

society. What he objects to is the crassness of the 

tendentiousness employed by the writers of illustrating 

literature. The totality of reality portrayed by Socialist 

Realism becomes in illustrating literature a contrived 

reality whose sole purpose is to depict official Party 

objectives. Referring to this fact, LukScs (1970a, pp. 17-

18) comments that: 

Typification thus became a purely political cate
gory. Independently of the dialectic inherent in 
the characters and their human essence, a positive 
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or negative value judgment of the writer's 
attitude, which appeared favourable or un
favourable to the execution of the resolution 
concerned, was evident in typification. Now 
this policy gave rise to an extremely artifi
cial construction of plots and characters, a 
construction which was necessarily naturalistic 
to some degree, since one characteristic of 
this descriptive method was that the details 
it presented were not necessarily interconnected 
nor linked organically with the active charac
ters, their fates, etc. 

Thus, in illustrating literature the protagonists 

are not masters of their own individual destinies but 

instead typify a process of social evolution which is 

based on falsely optimistic and forced situations. In his 

Historical Novel LukScs rejects the means employed by 

writers of illustrating literature in order to arrive at a 

non-capitalist society. The historical materialistic 

change of society is a gradual one and must be represented 

as such in literature. LukScs (1962, p. 144) explains: 

The great novels of world literature, in 
particular those of the nineteenth century, 
portray not so much the collapse of a society 
as its process of disintegration, each one 
embracing a phase of this process, Not even 
in the most dramatic of novels is it at all 
necessary to allude to the social collapse a,s 
such. To fulfill the aims of the novel all 
that is required is to show convincingly and 
powerfully the irresistible course of socio-
historical development. The essential aim of 
the novel is the representation of the way 
society moves. 

LukScs (1970b, p. 40) further explains how tendentiousness 

forms a part of artistic creation without distorting the 

artistic portrayal of reality; 
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When Engels approves of tendentiousness in 
literature he always means, as does Lenin after 
him, this "partisanship of objectivity" and 
emphatically rejects any subjective super
imposed tendentiousness: "But I mean that the 
tendentiousness must spring out of the situation 
and action without being expressly pointed out." 

The quotation by Lukcics of Engels is not identified, but 

Engels (in Engels and Marx, 1968, p. 322) said this in a 

letter from London to Minna Kautsky in Vienna on 26 

November 1885: "Aber ich meine, die Tendenz muss aus der 

Situation und Handlung selbst hervorspringen, ohne dass 

ausdriicklich darauf hingewiesen wird, und der Dichter ist 

nicht genotigt, die geschichtliche zukiinftige Losung der 

gesellschaftlichen Konflikte, die er schildert, dem Leser 

in die Hand zu geben," 

Besides the fact that one has to understand the 

modus operandi of illustrating literature in order 

adequately to assess literature written under the Stalinist 

regime, or in sympathy with it, there is yet another factor 

involved. Western critics, especially, have come to equate 

Socialist Realism with illustrating literature. In our 

particular case this is the situation with Mose, one of 

Amorim's recent critics. LukScs (1970b, p. 85) is aware of 

the general confusion which is still very prevalent today: 

In the Marxist conception, the triumph of 
realism implies a complete break with that 
vulgar conception of literature and art which 
appraises creative works mechanically in terms 
of a writer's political attitudes, according to 
a so-called class psychology, The Marxist 
approach we are exploring is exceedingly 
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well-adapted to illuminating complicated 
literary phenomena, but only when it is 
applied concretely, in an historical spirit, 
with genuine aesthetic and social insight. 
Anyone who imagines it to be a ready-made 
formula applicable to any literary phenomenon 
misinterprets the Marxist classics like the 
vulgar Marxists of the past. 

By way of conclusion, we can state in very general 

terms that for LukScs, just as modernist literature serves 

the cause of capitalism by portraying man as incapable of 

meaningful alternatives to this system, so does illustrating 

literature serve the cause of Stalinism by depicting man 

as totally dependent upon the dictates of the Party, Both 

literary methods are equally unacceptable to LukScs, who 

finds their depiction of reality to be static, incomplete, 

and distorted. In place of modernist and illustrating 

literatures, LukScs proposes that both writer and critic 

take into account the method of Socialist Realism which 

will allow for a dynamic, total, and true portrayal of 

reality founded on the dialectical laws of movement of 

historical materialism. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MODERNIST WORKS OF ENRIQUE AMORIM 

Part 1: Early Short Stories 

"Las quitanderas" 

The first prose work published by Enrique Amorim 

was a collection of short stories that he entitled Amorim 

(1923). One of the short stories composing this collection 

was "Las quitanderas," whose originality and superior 

craftsmanship warranted a separate edition shortly there

after (Amorim, 1924). A sequel to this, or as the author 

called it, a segundo episodio, appeared as a short story 

following his novelette Tangarupg (Amorim, 1925). The 

momentum created by "Las quitanderas" did not cease until 

almost a decade later when it appeared again, this time 

as the cornerstone of one of Amorim1s (1942) more famous , 

works, La carreta. 

Given the unusual title of the short story, it will 

be mentioned here that Malaret (1946, p. 697) explains 

guitandera by means of his definition of quitanda: "Especie 

de comercio ambulante, reducido a comidas camperas muy 

simples: pan, roscas, empanadas, dulces, etc. Las mujeres 

que ejercen este comercio se llaman quitanderas." It will 

90 
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be seen that Amorim extends the term to include the meaning 

of prostitute. 

"Las quitanderas," although written within the 

shadow of an epoch of social uprising, especially in 

Europe, is not socially committed in the strict sense of 

the word. Instead, it has an atmosphere of resignation 

regarding the isolation, both physical and emotional, of 

the protagonists who are, in effect, colonizers living and 

working in a remote pampa settlement. The other group of 

protagonists are the quitanderas with whom the men estab

lish a mercenary relationship. A notable exception to this 

state of affairs occurs when one of the younger men, who is 

characteristically timid around women, finally establishes 

an emotional relationship with one of the quitanderas. This 

would seem to be an indication on the part of the author 

that isolation and mutual human exploitation are beginning 

to be overcome, at least in the case of this particular 

couple, A direct result of this relationship is the feeling 

of manliness on the part of the young man who had been 

considered a homosexual previously. Soon after, however, 

he is abandoned by the guitandera. The abandonment causes 

the young man to lose his newly acquired feelings of 

virility and acts as an indirect cause of his subsequent 

tragic death. 

One could argue that the youthful Amorim was 

writing a very subtle expose on local social evils. If this 
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was the case, however, there is a notable lack of 

tendentiousness to support this belief. What is readily 

apparent is that the other men seem to be rather content 

with their lot in life and their purely materialistic bond 

with women. In fact, it could even be argued that these 

women actually aided in the development of this remote 

region by periodically offering an escape from the tedium 

that the men had to endure. Had not the latter the visits 

of the former to look forward to, it is likely that they 

would not have remained in their marginal society for any 

length of time. 

The young man was far from representative of his 

group; rather he was a deviation for whom the author, and 

most likely the reader, could feel sympathy, His pre

destined nature, nevertheless, robs him of any poten

tiality to change himself, much less others. He is simply 

one of those unfortunate beings who is incapable of forming 

part of the milieu in which he exists. His death, instead 

of representing a loss, sadly enough, is a gain from the 

point of view of those who had regarded his behavior as 

contrary, and therefore, hostile to theirs. 

Amorim's first incursion into prose is understandably 

devoid of socialist realist perspectives, a fact which is 

free from any negative value judgments if we consider that 

this short story is one of his first good samples of 

objective writing of any kind. To expect anything else, 
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such as Socialist Realism, which Amorim reached only after 

a period of personal and artistic maturation, would be 

unreasonable, 

As mentioned earlier, a sequel to "Las quitanderas" 

appeared as a separate short story following the novelette 

Tangarupg (Amorim, 1925), Two other short stories, "El 

pSjaro negro" and "Los explotadores de pantanos," were also 

published along with Tangarupci. "Quitanderas" (segundo 

episodio), has very little in the way of originality to add 

to the first episode. The same mood of fatom prevails, a 

sign that reveals no change in attitude on the part of the 

author, whose enthusiasm and contentment with the first 

episode of a few years previous seemed to have convinced 

him that he has found himself artistically, 

Tangarup^f 

This novelette furnishes, if not new, at least 

deeper insights into its author than did the previous 

short stories. The setting, TangarupS, a word which means, 

as the novelette's subtitle tells us, "un lugar de la 

tierra," could have been a species of microcosm where 

the problems of social justice might have been fought out. 

Instead, it is an all too familiar rural setting in the 

author's native land where superstition exists in the 

guise of an organized religion. Again, no attempt is made 

to overcome this form of ignorance and emotional 
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exploitation. On the contrary, if the female protagonist of 

this particular work overcomes a terrible complex due to 

her supposed sterility, a condition which appears to have 

been psychosomatic, it is thanks to the curandera who aids 

her in a variety of ways. One of the aids furnished by the 

curandera was in the form of a solitary young man, 

reminiscent in some ways of the protagonist of "Las 

quintaderas." Here, again, there is an attempt at estab

lishing a human bond between the lonely young man and the 

woman who had been consistently brutalized by her husband. 

The latter only valued women for their ability to repro

duce . 

There seems to be no chance of escaping the 

sordidness of TangarupS, however, and the author does not 

allow the wife and her lover to enjoy their incipient new 

existence for very long. As fate would have it, the young 

man is cut to pieces when he becomes entangled in the 

lines of a fishing apparatus which slice into his body 

because of the violent movements of a huge river fish that 

has become hooked. We learn that the sole importance of 

the young man's life has been his capacity to procreate, 

and like many animals and insects, he dies once this law of 

nature has been fulfilled. Animal triumphs over man and 

ignorance prevails over logic; the successful woman and 

man, so to speak, are on the one hand, the curandera and on 
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the other, the brutal husband who firmly believes that he is 

the father of his wife's child. 

In case the reader might still have doubts as to the 

similarity of nature between man and beast, at one point in 

the novelette an act of bestiality is described. It is 

not, however, a gratuitous scene, for it acts as a catalyst 

for the proximate sexual relations between the young man, 

who observed the act of bestiality, and the supposedly 

sterile woman. As mentioned in Chapter II LukScs' (1970b, 

p. 140) criticism of Zola referred to the fact that Zola's 

protest against man's degraded nature led him into an 

obsession with the bestial and the animal-like, a comment 

which also applies to Amorim at this point in his writing. 

"El pSjaro negro," despite its extreme brevity, 

includes with remarkable conciseness sufficient elements so 

as to be able to identify it as representative of Amorim's 

then current vein of writing. The three ch^r^cters who 

stand out from the chorus of silhouettes who form the back

ground of this tragedy are an imbecile, a buffoon, and an 

unknown passerby whose physical aspect and black clothing 

distinguish him as the "pjijaro negro." The story opens 

with the incoherent babbling of the imbecile. His constant 

repetition of the apparently senseless words, "el lau 

flaco," "the weak point," is later recognized to have been 

tragically prophetic, The passerby, by means of malicious 

ridicule, sabotages the story-telling ability of the buffoon 



who is performing in the inn where the former has decided 

to take refuge from an impending storm. The buffoon, 

ridiculed by his audience and later ignored, is desperate 

to escape the nightmarish settlement even though it involves 

crossing a river swollen by the recent rainstorm. His body 

is found by the imbecile the next morning, battered against 

a tree trunk where the fast waters of the flooded river had 

propelled it. Here we are not dealing with one exceptional 

case within an otherwise stable situation; the exclusive 

focus on the imbecile, the cruel stranger, and the desperate 

buffoon whose attempt to escape an unbearable existence led 

to his death, clearly indicates the author's view of life 

as being incapable of imparting a sense of direction and as 

revelatory only from a position of anti-humanism. 

The third and last short story in order of appearance 

signals what appears to be at first sight a new direction. 

In "Los explotadores de pantanos" one of the causes 

responsible for the situation being described is clearly 

named. The extension of the railroad, financially backed 

by British capital, has done away with the need for the 

baquiano, a type of guide who had previously earned his 

living by leading travelers through those regions that had 

been isolated. What would normally have been looked upon 

by many as an improvement, is received here with animadver

sion: "El camino no era otra cosa que la civilizaci6n que 

extendla su mano. Era el pico y la pala del gringo, que 
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venia a destruir--construyendo—el campo de su sabiduria. 

Como la carapana no tenfa ya pasos secretos, el baquiano era 

un ser innecesario" (Amorim, 1925, p. 99). The baquiano 

who, prior to the development of communications, had 

enjoyed a feeling of self-respect and a sense of importance, 

is less a man than before, now that civilization has 

extended its hand to his region. 

Young Amorim has effectively presented this situa

tion in the person of the baquiano who must now plot his 

future subsistence. It is at this point in the narration 

that the author, obviously cognizant of the state of 

alienation into which his protagonist has been flung, breaks 

with the potentially humanistic drift of his story and 

resorts to perversity as a solution. The baquiano, like 

the others in his same situation, turns his once noble and 

historical profession into a base and predatory practice 

consisting in sabotaging the few existing roads. He has now 

lost both pride and decency and coldly observes how the car 

of a man and his dying wife sinks into a quagmire which 

they mistook for the crude road that crosses a section of 

pampa. The baquiano then hypocritically offers his help, 

confident that his efforts will be generously compensated. 

While the form of this story, like that of most of 

the previous ones, is laudable from the point of view of 

originality and conciseness, it would still be premature 

to attach any socialist significance to its content solely 
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on the basis of its initial protest. Man has still not 

arrived at self-realization in a dignified manner; rather 

he has capitulated by perverting his own personality in the 

face of unjust circumstances instead of seeking more 

positive alternatives. 

Horizontes y bocacalles 

Amorim's (1968) next collection of short stories was 

Horizontes y bocacalles published in 1926, The author 

has divided this collection between rural and urban themes. 

The latter themes are impressionistic sketches where poetic 

form completely dominates. As mentioned earlier in the 

introduction, this type of writing lies outside the limits 

of the present critical approach and will therefore not be 

analyzed. The short stories of a rural nature, while 

original in plot, with one notable exception, lend nothing 

in the way of a new ideological nature. It is, therefore/ 

evident that the author at this time, as before, either can 

not or will not treat man from any perspective which does 

not concentrate exclusively on the darker side of human 

reality, 

The story "La chueca" is a momentary but complete 

immersion in the abnormal and the macabre. The sadistic 

murder of the chueca, a deformed and retarded young girl, 

by a group of hired laborers who sought their entertainment 

in this manner, causes a much greater impression than the 
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author's initial comment with respect to the estate owner's 

children for whom the chueca served as a buffoon. The 

closing description not only discovers a degraded human 

nature on the part of the agricultural laborers being 

portrayed, but poses the question as to whether or not 

this section of rural proletariat is worth the effort 

needed to better their lot in life or if they are better 

left in their state of spiritual void, given the fact that 

they are only mere beasts anyway: "Algunos relan todavla, 

sacudifindose las bombachas salpicadas de sangre" (Amorim, 

1968, p. 27). 

In "Quemacampos" the note is on man as an obsessive 

being. The protagonist, Quemacampos, who can not bear to 

see grazing lands encroached upon by weeds and brush growth, 

goes about setting fields on fire in spite of the fact that 

they do not belong to him in the majority of the cases. His 

obsession even leads him to fire the field where the 

mausoleum of his family is located. 

The perspective of "Un pe6n" is exclusively 

pessimistic and focuses on the disillusion of a child who 

desperately makes a last minute search for a tropical bird 

he had caught earlier on his estate and which he had wanted 

to bring along with him to the city. One of the laborers, 

informed of what is taking place, either through malice or 

ignorance, or a combination of the two, momentarily provides 
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the child with a false sense of hope which soon turns into a 

tremendous disillusionment. 

"Un capataz" simply relates in a matter of lines how 

a humble overseer and his sons take advantage of an estate 

owner's absence in order to steal a sheep, a scene which 

takes place against the background of opulence of the 

owner's mansion, a contrast which seems to imply a justifi

cation of what is taking place. Here there is no flight 

into abnormality on the part of the peasants, but the over

seer's fear of being discovered by one of the laborers and 

a description like the following can hardly speak of any 

significant progress on the part of the people who are 

still irrevocably a part of the prevailing landed system: 

"La mujer sonrie contenta. Acaricia con sus ojos de sumisa 

bestezuela, a su hombre, prodigio de ingenio y modelo de 

padre" (Amorim, 1968, p, 22). 

A curious and refreshing change of pace is found in 

"Florentino,Although the protagonist of this sketch 

stands out from the other people with whom he lives because 

he is one-handed, a condition which is especially limiting 

in the case of agricultural workers, here there is not an 

exclusive and terminal focus on this physical disability 

and the complex it causes. On the contrary, in the course 

of the story, the protagonist, albeit rather puerilely so, 

overcomes his complex and adopts a new attitude to life. 

The closing words of the narration are significant of this 
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change in direction on the part of Amorim: "La peonada--una 

docena de hombres—parti(3 al campo. A pocos metros del 

grupo, el manquito Florentino, sin pensar en su manquera, 

iba poco a poco integrSndose a la peonada" (Amorim, 1968, 

p. 31). This story, despite its brevity, is important in 

that pessimism has been substituted by a factor of hope, 

something which thus far had been consistently denied to 

the protagonists of the previous short stories. Of equal 

importance is the fact that we are made aware that the 

disability being described is not an all pervading 

phenomenon, but only an exception whose negative results 

might partially be overcome. 

La trampa del pajonal 

Another collection which is divided between objec

tive and subjective writings is La trampa del pajonal, first 

published in 1928, 

"Farias y Miranda, avestruceros," has been valued 

for its local color by one of Amorim's recent critics 

(Mose, 1973, p. 44), a fact which can not be denied since 

this story describes an activity that is not at all a 

commonplace subject in literature. Well woven into this 

colorful narrative, however, is a feeling of isolation which 

overtakes the protagonists who work on a large ranch where 

ostriches are raised for commercial purposes. We are told 

that when their vigorous activity for the day has been 
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completed forlornness sets in, a state of mind which Amorim 

(1962, p. 26) describes thus: "Sollan ser terribles sus 

noches en las estancias. En la ciudad existlan las casas 

grandes y chicas, de ricos y pobres; pero all! era un lugar 

pobre, en una casa rica." It is interesting to note that 

Farias, the protagonist who suffers more than anyone else 

from the isolated and miserable atmosphere in which he 

lives, an atmosphere whose wretchedness is all the more 

apparent by the contrast it forms with the landowner's 

existence, does not attempt an escape into psychopathy. On 

the contrary, He attempts to remedy his condition by seeking 

the companionship of a woman who also works for the land

owner . 

The positive gesture by way of overcoming his 

present undesirable situation is ultimately frustrated by 

an envious fellow worker. The resultant disillusionment 

together with Farias' already desolate sta,te of being 

throws him into hopeless despair: "Pedro Farias estaba 

cabizbajo, bajo la manana primaveral, radiante, toda llena 

de pSj^ros, Su vida no variaba. Estaba fatalmente 

destinado a ser avestrucero siempre" (Amorim, 1962, p. 29), 

The new direction pointed at in Amorim's "Florentino" which 

was discussed earlier has not been pursued further. Here 

we are presented with a type of human sympathy which in 

itself is impotent and, therefore, incapable of effecting 

any changes. 
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"La perforadora," undoubtedly the most optimistic 

narration in the collection from the point of view of the 

successful escape of the female protagonist from an 

intolerable existence, is not optimistic, however, if we 

realize that there is no facing up to the causes of the 

situation which has brutalized the couple being described. 

While the outcome of the story hints at the possibility of 

some sort of a better future for the wife who has become 

aware of her infrahuman situation, there is no change on the 

part of the husband who does not manage to overcome the 

monotony and mechanization into which he and his wife had 

somehow been placed; "Sigiienza era feliz, EncarnaciSn 

tambiSn, mirando el camino que lleva a la ciudad. Nunca 

pedla nada. JamSs insinuaba un cambio. Sigiienza pasHbase 

el dla en el campo, Volvla al atardecer, cambiaban algunas 

palabras, cenaban y a la cama" (Amorim, 1962, p, 60), 

Perhaps the successful overcoming of a fragmented existence 

of the kind portrayed here would require the extension 

afforded by a novel. On the other hand, it might be only a 

question of time until the ideological maturation of the 

author will finally allow him to envision change as some-r 

thing more substantive than the mere escape from that which 

is undesirable, a position which indirectly is nothing more 

than capitulation. 

"La trampa del pajonal," the story which lends its 

name to the general title of the collection, begins with a 
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type of narration which is as objective as that of any of 

the previous stories discussed. At one point, however, it 

radically breaks with the conscious world and enters into 

the area of the unconscious or dreamlike. This fact does 

not invalidate the story from the point of view of the 

present approach since the coherency of the author's 

message is still very present. Like Kafka, whom Luk^cs 

(.1964a, p. 36) chided for his description of human existence 

from the perspective of a trapped and struggling fly, here 

Amorim too is working from a similar and, in his particular 

case, a rather familiar perspective, The protagonist is 

suffering from an anxiety dream in which he sees himself 

lost in a limitless expanse of tall, straw-like grass, a 

huge trap as it were, whose razor-sharp leaves cut into his 

skin. No reason is given as to why he is there nor is there 

a way out: "dPor qu§ me han sumergido en este laberinto de 

hojas afiladas como navajas, en este mar bravio de verdura, 

de follaje?" (Amorim, 1962, p. 81). Man thus betrayed is 

little better off, if at all, than Kafka's protagonist. His 

world is as senseless and hostile as the pajonal into which 

Amorim's protagonist has been unexplicably thrown. 

In any case, the stories just discussed, while far 

from breaking with the modernist depiction of life as a 

trap or trampa at least do not sink the protagonists into 

the depths of abnormality and perversity. It would seem 

here that the author had reached a level of near statism 
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which could improve or worsen from the ideological point of 

view. 

LukScs, as seen previously, condemns statism in art 

as well as in life. The following passage is an elaboration 

on his condemnation of statism in literature which he 

recognizes as a surrender to Fascism as well as a charac*-

teristic of modernism. LukScs (1964a, p. 64) begins his 

statement with a reference to the German writer, Gottfried 

Benn, author, among other works, of Static Poems (1948): 

In his essay, Can artists change the world?, 
Benn examines the problem without mystification 
or modernist obscurantism—indeed with a sur
prisingly oldfashioned lucidity. "I am struck 
by the thought that it might be more revolutionary 
and worthier of a vigorous and active man to teach 
his fellow-men this simple truth: you are what 
you are and you will never be different; this is, 
was, and always will be your life. He who has 
money, lives long; he who has authority, can do 
no wrong; he who has might, establishes right. 
Such is history! Ecce historia! Here is the 
present; take of its body, eat, and die." The 
triviality of this, its portentous, affectedly 
paradoxical tone need not be enlarged on. It may 
explain the cynicism which led Benn to tolerate 
the social evils of his time—even collaborating 
with Hitler, If men and society are basically 
unchangeable, what other course is there but to 
collaborate with the powers that be? 

La carreta 

La carreta, first published in 1932, has been 

perhaps Amorim's most popular work, a fact supported by 

its six editions in Spanish and its translation into 

German, Italian, and French, 
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Before analyzing this work in accordance with a 

LukScsian approach, a clarification must be made. By 

including La carreta in her study on the novels of Amorim, 

Alicia Ortiz (1949, p. 15) implies that it is a novel in 

spite of the fact that she qualifies this by saying that 

"en realidad, la constituyen unos cuantos relatos hil-

vanados en torno de su itinerario incierto," a comment 

which seems to maintain that it is a loosely woven novel, 

but a novel nevertheless. Brenda V. de L6pez (1970, p. 38) 

clearly refers to it as a novel when she states that it is 

a "novela que muestra la madurez del escritor." K. E. A, 

Mose (1973, p. 60) refers to it generally as a novel 

throughout his study, while at the same time he comments 

that "the loose structure of La carreta corroborates Amorim's 

claim that he created the work in independent chapters. All 

the chapters can stand on their own except the second and 

third chaptersFor the purposes of our ^ppro^ch, the 

work will be treated as a collection of untitled short 

stories, a decision based on the fact that even a first 

reading of the work convinces the reader that what is being 

dealt with is a group of short stories that have in common 

a number of analogous and recurring details which in them"-

selves do not, nevertheless, succeed in maintaining a sense 

of novelistic continuity. 

The analysis will begin with the second and third 

chapters which taken together form a selfrcontained short 
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story. If on previous occasions woman has been able 

partially to escape an undesirable existence, whether in 

the form of overcoming a complex or psychosomatic condi

tion, or the actual escaping from an intolerable place, 

here there is no such relief. Furthermore, not only is the 

raison d'etre of the female protagonists of this story based 

on prostitution, as in "Las quitanderas," but there is an 

extra added element of fraud besides, thereby creating a 

theme of dual exploitation. 

Only a brief moment of human decency is envisioned 

when one of the clients of the migrant circus women refuses 

to pay for an act of prostitution with the false bills 

furnished to him by the revengeful circus owner. The 

latter does not object to prostitution as such, but fears 

that the accumulation of extra earnings on the part of the 

circus women could weaken his control over them. The noble 

gesture on the part of the client heightens by way of 

contrast the degradation of these women who finally realize 

what has taken place and that their lives are incapable of 

improvement in the wretched situation in which they find 

themselves. 

With the foregoing in mind, we will take issue with 

a comment made by K. E. A. Mose (1973, p. 61) who states 

that Amorim "diagnoses because he believes there should be a 

cure, and the very concern to diagnose is inlaid with 

sympathy for his f ellow'-being." Human sympathy in literature 
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of this type, according to Lukcics, however well meaning it 

may be, really does more harm than good. Literature which 

limits itself to the exclusive portrayal of angst is hardly 

humanistic, since it is presenting only one side of human 

reality, a reality which a priori was never meant to be 

lived out only on its darker side. Luk&cs (1964a, p. 36) 

referred to this fact when he stated "as the ideology of 

most modernist writers asserts the unalterability of outward 

reality (even if this is reduced to a mere state of 

consciousness) human activity is, 'a priori,' rendered 

impotent and robbed of meaning." The adherence of Amorim 

to a modernist tenet is clearly corroborated by practically 

every one of his works thus far discussed. 

On occasion, as seen in the fourth story of La 

carreta, man is degraded or fragmentated to the point of 

total inhumanity: "Aquel hombre era un poco clrbol y otro 

poco bestia de labranza" (Amorim, 1942, p. 67). This same 

type of thinking with its acceptance of degradation and 

hopelessness for the human species in general is illus

trated by the author's peculiar way of describing and 

commenting on an act of necrophilia, an act which far from 

being condemned is actually praised as indicative of love: 

Ita, el indio milagrero, desnudo, y desnudo el 
cuerpo de la finada, desnudo el cadaver de la 
Pancha, estaban amSndose. Bcirbaramente unidos, 
frenStico el indio desde la vida, y yacente y 
frla la mujer. Los brazos de la hembra pendlan 
de la cama, mientras iba la cabeza del indio de 
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un lado a otro del rostro pSlido, besSndola, en 
aquellas apresuradas Qltlmas nupcias (Amorim, 
1942, p. 94). 

It is evident that Amorim meant for this to be a 

pathetic scene, in spite of its tremendous deviation from 

the norms of human activity and despite its portrayal of man 

as obsessive to the point of being necrophilic. Brenda V. 

de L6pez (1970, p. 39) mirrors this feeling of sympathy on 

the part of Amorim when she says that "conmueve la actitud 

del indio Ita ante el cadaver de su mujer," This opinion 

is not shared by a Marxist like LukScs who tends to look 

upon works which portray perversity as a normal action as 

an admission of the impotency of man to progress and evolve. 

LukScs (1964a, p. 32) refers to this by way of using 

Montherlant's Pasiphae as an example of the escape from 

reality into abnormality: "Along with the adoption of 

perversity and idiocy as types of the condition humaine, 

we find what amounts to frank glorification. Take 

Montherlant's Pasiphae, where sexual perversity is presented 

as a triumphant return to nature, as the liberation of 

impulse from the slavery of convention." 

The short story referred to as Chapter VII takes 

place in the miserable quarters reserved for the women 

servants of a feudal-like estate. The women inhabiting 

these quarters are little better off than prisoners and seem 

to suffer most from a deprivation of affection, a situation 

which they partially remedy by clandestinely admitting some 



of the laborers into their quarters during the siesta hour. 

While this is undeniably a pragmatic solution, an escape of 

this kind is also necessarily a capitulation to and 

acknowledgment of the superior nature of the angst-producing 

situation which itself remains totally unchanged. 

Sexual escape is also the exclusive theme of the 

story that comprises Chapter VIII, only that here the escape 

is on the part of the crew of a riverboat who rape a 

prostitute: "En cuclillas, frotSndose los brazos desnudos 

esperaron su turno los dos hombres" (Amorirr\, 1942, p. 117), 

The violence and wantonness of this situation are diluted 

into mere commonplace by the words of the author. The 

reader is almost convinced that what happened was quite 

natural given the fact that these men had been away from 

civilization for months. The story ends on a note of 

resignation as regards the life of the woman described: "Las 

voluntariosas y combadas caderas de la cuarentona parecfan 

desafiar a otros hombres desde el suerio en que estaban 

guarecidas" (Amorim, 1942, p. 118). 

Chapter IX, as mentioned before, is in reality the 

previously published short story "Las quitanderas" which has 

already been discussed and whose theme and depiction of the 

human being bears identical relation to the other stories 

contained under the general title of La carreta. 

The short story denominated as Chapter X is one of 

the best of the collection from the point of view of 
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narrative description and its effective use of crescendo. 

It is perhaps one of the few stories of this group where the 

theme does not revolve around man as a sexually obsessed 

animal. Instead, Amorim offers us his particular version 

of the characteristically Hispanic theme of honor. 

The opening lines of the story, "grunian Ssperamente 

en el chiquero diez cerdos negros, Llevaban dos semanas sin 

un solo bocado, sin un solo pedazo de carne" (Amorim, 1942, 

p. 133), become tragically significant when we learn shortly 

thereafter that the swineherd has reason to believe that his 

wife has been unfaithful: The price she must pay to satisfy 

her husband's vengeance is a severe beating, a mere token 

penance when compared with the fate which was reserved for 

her would-be lover. Referring to the husband's macabre 

vengeance Amorim (1942, pp. 138-139) writes that 

el agresor separaba la cabeza de su enemigo, 
con un tajo de oreja a oreja, Volc6 el cadaver 
en el chiquero, Se abalanzaron las bestias 
sobre los despojos de Alfaro. Grunlan, 
rezongaban, se peleaban a dentelladas para ver 
quign daba el mejor golpe de colmillo. En un 
segundo, andaban las piernas de Pedro Alfaro 
por un lado, los brazos por otro. 

This otherwise well written story has, however, one defect 

from the standpoint of LukScsian theory. It is the same 

defect shared by all of Amorim's stories from this period, 

in that it impressionistically focuses on man in all his 

primitive splendor, as untouched and incapable of being 

touched by any humanistic factors. 
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The short story listed as Chapter XII has already 

been discussed as "El pSjaro negro" in the collection 

formed by Tangarupg. 

Chapter XIII takes us back to the theme of sexual 

obsession which seems to dominate the thinking of Amorim 

at this point. Amorim's (1942, pe 151) apparent attempt at 

social contrast in order to elicit sympathy for his fellow 

human beings is far from convincing when we see that the 

material interest of the wretched family that decides to 

sell a thirteen-year old girl far outweighs the initial 

lasciviousness of the land baron who offers to buy her; 

"Querian deshacerse de ella antes de que algfln tunante le 

sedujese y la dejase encinta en el rancho," While the 

landowner has a last minute change of heart, the family of 

the adolescent, upon realizing that the landowner was not 

as callous as they themselves were, finds her employment 

elsewhere with a group of prostitutes. We see then that 

the protagonist of this story is only one more example of 

the futility and fatality which are manifested in Amorim's 

stories in this early period of his writing. 

Chapter XIII has already been analyzed as "Los 

explotadores de pantanos" in the novelette Tangarupi. 

Chapter XIV seems to be where some of the better-

known protagonists that sporadically appeared in the 

previous stories are disposed of by the author who uses 

the simple device of having them shot by a contingent of 
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government militia who suspect them of being smugglers. 

There is little or no plot, but this does not prevent 

Amorim (1942, p. 200), who by then had become expert in 

the portrayal of hopeless situations, from ending the story 

on a typically pessimistic note: "Los huesos de Matacabayo 

abonaron las hambrientas ralces de los arbolitos." 

The last story of the collection, Chapter XV, has 

also been discussed before under the title of "Quitanderas" 

(segundo episodio) in Tangarupg. While some sort of 

change is finally brought about by means of the poisoning 

of the old woman who had previously acted as the madam of 

the traveling prostitutes, it seems to be more of an excuse 

on the part of the author to terminate their endless vagary 

than any meaningful change of life style. They are dis

banded, but their lives are just as pointless, if not more 

so, than before when they formed a type of family. They 

simply trust themselves to fate and give the impression that 

they have no desire to better their already very fragmented 

lives. 

Without straying too far from the Lukcicsian 

interpretation and while the general theme of many of the 

stories in La carreta is still fresh, mention by way of 

analogy with a recently published novel in Peru would have 

to be made, especially apropos of the story "Las 

quitanderas," George R, McMurray (1974, p. 175) writes 

that "Mario Vargas Llosa's latest novel, Pantalefln y las 
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visitadoras, is the story of a young army officer 

(Pantale(5n Pantoja) who is sent to the Peruvian northeast 

to organize a group of prostitutes (visitadoras) to satisfy 

the sexual appetites of lonely soldiers stationed in the 

region." This is reminiscent of Amorim's stories which 

take place for the most part in Uruguay's northeast and 

whose protagonists, the quitanderas, provide the same needs 

as Llosa's visitadoras. 

To try to force Amorim's works noted thus far into 

a Marxist schemata would in effect create far-reaching, 

negative implications for our chosen method of literary 

criticism. We would be looking, in a sense, for something 

which is not yet there. When the short stories forming the 

collection of La carreta are analyzed dispassionately, one 

is hard put to find something there which bespeaks of a 

Marxist orientation. In fact, we see that the author is 

convinced that the present situation being described is 

practically, if not wholly static and hopeless. This should 

not be surprising given the fact that not the slightest 

evidence of social change or evolution is perceived. The 

absence of this prerequisite for socialistic writing is 

evidenced by the fact that we are thrown into, much like 

his protagonists, a static milieu whose preexistence is 

accepted as a given fact and whose continuing existence 

would seem to be guaranteed, to judge by the outcome of 

these stories. The region being portrayed, a mere updating 
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of a colonial province, has not even begun to move toward a 

supersession, much less a break, with a primitive life 

style. 

In any case, the Luk&csian literary perspective 

does not prescribe that a given work have a happy ending, 

as it were, but what it does require is some recognition of 

the fact that society is not hopelessly static and that if 

it is therefore dynamic in nature that it will record the 

evolution of new values which in turn change the present 

socioeconomic order. In the few instances where change is 

hinted at in these stories and the preceding ones by the 

same author, the literary illustration of socio-historical 

change is very short lived at best. 

Another point which needs some clarification is 

Amorim's so-called human sympathy, which his former critics 

have all hurriedly pointed to as an implication of his 

humanitarian and social concerns. Some of their comments, 

obviously favorable in their appraisal of the author's 

description of humanity, are quite alien in nature to 

Luk^csian thinking on the same subject. Alicia Ortiz (1949, 
« 

p, 16) expresses the following concerning the brutalized 

women of La carreta: "Pero la calidad infrahumana de sus 

almas no provoca una reacci6n de repudio; las protege la 

gracia picaresca del relato o esa simpatla humana con que 

el autor llama a nuestra compasi(5n dSndole a la miseria su 

verdadero nombre." In reality, the exploitation and the 
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less than human state of these women can not be appreciated 

fully because of this veneer of "gracia picaresca." 

Another comment made by A. Ortiz (1949, p. 21} patently 

defines what human sympathy means for her and, supposedly, 

for the author for whom she has nothing but praise: 

"Superstici6n y miseria, violencia y embrutecido 

envilecimiento, todo ese cuadro mefltico del sexo estS 

iluminado, sin embargo, por la gracia con que el autor, 

al brindarle ese sabor pintoresco, diluye la crudeza y la 

espiritualiza, adornando lo descarnado con vivos colores y 

elevcindolo por encima de su directo significado. " This 

would seem to come very close, if not virtually to parallel, 

that which LukScs was so unconditionally critical of in 

Montherlant1s Pasiphae as seen earlier. 

The modernist technique by which Amorim "diluye la 

crudeza y la espiritualiza" is a distortion of what is 

really taking place. Where distortion of this type pre

vails in literature, the infrahuman and the pathological 

can not of course be clearly seen and accurately evaluated, 

thus rendering impotent any hope for changing the un*-

desirable situation being narrated, 

Another of Amorim's critics, Ricardo Latcham (1962, 

p. 12), writing in the prologue to the 1942 edition 6f La 

carreta and referring to the stories of this collection, 

remarks that "en sus novelas hay como un anticipo de esta 

sana preocupaci6n por el sexo y sus problemas, que exhiben 
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los novelistas yanquis modernos, al estilo de Sherwood 

Anderson, de Erskine Caldwell, de Faulkner, de Steinbeck, 

de Wright." Weighing this statement from a Marxist point 

of view, the "sana preocupaci6n por el sexo" of which 

Latcham speaks must apparently be on the part of the reader 

of these stories, for Amorim's portrayal of man as sexually 

obsessed, on occasion to the point of rape and bestiality, 

can hardly be accepted as a healthy preoccupation with sex. 

Therefore, what we are dealing with here is neither 

indicative of human sympathy nor, as a consequence of its 

exclusive dealings in obsession, is it commendable from the 

point of view of focus or balance. Amorim has violated, 

unwillingly of course, one of the invariable dictums of the 

Marxist literary code by preferring, as it were, Naturalism 

to Realism, as explained by LukScs (1962, p, 36) earlier. 

The writings of Amorim thus far offer us only one side of 

man's reality which necessarily results in a fragmented 

image of man instead of an integral, more realistic one. 

The adherence to a partial perspective necessarily cancels 

out the possibility for Amorim's work to reflect the 

totality of the life process at this particular time. 

Nevertheless, LukScs (1962, p. 90) does not advocate that 

the reflection of the totality of the life process be by 

means of an exact copy or photograph of it, but, as he 

asserted in The Historical Novel, by means of images which 

reflect "a total picture of objective reality," 
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Up to this point we have discussed the fact that 

Amorim's idea of human sympathy differs from the one held by 

Luk&cs. It has been pointed out that this difference is 

manifested both ideologically, from the viewpoint of 

content, and formalistically as well, by the way in which 

Amorim presents certain phenomena. 

Neither of the two critics of Amorim discussed 

above have made any overt statements that would imply a 

Marxist orientation on his part. It is quite a different 

situation, however, in the case of one of Amorim's latest 

critics (Mose, 1973, pp. 52-53) who bases his following 

comments on two articles written by Amorim in a newspaper 

of Salto, Uruguay: "Amorim elogia la obra de Prati," La 

Nota, Salto, s.f., 193Q, and "Los conservadores y los 

otros" (under pseud. Dr. Ignotus), La Nota, Die. 4, 1930; 

"His articles show that his political concerns are stronger 

and that he has moved clearly to the left. He claims that 

art is important and eternal in the message it contains. 

Literature is an important creator of social conscience 

and can stimulate love of the working class." 

Mose's documented statement here rather explicitly 

associates Amorim to that which is clearly Marxist, Atten

tion should therefore be called to the fact that Amorim's 

theory as seen in the cited articles is unequivocally that 

of a Socialist Realist as seen from a Lukcicsian perspective. 

What is lacking, however, is a literary praxis of this 
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theory, a fact that seems to be somewhat obfuscated in the 

work by Mose just cited. 

The socialist realist guidelines recognized by 

Amorim in his articles are yet to be followed as his stories 

at this time indicate. His protagonists undergo virtually 

no metamorphosis. That there can not be any change is 

corroborated by the fact that the protagonists are pro

jected against a static screen. Amorim's literary art can 

not be the bearer of the eternal message he speaks of 

because, as LukScs (1962, p. 43) has pointed out, litera

ture that accomplishes the portrayal of eternal truths 

consists in "the portrayal of the broad living basis of 

historical events in their intricacy and complexity, in 

their manifold interaction with acting individuals." 

This condition, however, can only be realized by 

means of a dynamic notion of historical and socioeconomic 

events. Amorim and his work, therefore, must be analyzed 

separately for the time being, even though there is a 

temptation to establish an analogy between his theory and 

his praxis. 

That socialist realist theory and praxis are in fact 

running separate courses at this time becomes patent when 

the stories and novelettes are read for what they are, that 

is, when left to stand on their own. There is very little 

stimulation indeed of love for the working class when 

members of the proletariat are consistently portrayed as 
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sadists, cutthroats, and rapists, to name only some of 

their roles in Amorim's writings. 

In "Un pe6n," "La chueca," and in those stories of 

La carreta where the landowners' presence is implied or 

described, e.g., the story relating the attempted sale of 

the young girl to an estate owner, the latter fares much 

better from the perspective of human dignity than their 

proletarian counterparts. This in turn does not imply from 

our present viewpoint that all landowners are evil and all 

workers are good and should thus be portrayed that way in 

literature. But what we can deduce from all of this is 

that if there really is an interest on the part of the 

author for advancing the cause of the proletariat's human 

dignity it is not very convincing nor very perceptible at 

this particular time of his writing. Also, the static 

nature of these writings is symptomatic of, and intricately 

related to the protagonists themselves who are static or 

impotent from a socio*-historical perspective. As seen in 

Chapter IX, LukScs considered such individuals when dis

cussing the characteristically modernist approach to writing. 

It would be reasonable to assume at this point that 

Amorim is not being denied the title of a practicing 

socialist realist simply because he is not dualistic to the 

point of absurdity; proletariat, good; landowner, bad. 

In fact, the term socialist realist would not have been 

associated with the name of Amorim at this time, either 
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directly or indirectly, had not a case been made based on 

some of his journalistic statements. Thus, lest we 

succumb to a premature judgment of his literary art based 

on his expressed or accepted theory as to what literature -

should or should not be, the question of his literary praxis 

must be put aside for the time being. 

It can be uncynically stated that our analysis of 

Amorim's writing thus far has not been altogether destruc

tive, but rather constructive, based on the concept of 

"supersession-preservation" or Aufhebung. This term is 

explained by IstvSn MSszSros (1972, p, 18) who states that 

"the precondition of any synthesis is some kind of synthesis 

as the active principle of selection of the first, even if 

the new synthesis apparently has nothing to do with the 

initial one. As Goethe said, 'to be able to do something 

one must already be something.'" 

Thus, although Amorim is a modernist writer at this 

particular time, an obviously negative concept from a 

LukScsian perspective, this fact does not completely negate 

the value of his writing. To fail to recognize the 

importance of his modernist writing is to ignore what a 

precondition is in literature. Therefore, if we judge his 

writing on its own artistic merit we see that, in spite of 

the conspicuous modernist character of the work, there is 

present a basic raw material, i.e., his ability to tell a 

story, which can not justifiably be overlooked. This same 
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raw material which now recognizes inertia as a standard of 

reality could at a later time form the basis of a literature 

which has taken the necessary steps to overcome the 

unilateral treatment of angst and powerlessness as the 

terminus ad quern of the human condition. 

Part 2: Later Novels 

El paisano Aguilar 

After La carreta, the next prose work created by 

Amorim was El paisano Aguilar in 1934. A superficial but 

useful insight into Amorim's narrative evolution may be had 

by comparing the forms of La carreta and El paisano Aguilar. 

The most readily observed particularity which sets this 

latter work apart from the former one is its novelistic 

unity. An idea of the author's success in achieving greater 

novelistic unity, primarily in the form of a sustained 

anecdote, is seen on pages 31-35 and 61-66 of the fifth 

edition of El paisano Aguilar which includes the short 

stories "Quemacampos" and "Un pe6n" respectively. 

Amorim commonly includes previously published 

stories or sketches in another work, as was evident in La 

carreta. The inclusion of previously published writing in 

the latter work in no way disguised their identity as 

independent stories since no attempt at integration into a 

novelistic unit was made. In El paisano Aguilar, on the 

other hand, the fact that they were independent works at 
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one time is hardly discernible since what we have here 

supersedes a mere transference of two short stories from 

the collection Horizontes y bocacalles to the present novel. 

The protagonist of the novel, Pancho Aguilar, when 

observed from a LukScsian perspective, could represent 

contemporary man who is broken or fragmented by the present 

system of living which dictates where and how he is to live. 

The situation is all the more acute in his particular case, 

since he has already been exposed to two different life 

styles, urban and rural, which he has been unsuccessful in 

synthesizing. As a student in the provincial capital he 

was frequently overwhelmed by the urge to return to his 

former rustic existence: "En sus dlas de bachillerato tuvo 

mafianas inesperadas, extranas, en que habrla dado cualquier 

cosa por sentirse ajustado a la vida de la estancia, como 

una bestia al yugo, Entonces, en la charla de sus 

companeros, mech^ba su conversa,ci6n con giros apaisanados 

de la jerga campesina, Se vela inducido a ello al punto de 

no poder evitarlo" (Amorim, 1964, pp. 7-8). This attitude 

is easily contrasted with and contradicted by what he thinks 

of country life: "El nombre de la estancia, cuando lo 

repetla en la ciudad, le sonaba a signo fatal, Siempre 

temi6 verse atado a la vida campesina. El Palenque, la 

estancia con su nombre tan criollo, tenia para Pancho 

Aguilar el mismo sentido que para un cab^llo" (Amorim, 

1964, p. 7), 
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At this point Amorim was confronted by two 

alternatives: either he could successfully resolve the 

dilemma of urban versus rural life that was plaguing 

Aguilar, or the dilemma itself could be converted into the 

principal theme. With the exception of a few flashbacks 

that relate the adventures and excesses of a wealthy prO"-

vincial student in the city, however, the anecdotic 

material of the novel is primarily concerned with 

Aguilar's attempt at reintegration into a milieu which 

simultaneously attracts and repulses him. 

The estate where virtually all the important events 

and circumstances take place is referred to as El Palenque, 

whose meaning was implied in an earlier quote where Aguilar 

remarks that it had the same meaning for him as it would 

have for a horse. At the end of the novel the author 

elaborates on the meaning that this name possessed for 

Aguilar; 

El Palenque, nombre evocador de sometimientos, 
de domesticidad; prisi6n al aire libre, palo 
asegurado en la llanura, atrapador de n6mades, 
asegurador de animales, clavado vertical en la 
tierra, enredado de lazos y cabestros, Palo 
erguido en el campo, punto cgntrico del clrculo 
inmutable del horizonte. El Palenque, rodeado 
de toda la vitalidad circundante. Serial en la 
llanura, detenida para siempre, inconmovible 
(Amorim, 1964, p. 208). 

El Palenque is not a mere symbol but rather a representative 

microcosm whose modus vivendi is one of ahistoricity. 

Based on this, it would follow that the characters of such 
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a novel rather than developed would be revealed as the 

miserable lot they are. 

Seen from this perspective, the protagonists are 

obviously not marked for any more success in superseding 

their present condition than were those of La carreta and 

the previous short stories. Amorim (1964, p. 79) remarks 

at one point that "Aguilar se sintid en un clrculo estrecho, 

impregnado de trabajo y dolor campesinos, ... el campo 

silencioso y grave, le cenia una cintura vegetal, como una 

rama del sip6 de los montes, ajustando su tentSculo. Era su 

deseo evadirse de aquel encierro. Pero, ya no lo podia." 

One would think that Aguilar's relatively secure 

economic position as landowner would at least save him from 

the meaningless and aimless existence of the quitanderas who 

were at the complete mercy of a hostile milieu that 

exploited them wherever and whenever it so desired. But 

Amorim has penetrated deeper into the problem this time. 

Although Aguilar had all the money he needed, thanks to his 

ancestors who spent their lives accumulating it, he lacked 

a,ny other notion of life which could not be translated into 

material possession. Amorim (1964, pp. 162-163) does not 

condemn his wealth in itself but implies that this alone is 

not enough to be able to direct his own life instead of 

having it directed by the milieu; 

Aguilar no era un ambicioso de dinero, pero 
carecla de toda otra ambici<5n. Habla intuido 
las dos necesidades: la de prosperar y la de 
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superarse. Pero se detuvo en la primera. 
iProsperar, adelantar! La palabra prosperar, 
era s6lo una palabra. Y, superarse, 
distinguirse, mejorar, no estaba en la 
herencia recibida ni en el acervo paterno. Ni 
ricos ni pobres, les era posible realizarla. 
No tenlan ideales y acabaron por asegurar que 
no los necesitaban, despreciSndolos, como cosa 
subalterna. 

This latter quote indicates that Amorim was 

beginning, at least, to perceive the humanistic base of 

Marxism correctly in that it is not exclusively valid for 

the have nots, In the same quote by Amorim where he refers 

to the lack of ideals on the part of both the propertied 

class, represented by Aguilar, and the rural proletariat, 

he also manifests to be aware of the fact, at least 

intuitively, that the need for a guide, a philosophy as it 

were, is just as urgent for one class as for the other. 

At an earlier point in the novel, when commenting on the 

provincial capital, Amorim (1964, p. 87) aptly describes 

the universal reality of an existence without ideals, 

regardless of the economic position of a particular class: 

Barrio de gente trabajadora, donde la haraganerla 
es, muchas veces, fundada indiferencia por la 
vida, Un ;ncD vale la pena 1 un ipara qu§, para 
qugjt un mantenerse conforme sin desesperarse. 
All! estSn los pobres, no los miserables, los 
pobres nada m£s. Un poco m&s adentro, los ricos, 
que a lo sumo tienen un autom6vil y van con fre-
cuencia al cine. Bien poco m3s que ellos, Los 
ricos consiguen poco mSs que los pobres, en el 
pueblo inanimado, muerto. 

Thus, any class, regardless of its economic status, 

is destined to spiritual destruction if it lacks or refuses 
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to recognize the value of ideals. This complements 

novelistically what LukScs has to say when speaking about 

the rejection of Socialism on the part of the bourgeoisie 

which has fallen prey to a false feeling of evolution, a 

partial evolution which has become static, thus completing 

a fatal circular structure of modern existence. Lukcics 

(1964a, p. 65) explains this when he comments that "socialism 

has forced a bourgeoisie which long since ceased to be 

revolutionary to reconsider the social roots and conse

quences of ideas." 

While the present thinking of Amorim is a marked 

evolution from the perspective of novelistic content, his 

mode of character portrayal once again puts an effective 

obstacle between socialist theory and praxis. After Aguilar, 

the other protagonist whom the author analyzes best is 

Juliana, the principal servant and cook of the Aguilar 

estate. In circumstances somewhat reminiscent of those 

surrounding don Pedro Moscoso and the servant Sabel of 

Emilia Pardo BazSn's Los Pazos de Ulloa, Aguilar and Juliana 

likewise have allowed their natural instincts to break down 

any barriers separating lord from maidservant. Juliana 

differs from the guitanderas only in that while the latter 

had no permanent home, she has been converted into one of 

the material objects of the Aguilar estate from which she 

seldom ventures. She is representative of women in this 

region, who, as consistently seen before, were far from 
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being accorded the status of human beings. Amorim (19 64, 

p. 78) is more than clear on this point: "Juliana, pasiva, 

bestial, con inocencia de vaca, con zalamerlas de perra, 

con sumisi6n de oveja, con mirada de yegua por parir." 

The fact that she is nothing more than a quitandera 

who has been manacled to El Palenque can be appreciated by 

reading Amorim's (1964, p. 76) poignant description of her 

reaction to Aguilar's sexual overture on a certain occasion: 

Y de pronto, en un solo segundo y al abrir la 
puerta para retirarse, Juliana sinti6 que don 
Pancho Aguilar le cerraba el paso, pesando sobre 
sus hombros e intentando besarla. Presa entre 
sus brazos, envuelta la cara en trapos, sin 
mirarle y sin sorprenderse, sin un temblor, como 
si aquello fuese muy natural y guardado de 
tiempo atr&s, abrazada fuertemente por el 
patr6n, cenida a su cuerpo se limit6 a decirle: 
iLuego, serior, luego! iQue se me quema el asau! 
iDgjeme ahora! 

The status of her illegitimate daughter, Ma,lvina, is 

significantly similar. Her obscure genealogy is described 

with the following words: "<?QuiSn era su padre? La casera, 

jam£ls se lo habla dicho. Era su hija y eso bastaba. Ella 

tampoco supo quignes fueron sus padres. Bastante tenia 

Malvina con saber quiSn era ella, Lo demSs, dpara qu§? Se 

perdla, como lo suyo, en una crianza de servidumbre. jHijos 

del campo, nacidos del azar, al azar concebidos!" (Amorim, 

1964, pp. 135-136), Perhaps the only time in her life that 

she makes a decision is when she refuses to live on the 

estate of don Cayetano, who, while perfectly aware that she 

is his daughter, had always secretly hoped to possess her 
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some day as his concubine. The only alternative to incest 

which the author affords her is the undesirable one of 

living with a man, Pancho Aguilar, who indiscriminately 

considered both mother and daughter as his own personal 

possessions. 

Given the bleak circumstances of the general state 

of things, it is not surprising that the first child born 

to Malvina and Aguilar should know a premature death. Not 

even the curandera could save the child from its attack of 

diphtheria. This tragedy is lessened in human importance, 

however, and brought down to the level of the purely 

biological when we read that simultaneous to the death of 

the child, "en los momentos de exaltaci6n y de dolor, ella 

se llevaba las manos al vientre, Malvina ya tenia otro 

hijo en las entranas" (Amorim, 1964, p, 172), 

The fact that Amorim was basically aware of the 

social malaise of the region being described and the 

consequences of it as manifested in its inhabitants, he is 

a,g^in presented with the alternative of change or con<-

formity. Obviously, sweeping reforms are needed, as 

recognized in the author's diagnosis: "Economfa sobre una 

base primitiva, o precaria, s61o era posible modificar a 

grandes trazos o con una verdadera revoluci6n" (Amorim, 

1964, p, 118), But reform, or false illusion, rather, comes 

in the person of an urban politician, Doctor Copa, who is in 

reality nothing more than a collaborator of the local 
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landowners like Don Cayetano and Pancho Aguilar. Amorim 

(1964, p. 131) explains how the program of the politician is 

based on untruths and ruling class interests: "El paisaje 

deshumanizado, los caminos Ssperos, el horizonte infinito 

no responden, a pesar del mentiroso llamado de la ciudad." 

Hopelessness, boredom, and a feeling of subjugation 

by the milieu finally drive Aguilar to attempt a physical 

escape. The fact that Malvina will be left with their 

child does not seem to concern him in the least. After all, 

in their animal existence, offspring learn to care for 

themselves: "Aquel hijo, que ni se habla tornado el trabajo 

de inscribirlo, bien podia correr el riesgo de la madre. Si 

ella, como mujer, habla hallado la protecci6n de un Aguilar, 

su crla encontrarla una estancia donde guarecerse. Hijo de 

china, nieto de china, no habia por que torcerle el destino" 

(Amorim, 1964, p. 205). At this point it might be useful 

to interpolate that Augusto Malaret (1946, p. 327) defines 

the noun chino/china as "nombre vulgar del indio." As for 

Malvina, a mere material possession, she too could be 

dispensed with and sold off at a later time as part of the 

estate: "En la casa de ladrillo moraba ella, dispuesta 

siempre, como una cosa de carne, hermosa y sana" (Amorim, 

1964, p. 209). 

Ironically, the forces of nature do not concede to 

Aguilar1s escape from his odious existence, An unexpected 

rise of the river running through his land completely 
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incommunicates him with the outside world: "Fuerza de la 

naturaleza colocada en el umbral de la partida" (Amorim, 

1964, p. 225). The urgency of the situation rapidly directs 

his thinking to the salvation of the drowning cattle in the 

lowlands. For one brief moment he puts aside his animosity 

with his rival don Cayetano and joins forces with him. 

Common effort, unfortunately, disappears as rapidly as the 

flooded waters that soon recede to their normal level. 

Soon thereafter, in the manner of an epilogue, 

Aguilar, who has renounced as futile his decision to 

escape, is seen speaking with a progressive politician whom 

he considers idealistic. When the former speaks of land 

reform, changes in agricultural production, and the over^-

coming of indolence, Aguilar can only respond with words 

full of resignation: "'jD^jate de pamplinas! iVan a 

arreglar las cosas ustedes, los socialistas!'" (Amorim, 

1964, p. 230). Aguilar is now characteristically described 

as having passed from the animal state to the vegetative 

state until finally he has reached the mineral level of 

existence. His political friend, observing a fossilized 

tree trunk, aptly remarks that "en poco tiempo el tronco de 

un Srbol, no se hace piedra por la acci6n de las aguas, del 

limo. Se necesita quizes un siglo. Sin embargo, 

reflexion6, en que pocos anos, en la intemperie y la 

bSrbara soledad de los campos, un ser humano se convierte 

en ..." (Amorim, 1964, p. 233). 
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jos£ Rodriguez Feo, writing as a literary critic for 

the Revolutionary government of Cuba, and apparently aware 

of what does or does not constitute socialist realist 

writing, remarks in the prologue to El paisano Aguilar that 

"la visi6n pesimista que se desprende de nuestro Ciltimo 

encuentro con Aguilar ... nunca podrS considerarse un punto 

de vista positivo o revolucionario a partir del cual hemos 

de emprender la lucha contra la explotaci6n que impera en 

nuestra America" (Amorim, 1964, pp. xii-xiii). Rodriguez 

Feo does, nevertheless, briefly acknowledge as optimistic 

the last sentence of the novel which reads "porque aun no ha 

comenzado el dicilogo entre el hombre y la llanura" (Amorim, 

1964, p. 236). Also voicing a general mood of pessimism is 

Alicia Ortiz (1949, p. 23) who expresses her feelings conr 

cerning the outcome of Aguilar thus: "Se quedarS en la vieja 

casa donde su padre vio tiempos mejores, al lado de la china 

y de su hijo, definitivamente conquistado por la tierra." 

Amorim, it is true, does not constructively try to 

resolve the problems of Aguilar and the inhabitants of the 

region portrayed. He even allows Aguilar to reject the 

socialist formulae of his acquaintance at the end of the 

novel. Bur Amorim^-and this is a different matter--does 

not reject Socialism, The fact is that there is no manifest 

hostility on the part of the author toward socialist 

theories, in spite of the cynicism and conformity on the 

part of Aguilar, Socialism as such was not even mentioned 
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in his earlier works. Everything and everyone was viewed 

within the framework of a void. Now, at least, in the 

person of the socialist interlocutor of Aguilar, a concern 

with alternatives to the present situation has materialized. 

A possible constructive way out of El Palenque, TangarupS, 

and the other labyrinths that form the milieu of Amorim's 

narrative world is subtly hinted at, both by the final words 

of the novel, mentioned earlier, and by the presence of a 

protagonist who believes in the effectiveness of Socialism 

as a cure for the region's economic and spiritual crisis. 

El caballo y su sombra 

El caballo y su sombra, first published in 1941, 

has had several editions, including an American and a 

Czechoslovakian edition. Above the dedication to the 1944 

edition appear the last words found in El paisano Aguilar: 

"Porque aun no ha comenzado el dicilogo entre el hombre y la 

llanura" (Amorim, 1944, p. 7). Although this single 

sentence does not signify a, novelistic continuation of the 

above-mentioned novel published some seven years before El 

caballo y su sombra, it does nevertheless indicate that the 

change hinted at by Pancho Aguilar's socialist acquaintance 

will be taken up here. In this sense El caballo y su sombra 

is directly linked ideologically to the previously mentioned 

novel, while novelistically it is an independent and self 

contained work whose plot and characters stand on their own, 
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Regarding form, we see that in this novel, as in El 

paisano Aguilar, there is a process taking place whereby 

previous novelistic material is reworked. The theme of the 

short story "Los explotadores de pantanos" appears in the 

pathetic and at once violent episode of the Italian 

immigrant whose child dies on route to a hospital. The 

landowner NicolSs Azara is directly responsible for this 

tragedy because he had had the dirt road crossing his lands 

plowed over so as to discourage further trespassing, an 

action which causes the car carrying the dying child to 

become caught in a quagmire. Certain elements of the 

episode treating the construction of a well by a Jewish 

immigrant on the property of a retrograde Creole, suspicious 

of anything indicative of progress or change, is reminiscent 

of the sketch "La perforadora," Both episodes show how a 

short story can be successfully worked into a coherent, 

novelistic pattern. 

The ideological process taking place here is one of 

evolution in accordance with socio-historical phenomena. It 

occurs significantly on the 'same estate where the mental 

and moral fossilization of Pancho Aguilar took place. But 

contrary to the moral direction of El paisano Aguilar which 

was a downward thrust from man to animal to plant to mineral, 

the graph of the present novel registers a constant 

fluctuation whose final upward thrust is indicative of 

supersession. Whereas in the first novel no one threatened 
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the anachronistic status quo of the Aguilar domain, in this 

present novel a subversive element is introduced in the 

person of Marcelo Azara, whose brother, Nicol&s Azara, has 

married into and merged his holdings with the Aguilar 

family. Marcelo produces a revolutionary effect because 

his ideas are hostile to those of his brother, Nicolcts, who 

is representative of the landed gentry. 

The historical period referred to in the novel is 

that of the late nineteen thirties, when the persecution of 

Jewish citizens was prevalent in the countries of central 

and eastern Europe. The landowners, in turn, are portrayed 

as fearful and suspicious of the increasingly large numbers 

of these people who are entering this part of South America 

with the hope of becoming independent farmers. What is at 

issue is a capitalistic stance, however incipient, versus 

the estate system imported from Spain, The situation is 

aggravated by the ethnic prejudices of the Creoles who 

Amorim insists are inherently anti-Semitic. 

The novel is all the more convincing and dynamic in 

nature, therefore, because all perspectives are included. 

Uruguay and the Rio de la Plata region are not idealistically 

drawn as some sort of earthly paradise where fraternity and 

material progress constitute the modus vivendi. Rather it 

is more akin to the California that greeted Steinbeck's 

Okies, a place of dubious potential, at best. Marcelo 

Azara's hope that portions of the vast, fallow land tracts 
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might be sold and subdivided into small farms for the 

immigrants is a far cry from that of a socialist demagogue 

stirring up the masses to a violent take-over of the land. 

In fact, at first sight, we might even doubt whether a 

Marxist mind would find this desired change an improvement 

or the mere substitution of one malady for another, given 

the capitalistic potentiality therein. 

Nevertheless, Amorim's novel demonstrates a clear 

insight into historical materialism. One should note that 

LukScs (.1964a, p. 70) writes: 

We must not, though, lose sight of the historical 
nature of our criterion; we are concerned with 
concrete tendencies, evolving out of actual 
societies, not with two rigidly opposed metaphysical 
entities. In my view, the criterion has increasing 
relevance in our study of the contemporary world; 
but I would admit that intellectual and social 
development varies in pace from country to country. 
There are, even in Europe, countries where 
feudalism is still powerful; in these the writer 
in opposition can still conceive of the new 
society in a bourgeois perspective. 

If we conceive of Uruguay as an economic extension of feudal 

Spain, there is no reason why this comment by Lukcics should 

not apply to what Amorim is attempting in his novel. 

Given the social circumstances, it is no wonder that 

Marcelo Azara, the urbanized intellectual, does not achieve 

complete success. Tradition, landed interests, and suspi

cion of foreigners are still superior forces which will not 

be overcome by the first reformer to appear. Even the 

government, which officially supports land reform and 
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distribution, is careful not to carry its programs so far as 

to jeopardize its relationship with the Creole landholders 

who obviously control the financial direction of the nation. 

When Nicol&s Azara protests the sporadic killing of some of 

his cattle by certain individuals who sought their revenge 

in this manner, the government official who comes to his 

estate clearly demonstrates the extent of the relationship 

that exists between landowners and the government: "El 

sargento conocla muy bien al estanciero, Venla a recibir 

6rdenes y se cuadr6 como ante un superior" (Amorim, 1944, 

P. 146}. 

When two laborers suggest that one possible way to 

effect land distribution for both immigrant and subjugated 

Creole alike would be to organize a strike by the farm 

workers, their plan ends in failure and incarceration. The 

incident is reflected upon by one of the immigrants shortly 

afterwards: "A los pocos dias, supo que a los dos supuestos 

linyeras los llevaron esposados a Montevideo" (Amorim, 1944, 

p. 143). At this point we will mention that Mme H. Pottier 

(1958, p, 123) defines the noun linyera as vagabundo. As 

a final blow to the cause of progress, Marcelo is forced to 

give up his dreams for reform because the government 

accuses him of taking part in the clandestine entry of 

immigrants into Uruguay. 

From this perspective, the retrograde elements have 

once again affirmed the position of stagnation over change. 
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But this is only the official and superficial consequence 

which Amorim has rightly and realistically included. Any 

other outcome would have been highly speculative and un^ 

convincing. Instead, Amorim allows us to glimpse moments 

of optimism and success that point the way to possible 

change. The process of evolution and realization of the 

rural proletariat is purposely not presented as an 

ascending, unbroken line of events leading to a final, 

positive solution. The author presents the process as one 

from within, a change which by necessity must work within 

the framework of the existing system for as long as it is 

necessary, until it can surface and assert its own 

personality, 

The artistic portrayal of the situation is what 

lends an element of diversity and dramatism to this 

particular work. The estate has not evolved from the days 

of Pancho Aguilar, as may be appreciated by the author's 

description of it as an extension of Nicolas Azara who 

ma,int3ined "el insistente propfisito de hacer de la estancia 

un lugar fuera de lo comfin, detenido en el tiempo" (Amorim, 

1944, p. 11), The maidservant Bica, nevertheless, does 

represent a change for the better when compared to her 

mother, Malvina, of El paisano Aguilar. Like her mother, 

she too is the result of the sexual whims of a capricious 

landowner, Unlike her mother, however, she does not 

conform to a life of sexual exploitation. Instead, she 
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fights for self respect and recognition by taming a horse, 

the only means available to her for illustrating her worth 

as something other than a sexual object. From that day 

onwards her status is raised from that of an animal to that 

of a person: "Las miradas, desde entonces, dejaron de ser 

varoniles y provocadoras" (Amorim, 1944, p. 49). 

Bica1s acquirement of respect is also indicative of 

a change on the part of the author who has abandoned his 

former one-sided outlook in favor of a genuinely humanistic 

one where the human lot is not only pitied but allowed to 

work out its own ontology as well. Characteristic of this 

is his comment regarding Bica: "Las caracteristicas de 

sumisifin campesina, de humildad, no predominaban en su 

aspecto" (Amorim, 1944, p. 30). This description varies 

from that of her mother, Malvina, who was referred to in 

an earlier novel as "una cosa de carne, hermosa y sana" 

CAmorim, 1964, p. 209), 

Marcelo, we are told, had been absent from El 

Palenque for many years, studying in Montevideo. A week 

after his return he begins to suffer the feelings of 

fragmentation and alienation that plague the inhabitants of 

this region: "Se achats como una planta transplantada que 

sufre las variantes del clima. Se sinti0 disminuido, 

pequeno" (Amorim, 1944, p. 47), This, we remember, is what 

happened to Pancho Aguilar upon his tragic return to El 

Palenque, The difference, of course, is that Marcelo does 
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not permit himself to develop passively into a plant or a 

mineral in spite of the magnetism of the surrounding 

natural forces. Marcelo, as pointed out by the author, is 

still an exception, but in spite of this, we do not lose 

sight of the fact that he is an example of what alternative 

choices stemming from a free will can produce. 

Marcelo's alienation from the system, represented 

by his lack of conformity to the life style of El Palenque, 

is not to be confused with that of the modernist hero who 

loses touch with reality because of his substitution of it 

for psychopathy. The rejection that Marcelo suffers is the 

alternative choice to capitulation to an unacceptable and 

less than human existence. LukScs (1971, p. 66) comments 

in general on the position of non-modernists protagonists 

when he writes that "the epic individual, the hero of the 

novel, is the product of estrangement from the outside 

world." This view is more clearly stated by the same 

LukScs (1964a, p. 20) when he comments on how the solitari

ness of the hero of a realist novel is to be distinguished 

from that of a modernist prdtagonist: "This basic solitari

ness of man must not be confused with that individual 

solitariness to be found in the literature of traditional 

realism. In the latter case, we are dealing with a particu

lar situation in which a human being may be placed, due 

either to his character or to the circumstances of his 

life." 
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In spite of Marcelo's disappearance, the impetus of 

change which his personality was influential in initiating 

is reflected and carried on in the person of the Italian 

immigrant Toribio Rossi. The latter was referred to 

earlier when mention was made of the similarities between 

the violent episode in which he is one of the principal 

protagonists and the short story "Los explotadores de 

pantanos," What sets the integrated episode with Toribio 

Rossi apart from the independent short story is that in the 

former the treachery is avenged and at the same time sheds 

light on the novel as a whole, while in the latter not the 

slightest change for the better comes out of the human 

suffering described. In "Los explotadores de pantanos" a 

modernist perspective is utilized, and man is aptly shown to 

be hopelessly caught, both physically and psychically, by a 

situation which asserts all the more his static nature. 

In El caballo y su sombra there is also death as a 

result of the cruel scheming of the calculating Nicolas 

Azara, but the death of Rossi's child is seen more as a 

beneficial sacrifice, notwithstanding the pathetic circum

stances surrounding it, rather than as one more final 

defeat. This domestic tragedy is not an isolated one in the 

life of Rossi who has been the victim of men like Nicolas 

Azara, in one manner or another, ever since his arrival in 

Uruguay, The final incident is merely the culmination of 

a series of abuses that have been narrated throughout the 
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novel. Rossi's final encounter with Azara is not narrated 

in terms of an inferior to his superior. On the contrary, 

Rossi assumes a long repressed mood of violence which can no 

longer be contained and enters into a savage knife battle 

with the once feared and sacrosanct landowner of El 

Palenque. Rossi, who had come to Uruguay after fighting 

in Europe against what he considered forces of oppression, 

takes up the same cause here: 

Era la primera vez que odiaba la tierra de 
America. Ese barro se asemejaba mucho al de las 
trincheras. Un pantano igual al que obstaculizaba 
el avance de los primeros tanques cuando morlan 
sus conductores o se les acababa la nafta en plena 
batalla. En tierra de paz, por vez primera vela 
el rostro torturante de la guerra salir del lodo 
empapado de sangre (Amorim, 1944, p. 166). 

The outcome of the encounter is the near death or at 

least total incapacitation of Azara. In fact, the author 

does not make it clear whether the latter survives at all. 

The significant and only important fact is that he has been 

defeated precisely by one of the immigrants whom he had 

effectively subjugated up to now. It is to be noted that 

Amorim wisely resists any temptation to use this significant 

defeat of tyranny as a medium for a spontaneous and revolu

tionary seizure of the Azara lands by the nearly starving 

immigrants and poor Creoles who live in this region. There 

is significantly no attempt at instantaneous change; it is 

enough that change has barely begun. In order to start this 

change, several persons have had to die or leave. Both 
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Marcelo and Nicolas Azara have suffered defeat of one kind 

or another. We also learn that the latter's first child has 

died at birth. In the epilogue we are told that Bica, who 

was secretly married to Marcelo, has given birth to a son 

who now is the only hope of continuation of the Azara 

family and whose future is viewed optimistically as the 

merger of the human qualities of both his mother and father. 

Although the author has not solved the undesirable 

situation of the microcosmic El Palenque, he has broken the 

spell of statism which hitherto has been the common 

denominator of his narrative works. Speaking of the 

literary representation of life, LukScs (1970b, p, 17) 

remarks on a phenomenon which is germane to our present 

novel: "the forces which in a given moment may coalesce to 

transform men into mere objects and to implant fear as their 

sole spiritual content suffer defeat in a particular 

collision within the continuous network of ever^-changing 

alternatives determining the maintenance or loss of human 

integrity." In El caballo y su sombra hope and optimism, 

however slight, have replaced human fossilization. At the 

same time, nevertheless, it must be recognized that 

Socialism as such has not entered into full play. Its 

would-be advocates have either been chased away or 

imprisoned. The traditional, landed structures are just 

now beginning to be challenged. 
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Given the circumstances recorded by this novel in 

terms of socio-historical evolution, it will be said of El 

caballo y su sombra at this point that it is the rough 

draft of a socialist realist novel. 

La luna se hizo con agua 

Amorim's next novel after El caballo y su sombra was 

La luna se hizo con agua, first published in 1944. 

This novel is also set in the now familiar rural 

Uruguay of wealthy landowners and exploited peasants, Its 

first chapter contains, without a doubt, the most vigorous 

realistic description seen thus far in any work by the 

author and would certainly seem to promise a plot based on 

peasant revolts and the violent and definite downfall of 

the landed classes. In typical feudal fashion, don 

Jer6nimo Guerrero, a law unto himself, brutally and savagely 

executes his peon, Goyo Lanza, a known revolutionary 

sympathizer. Amorim describes with careful detail how the 

peon is placed into a hole, buried up to his neck, and later 

trampled over by a herd of horses, a scene which is witnessed 

by the peon's son and the other workers on the estate. This 

macabre chapter ends with the seemingly foreboding words 

"algtfn dla sonarlan los clarines del desquite sobre las 

mismas tierras ensangrentadas" (Amorim, 1951, p. 12), 

For one reason or another, however, the clarions of 

revenge are never heard. Almost immediately following the 
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powerfully descriptive first chapter there appear elements 

of magic and the supernatural which tend to replace 

rationally orientated actions. The son of Goyo Lanza, who 

bears his father's name, has evidently not turned into a 

revolutionary as would be expected. We find him working 

on the estate of the son of his father's murderer, and 

instead of consorting with revolutionary peasants, we see 

that his hopes for a better future are placed in the person 

of the curandera, Severina, This is a rather enigmatic 

change of direction on the part of the author, whose 

previous ideology would seem to have been indicative of an 

evolution toward a more socialist type of protagonist. 

The change of tactics is thrown into further relief 

by the background details. The static estate and the land

owner, the two indispensable ingredients implicitly or 

explicitly present in many of Amorim's stories and novels 

thus far treated, are recognizable here also. Women, for 

example, are still the victims of a culture which insists 

upon their objectification: 

En la galerla una fotografla llamaba la atenci6n. 
La habla obtenido en el momento en que el 
semental de la estancia, montado por un jinete 
negro, cumplfa sus funciones de tal con una 
yegua cualquiera. En la presencia sumisa de la 
hembra, insignificante y fea, estaba implicado 
un oscuro desprecio al sexo contrario (Amorim, 
1951, p. 28). 

The gray existence of the peons is equally familiar 

to us, as read in the description of a typical Saturday 
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night: "Era la noche abierta para la peonada que se 

dirigla cantando en direcci6n al rancherlo. Unos, a dormir 

con sus mujeres; otros, a calentar la pulperla, a beberse 

los pesos ganados de sol a sol. Los mSs a rebuscHrselas 

entre chinas querendonas" (Amorim, 1951, p. 33). The 

overall picture of inertia is still an integral part of 

existence: 

La pulperla se devoraba los ahorros y fomentaba 
el vicio. Pasaban los anos. Cambiaba de dueno 
la casa de negocio, pero los peones siempre eran 
los mismos. El campo estS lleno de orgullosas 
referencias geogrSficas. Y no pasan de cementerios 
activos, de resumideros de la miseria, Ci^nagas, 
en lugar de manantiales de actividad (Amorim, 1951, 
pp. 34-35). 

What has changed from El caballo y su sombra is not 

the prevailing conditions, but the methods used to overcome 

them. Goyo Lanza's faith in the curandera, Severina, 

affectionately called May Vieja by the rural populace, is 

rewarded with a pot of gold that awaits him in an enchanted 

cave which is ordinarily covered by the waters of a river 

flowing next to it. To say that the description of this 

magical event is diametrically opposed to and in frank 

dissonance with the first chapter of the novel would be an 

understatement. Words such as the following remove us from 

the realistic to the purely fantastic: "Al fondo del 

sangrador vas a encontrar una olla de piedra llena de oro. 

Pa dar con ella ten§s que esperar que la luna te la sefiale, 

pues esta noche pasa por all!" (Amorim, 1951, p. 39), 
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Another example is the following: "Al levantar la hojarasca, 

aparecid el clrculo mcigico de la olla de piedra. May Vieja 

no se habla equivocado. En el resumidero, bajo una capa 

de huesos, pezunas de ciervo, enredaderas muertas y cueros 

de vlbora, entrevi6 el mont6n de pepitas de oro" (Amorim, 

1951, p. 42). 

After finding the magic pot of gold, Goyo Lanza 

witnesses a scene on the river, also predicted by May Vieja, 

which, given its nightmarish quality, makes the reader ask 

himself whether our protagonist is dreaming. The episode, 

which many years later will appear as a separate short story 

entitled "La piedra madre," in the collection Los mejores 

cuentos de Enrique Amorim (Amorim, 1967b), relates the mis

adventure of a woman whose canoe is overturned and who 

manages to swim to a huge rock, La piedra madre, in the 

middle of a tumultuous river. Since she realizes that no 

one has ever been rescued from the legendary rock, she 

begins to tear off her clothing in a fit of madness. Her 

companion on shore decides to shoot her rather than allow 

her to die a slow death on the rock, 

After episodes such as these, Amorim expects us to 

accept the fact that the gold found by Goyo Lanza will be 

used at a later date in order to finance the peasants' 

revolutionary movement. The author's further indecision 

between irreality and social tendentiousness verges on the 

absurd when we are told later that Goyo Lanza, disobeying 
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May Vieja, tells Jerfinimo Guerrero about his discovery and 

even offers him one of the nuggets as a gesture of friend

ship . 

When Amorim momentarily rids himself of magic, he 

once again takes up the cause of the masses. Jer6nimo 

Guerrero's liberated daughter, Silvia, and her socialis-

tically inclined journalist friend, Leonardo Corti, are the 

only two principal protagonists who manage to envision 

anything remotely resembling a rational alternative to the 

plight of the rural proletariat, Silvia talks of using 

part of the family wealth for philanthropic activities such 

as the founding of a hospital or an orphanage for the 

underprivileged. Leonardo Corti, publisher of the leftist 

newspaper, La Voz, lives a perpetual dilemma because of his 

reluctance to publish some inflammatory articles which blame 

people like Silvia's father for the misery and backwardness 

of the region. Conti finally brings himself to a sort of 

compromise and publishes a series of articles on the 

dangers of superstition which is aptly described for what 

it is: "El pueblo era el que pagaba la chapetonada, la 

clase trabajadora inducida al error por la ignorancia que 

fomentaban las clases dirigentes. Existlan barrios enteros 

donde no entraban jamcls los medicos, desplazados por 

curanderos y manosantas. Habla que combatir las falsas 

creencias, las supersticiones, las brujerlas" (Amorim, 1951, 

p. 83). 
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Corti's progressive campaign is tragically cut short 

when we learn that he has been murdered by the alarmed 

reactionaries who begin to recognize him as a dynamic force 

threatening their entrenched system. It would not be 

forcing the issue if from our present perspective we were 

to view the murder of Leonardo Corti as representative of 

the stifling of progress and the ultimate triumph of 

reaction and obscurantism. 

At the end of the novel we find that Silvia has 

since married the ultras-conservative adversary of the late 

Leonardo Corti and has also begun a platonic relationship 

with Goyo Lanza. This event by itself, nevertheless, is 

hardly enough to convince us that all is well with the 

peasant lot. If anything, it smacks of treason on the part 

of Goyo Lanza. And the fact remains that the curandera1s 

magic and not any effective social action on the part of 

Goyo Lanza or anyone else, has been the modus vivendi 

throughout the novel. In other words, the malaise has been 

diagnosed but no rational steps have been taken in order to 

cure it, Lest this point not be very clear, in the last 

episode of the novel we find both Goyo Lanza and Silvia 

Guerrero returning to the cave by the river where the 

mysterious pot of gold was first found by the former. 

From a socialist realist point of view the triumph 

of irrationality is unacceptable since it contradicts and 

annuls any socialist message that might have been explicit 
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or implicit in the novel. Perhaps the clearest view on 

irrationalism from our perspective can be had from H. A. 

Hodges' essay,"LukScs on Irrationalism." Hodges proposes 

and answers the following question: 

What then is irrationalism? How does Luk&cs 
conceive it? As a Marxist he inherits a faith 
in reason and progress as two things which cannot 
be separated from one another. It is a faith 
which comes down from the age of the encyclo
pedists. Humanity is capable of progress 
without assignable limits, but this depends on 
the overcoming of ignorance, prejudice and 
superstition. Reason is that activity of the 
human mind which overcomes these obstacles and 
so promotes progress (in Parkinson, 1970, p. 87), 

K. E. A. Mose's (1973) comment on La luna so hizo 

con agua as optimistic is incomprehensible from the 

perspective of the present analysis. Even if we justly 

assume that Mose is not working from a LukScsian or any 

other specific Marxist base, and should therefore not be 

expected to condemn superstition as an adverse element, we 

still might take issue with his assertion of optimism, 

Mose (1973, p. 117) states that "in terms of Amorim's 

ideology the solution now is one of union between the 

latifundista class represented by Silvia and the peasant 

class represented by Goyo Lanza-" Mose does not substantiate 

this. The union between Silvia and Goyo is simply the 

result of their personal, mutual attraction and of the 

rather unconvincing fact that their union was brought about 

by magic. 
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Silvia, who has now inherited the estate from the 

late Jer6nimo Guerrero, has only exploited the proletariat 

more in spite of her shock upon seeing how they live. On 

one particular occasion she is able to observe how the 

lives of the underlings parallel those of the domestic 

animals which are part of the estate. When she is horrified 

by the fact that one of the women gives birth to a child 

while washing clothing in a stream, she is tranquilized by 

the resigned woman, who says "'no se aflija, sefiorita. Esto 

es lo menos que me puede pasar'" (Amorim, 1951, p. 167), We 

might rightly expect that such experiences might bring about 

a change in Silvia, but we soon see that this is not the 

case. 

When a plague of locusts threatens to destroy the 

fruit trees and crops of her estate, Silvia persuades Goyo 

Lanza to gather together all the peasants he can find and 

bring them into the fields and orchards in order to catch 

and smash, or put to flight, the pernicious insects. After 

the peons have served their purpose they are once again 

left to themselves and their misery, their only reward 

being a free dinner at the end of the day's labor. 

Perhaps the best definition of Silvia and her true 

significance in the novel is given by Alicia Ortiz (1949, 

p. 38) who describes the young land baroness in the follow

ing terms: "En la vida de esta heredera todo sigue su curso 

normal entre variantes que no lo modifican, Se muestra en 
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el piano de sus posibilidades con la linea de un destino en 

zigzag. Y no hace nada, no llega a nada, a pesar de las 

leyendas, a pesar de la luna." 

The magical forces of nature and the witchcraft of 

May Vieja that constitute the leitmotiv of the novel 

characteristically lead nowhere. The rural proletariat is 

still hopelessly caught up in a swamp of inertia and 

ignorance. This is not just a momentary fluctuation in the 

proletariat's fight for self-determination, a relapse as it 

were, which is a common element of all battles, as was the 

case in El caballo y su sombra, where the banner of the 

fallen Marcelo Azara was taken up by Toribio Rossi and many 

other immigrants. Here, in La luna se hizo con agua, no one 

takes up the standard of the executed father of Goyo Lanza, 

even though the conditions were fully ripe for someone to 

do so. 

With the one exception of the short-lived campaign 

of the socialist journalist, the potentially revolutionary 

peasants' uprising is converted into little more than a 

memory of the colorful past,- a source of folkloric material. 

Goyo Lanza's son enters into the world of irrationality 

instead of into the one of practical action. This certainly 

is not suggested by the first chapter of the novel. There, 

a firm historical base is established which could have 

served effectively as the social background for the coming 

to awareness of the exploited peasants, However, this 
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potentially poetic rendering of the maturation of a social 

process is seen to be only an illusion. 

There was, and perhaps still is, a widespread 

belief in superstition and witchcraft in the rural regions 

Amorim has portrayed in La luna se hizo con agua. The fact 

that the author incorporates the irrational beliefs of a 

certain segment of people into his novelistic material is 

not negative, .In fact, Amorim, by means of a straw man, 

condemns superstition and sorcery as undesirable regarding 

the progress and evolution of man as a social being, Thus, 

it is not the beliefs of the author that are being ques

tioned, but rather his artistic obsession with irrationality. 

Amorim1s concern with the irrationality that forms 

a part of many of the protagonists depicted in La luna se 

hizo con agua becomes one-sided to the extent that the 

protagonists lose contact with reality. They arrive at a 

point where they can no longer distinguish between the real 

and the unreal. As was mentioned when analyzing the views 

of LukScs on modernist literature, the distortion of 

reality is not shown for what it is but, rather, it re

places reality. 

In La luna se hizo con agua Amorim replaces the 

socio-historiccil basis for the depiction of reality seen in 

El caballo y su sombra with an ahistorical flight into 

unreality, Although at one point in the novel we are told 

that superstition is not conducive to the socio "-his tor ical 
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evolution of the proletariat, the final message is a con

viction that the proletariat is incapable of overcoming 

superstitious practices in favor of a more rational outlook 

on life. 

Although Sturgis E. Leavitt (1944) is not a Marxist 

literary critic, his opinion apropos of La luna se hizo con 

agua is shared by the present dissertation, Leavitt (1944, 

p. 318) remarks that "this story begins with great promise, 

but before it ends, the reader is left strangely unsatis

fied." More specifically, Amorim has temporarily put aside 

his incipient historical approach to the portrayal of the 

reality of his region in favor of a modernistic capitula

tion to the prevailing circumstances which he views as 

unchangeable. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE STALINIST-ZHDANOVIST ILLUSTRATING 
LITERATURE OF ENRIQUE AMORIM 

Before analyzing Amorim's Stalinist novels, his 

ideological evolution during this period should be dis

cussed. It is evident in his modernist works that he 

expresses outrage against the conditions under which the 

rural workers of Uruguay live, an outrage which in his early 

short stories is little more than a desperate cry of anguish. 

In the middle thirties Socialism is mentioned for the first 

time in El paisano Aguilar. It is not mentioned again until 

the early forties, when Socialism appears as a viable 

solution for the problems presented in El caballo y su 

sombra, even though it does not yet enter into the 

novelistic structure as such. In La luna se hizo con agua, 

however, the protagonists flee from reality into the world 

of magic and irrationality. 

Temporary and paradoxical literary reactions are 

characteristic of Amorim's literary career, but they 

should not be taken as manifestations of his political 

beliefs. The latter, in contrast to his literary work, 

represent an unbroken line beginning with social outrage 

and indignation and ending in overt militancy, Amorim's 

personal humanistic activity finally identified itself with 

155 
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the doctrines of the Communist Party which began to gain 

followers in Argentina during the Peronist period. One of 

Amorim's recent biographers and critics, K. E. A. Mose 

(1973, p. 121) explains why the former embraced Communism: 

"Amorim's commitment was exacerbated by the political 

atrocities in the Argentina of Per6n. The hatred for 

Fascism, whose inhumanity was symbolized for Amorim by the 

assassination of his friend Lorca, united with his popular 

sympathies to lead him formally into the Communist party," 

He joined the Party in 1946, the year that marked Per6n1s 

assumption of absolute power. 

In justice to Amorim's independent thinking, 

however, it should be remembered that long before he became 

a member of the Communist Party he carried on a personal, 

unaffiliated struggle against what he saw as the degradation 

of human dignity in his particular region of the world. 

As regards more controversial issues which we commonly 

associate with this particular historical moment in 

Argentina, such as anti-Semitism, it is clear that years 

before Per6n's rise to power'Amorim had pointed out and 

criticized the racial intolerance that he found in his 

compatriots. A specific example may be found in his novel 

El caballo y su sombra, where the alarmed estate owner, 

Nicolas Azara despectively refers to the rising numbers of 

immigrants of Jewish origin in these terms: "Nico asegura 

que son unos bandoleros, unos judlos sucios, que le curean 
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los animales, que hacen dano de puro mal nacidos" (Amorim, 

1944, p. 37). It is as if the author wanted to parallel the 

Nazi fear of Judaism with that of the established Creole 

gentry who saw in these immigrants a direct threat to their 

landed system. 

Thus, it would appear that Amorim's affiliation with 

the Communist Party was dictated by overwhelming political 

circumstances, which could be effectively resisted only 

through a concerted effort. In his turning to the 

Communist Party for numerical and spiritual strength, 

there seems to be a parallel, however remote, with Georg 

Lukcics' decision to join the Party at the time of the 

Russian Revolution, as explained earlier by LukScs 

biographer, G. H. R. Parkinson, 

The desire to call attention to undesirable condi

tions, while being a noble attribute in itself, can damage 

artistic creation, Amorim made known his views, as would 

be expected, through his writings; but one thing is to do 

so in newspaper articles and another is to attempt it in a 

novel. To do the latter successfully, the dual factor of 

form and content must be respected as a whole, something 

which a journalist does not have to adhere to in the same 

measure as a creative writer. 
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Nueve lunas sobre Neuqugn 

Ernest R. Moore (1946, p. 2496) refers to Nueve 

lunas sobre Neugugn as "a best seller dealing with social 

problems by a prolific and versatile Uruguayan writer." 

Rather than challenge Mr. Moore's critique, the time in 

history in which he wrote it will be underscored. Persons 

such as Amorim, who objected to the rise to power by Per6n, 

had to express their disapproval in something less than 

outright personal terms. Per6n's name is not mentioned once 

in the novel, but nevertheless, his image lurks throughout 

its some two hundred forty pages. It is therefore not 

difficult to understand how a novel of this type could be 

anything but popular, given the times and the powerful man 

it set out to attack. 

Apparently many in Argentina were not so concerned 

with how the author said the truth as with how much he could 

say within the confines of his book. If it was a best 

seller, and there is no reason to doubt Mr. Moore's affirma

tion tha,t it w^s, it must ha,ve been relatively short-lived. 

No further editions of it appeared in Spanish, The reason 

was probably not Peronist censorship, but the practical fact 

that the first people who read the book soon realized that 

in reality it was reminiscent of the newspaper articles 

which the committed Amorim incessantly wrote, as attested to 

by Mose (1973, p. 122), If Nueve lunas sobre Neuqugn is one 

of Amorim's least frequently mentioned novels, it is simply 
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because of its undeniably journalistic approach, where 

content for content's sake is evident. 

A crusader against oppression could very well argue 

that the end justifies the means, but among communist and 

Marxist thinkers, the greatest are more conservative in 

matters of art. As we mentioned earlier, LukScs affirmed 

this fact when he quoted Engel's view on tendentiousness in 

literature, Descriptions such as the following, however, 

unsubtly point out the tendentiousness that Amorim (1946, 

pp. 55-56) wants to make known rather than allowing it to 

spring forth naturally from the novelistic context: "La 

ciudad vivfa momentos de hiperestesia, Se delataba en el 

caf£, en el bar, en el restaurante. Mujerzuelas pagadas con 

dinero del pueblo denunciaron a choferes de taxi que 

manifestaban sus ideas antifascistas." This is the type of 

tendentiousness found on almost every page of Nueve lunas 

sobre Neugugn. At times it is not even poorly disguised, 

but simply written in the manner of a news flash: "'Moscta, 

16: En un artlculo periodlstico Konstantin Hoffman muestra 

su descontento ante los resultados a que se lleg6 en la 

Conferencia Interamericana de Mexico en la cual se evit6 la 

ruptura de relaciones entre las reptablicas americanas y el 

gobierno de Franco' 11 (Amorim, 1946, pp. 142-143). With the 

news report Amorim was attempting to draw a parallel between 

the two governments of Spain and Argentina, Although he 

prudently ayoided any direct confrontation with Per6n at 
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this time, this sole act of common sense was not enough to 

save his novel from falling into that type of writing 

which, as seen earlier, LukScs referred to as Stalinist-

Zhdanovist illustrating literature. 

It seems that Amorim felt that the attempt to 

include a pre-history and an incipient socialist realist 

solution to the problems portrayed in El paisano Aguilar 

and El caballo- y su sombra would not advance the cause of 

the proletariat at a fast enough pace. Perhaps part of 

this concern is revealed in La luna se hizo con agua, where 

magic is looked to as a substitute for rational action. 

Because of Amorim's interest in and subsequent membership 

in the Communist Party he apparently sees propaganda as an 

effective literary substitute for the portrayal of a slower 

coming to awareness and the solution of the proletariat's 

problems of a socioeconomic nature. To this we could add 

the new threats to cultural and political liberty which day 

by day were increasing with the Peronist movement, a factor 

that also probably influenced Amorim's choice of a propa-

ga,ndistic approach to writing. 

No matter what Amorim's reasons were for resorting 

to propaganda and overt tendentiousness, the fact is that 

the writing in Nueve lunas sobre Neuqu^n contradicts the 

LukScsian tenet which values an historical materialist 

approach to literature. As A. G. Lehman points out in his 

essay "The Marxist as a Literary Critic," "historical 
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materialism requires a tremendous emphasis to be laid upon 

the primacy of a 'correct' socio-economic analysis of 

historical process. At all costs, the great artist must be 

shown to draw his force from that direction: otherwise he is 

a clown or a sinister ideologist" (in Parkinson, 1970, 

p. 186). 

Parts of Nueve lunas sobre Neuqu§n are clearly auto

biographical. . The young protagonists, like Amorim, have 

recently joined the Communist Party. Their enthusiasm, like 

that of the author, is indicative of their recent commitment. 

As the novel begins, the young couple, who are the principal 

protagonists, are observed holding their marriage ceremony. 

One of the guests presents his gift which is none other 

than a stack of communist newspapers. The bride, Dieva, 

picks them up and soils her hands with the freshly printed 

pages. Thereupon the bridegroom, Jos§ Hernandez, takes her 

hands and proudly remarks that "'pocas novias pueden 

ofrecer tan lindos rastros en el dla de su boda'" (Amorim, 

1946,1 p, 18) , Thus is consummated their ideological 

marriage to the Communist Party, and anything which is said 

or done from this point on for the good of the Party should 

not surprise the reader. 

It is also worth mentioning that Amorim makes it 

clear that the marriage of the protagonists represents the 

union between a Creole and the daughter of a Jewish 

immigrant, for the ethnic factor also plays its part in 
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events. Hernandez himself is portrayed as a proletarian 

with an acutely developed sense of Socialism. Given the 

arbitrary manner in which the novelistic circumstances are 

depicted, however, they create the impression of being 

ready-made formulae which are hardly plausible. 

Neuquen is the name of the prison camp which rapidly 

converts itself into a species of antagonist. Like the 

other prisons referred to in the story, it is primarily 

inhabited by those who oppose the present governing system. 

The author attempts to depict how Argentina itself acts as 

a reflection of the political penal system. At one point 

he incorporates a Peronist news report into the anecdotal 

matter as a means for illustrating this parallel: "'La 

Jefatura de policia con el prop6sito de reprimir actos 

renidos con la moral y las buenas costumbres, dentro de 

breves dfas iniciarS procedimientos contra quienes no se 

ajusten estrictamente a las normas caballerescas1,1 (Amorim, 

1946, p. 37). This much tendentiousness could go un^-

criticized. After all, Amorim did have to make this 

parallel clear, since all the information generally provided 

about Latin American countries is very little in comparison 

with the world's ignorance of and complacency toward this 

part of the globe. Also, given the times, we were in a 

historical period of nascent postwar competition between 

the eastern and western ideologies. It will further be 

remembered that the western ideologists were beginning to 
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find the neofascist type of systems much more cooperative 

politically. Thus, it appears that the author is pre

occupied with the fact that there could be an implantation 

of Fascism in Latin America. When Hernandez laughs at the 

pretentiousness of the government's plan to convert itself 

into the moral guardian of its subjects, Dieva is quick to 

reply that "'no es para reirse. Esto es mucho mSs serio 

que lo que la gente piensa. jAs£ empezaron en Alemania!'" 

(Amorim, 1946, p. 38). 

The fact is, however, that the author was not 

satisfied with'this initial presentation of facts; he felt 

compelled to preach to the reader, a compulsion which at 

first diluted the anecdotal substance of the story and 

subsequently substituted it. The interpolated news reports 

and dogmatic pronouncements become more and more frequent, 

and on more than one occasion either relegate to "a secondary 

sphere the scarce development which is struggling to take 

place or completely divorce themselves from the plot by 

taking up an independent existence. Little attempt at 

integration is made. Novelistic art is simply allowed to 

degenerate into an exercise of journalistic transcription. 

As a result, the protagonists become mere instruments whose 

only raison d'etre is to turn on news reports and read to 

us excerpts from party guidebooks. 

Amorim's reliance on the technique of a phamphleteer 

precludes potentially socialist realist insights which are 
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distorted beyond recognition. When Hernandez and Dieva 

observe a street dance in one of the working-class districts 

the author remarks that "querfan ver al pueblo, todo un 

pueblo armonioso de acuerdo en la btisqueda de un manana 

mejor, mSs limpio, menos desparejo" (Amorim, 1946, p. 32). 

This gesture of good will and feeling of unity with the 

proletariat could have set the stage for a humanistic move

ment of common objectives. Instead, the masses are too 

quickly forgotten and the author's partisan views are once 

again imposed upon the situation. 

The concentration of the author on the particular 

penal colony of Neuquin constitutes the greatest part of 

the work. The chosen locations bring to mind similar 

usages of concentration camp scenes by other narrators. 

Of the several contemporary writers who have used a similar 

setting, particular reference should be made to Aleksandr 

Solzhenitsyn's (1963) novella One day in the life of Ivan 

Denisovich. This reference is made primarily in order to 

explain how similar novelistic material produces different 

results, We will work from the LukScsian premise that One 

day in the life of Ivan Denisovich is representative of 

Socialist Realism and at the same time it will be explained 

how, conversely, Amorim's Nueve lunas sobre Neugu^n is a 

product of Stalinist-Zhdanovist illustrating literature. 

In a conversation between Leo Kofler and Georg 

LukScs entitled "La sociedad y el individuo," LukScs 
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refers to Solzhenitsyn's novella in the following terms: 

Si compara usted la novela Un dia de la vida de 
Iygn Denisovich, de Solyenitsin, con las 
restantes novelas sobre campos de concentracifin, 
comprobarS la enorme diferencia entre la 
descripci6n naturalista de las atrocidades, por 
una parte, y el problema, por la otra, de a 
travSs de qu£§ formas, mediante la astucia y no 
sS quS mSs, puede conservar un hombre su 
integridad humana dentro del campo. En tal 
aspecto, esta novela de Solyenitsin constituye 
algo nuevo y verdaderamente sobrecogedor. Es 
en este terreno donde la literatura podrla hacer 
una aportaci6n extraordinaria a la lucha contra 
la manipulaci6n no considerSndola como destino 
(in Holz, Kofler, and Abendroth, 1969, p. 93). 

It is felt that Amorim failed to make a meaningful 

contribution in the fight against manipulation in his Nueve 

lunas sobre Neugu^n. When Hernandez is arrested for his 

subversive activities and is put on a train bound for 

Neuqu&n, he is handcuffed and chained to a certain Doctor 

Calles who has been apprehended as a communist sympathizer. 

Their common bondage well characterizes the plight of both 

worker and professional who suffer for the same ideals. 

Once Hernandez, Calles, and an assorted lot of intellectuals 

and workers have been herded into the railway car that will 

take them to the prison camp', the author interjects the 

following commentary: "En un vag6n cabe holgadamente un 

pueblo" (Amorim, 1946, p. 71). And as a continuation to 

this: "dSabes tfi, acaso, qu£ es el pueblo? ... all! donde 

encuentres a mSs de tres personas que padecen una misma 

injusticia, allf estcl el pueblo. No te extrane, entonces, 

que en un vag6n se pueda reunir a todo un pueblo" (Amorim, 
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1946, p. 72). Again, Amorim had in hand a potentially 

successful socialist realist situation. Unfortunately he 

precluded the artistic representation of this phenomenon 

by telling us, rather than by allowing us to infer this 

relationship from the novelistic development. 

Another instance of a potentially artistic portrayal 

of socialist ideals is found in a scene within the concen

tration camp. On this particular occasion it is the 

author's wish to convey how the political prisoners resist 

the system which tries to crush their human dignity and 

lower them to the status of an animal: "En el cuadro ya se 

hablan formado grupos de comunistas perfectamente 

disciplinados. Qui§nes ensenaban geograffa, qui§nes 

gram&tica, quiSnes historia" (Amorim, 1946, p, 62), In 

essence this is analogous to the situation in One day in the 

life of Ivan Denisovlch which is so admired and held up as 

a model of socialist realist writing by LukScs in his 

previously cited conversation with Leo Kofler, A difference, 

however, emerges on the artistic level. With Amorim none 

of the potentially humanistic material is incorporated into 

an artistic form as in Solzhenitsyn's work. It is mentioned 

solely for its illustrating, partisan value. 

The general atmosphere which is so conducive to the 

subjugation of the human body and psyche is seen in 

Amorljm's description of the concentration camp itself. 

Here we see the counterpart of the Argentinian society 
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mentioned earlier. We are told that the prison system is 

an "(admirable organizaci6n I Nada fuera de lugar, ningtan 

imprevisto del caracteristico tono criollo. Sudam^rica 

superada merced a las disciplinas de la escuela nazi, 

Habfa que felicitarse. La mSquina funcionaba a la per-

feccifin" (Amorim, 1946, p. 65). This description parallels 

the general atmosphere of Solzhenitsyn's novella, where 

monotony and mechanical behavior are used as spirit breaking 

devices. But again Amorim forsakes his descriptive talents 

for mere statement. The protagonists are not permitted to 

act out their dreary existence. The author evidently feels 

that direct reference by name to the cause and to the 

possible cure of the present evils which his prisoners 

suffer in Neuqu^n is more important than a novelistic por

trayal which would avoid the pitfalls inherent in the 

present propagandizing and which at the same time could have 

forwarded the same proposed humanistic message in a more 

palatable manner. 

We repeatedly see how the author's consistent 

intervention in the plot and his use of puppetry in lieu of 

characterization causes socialist realist ingredients to be 

converted into editorializing. For example, when despair 

overcomes Doctor Calles, Amorim explains that Hernandez 

tries to counteract despair with his faith in the capability 

of man to overcome adverse situations. Instead of por

traying how HernSndez helps his comrade to resist the system 
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that is attempting to demoralize him, however, Amorim (1946, 

p. 73) replaces narrative portrayal with dogma: "S61o 

queria evitar que su camarada perdiese la moral de todo 

buen comunista." Contrarily, Ivan Denisovich was allowed 

to portray how he successfully resisted mental imprisonment 

in spite of his manacled body; in this sense he is a freer 

novelistic personnage than both Hernandez and Calles whose 

actions are stripped away by their author's words. 

Had Amorim left the conveyance of his humanistic 

ideals to art rather than to politics, Georg LukScs might 

not have been able to refer to One day in the life of Ivan 

Denisovich as "new," as he did in his aforementioned 

conversation with Leo Kofler, Although Amorim dedicates 

one full chapter to the methods of torture used in the 

Argentine political prisons, which he characteristically 

entitles "Las torturas," this is not his gravest stylistic 

flaw. The oneT-sidedness or naturalistic effect which 

LukScs so vehemently condemns as inorganic art is far more 

noticeable in the political sensationalism which is present 

on almost every page of the work. The unequivocable 

recognition given to the Communist Party for practically 

every positive thought and action which is taking place is 

the principal cause for failure at technique and for 

inhibiting the creative ability which he undoubtedly 

possessed but which he did not manifest in Nueye lunas sobre 

Neuqu^n. Furthermore, the author's conversion of the 
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protagonists into loudspeakers for party dogma and his 

manipulation of the plot to such an extent that it 

degenerates into political propaganda is not an improvement 

over his modernist writing and represents a decline in his 

narrative ability when compared to El paisano Aguilar and 

El caballo y su sombra. 

Although the general contention is that Nueve lunas 

sobre Neuqu^n is representative of the techniques of 

illustrating literature, there are certain moments, albeit 

frustrated ones, which indicate that it could have taken a 

different direction. This is not a colored statement in 

favor of the author. Amorim has previously demonstrated his 

ability for writing stories and novels which, without being 

judged from the standpoint of any particular literary 

approach, are at least noteworthy from an anecdotal stand

point. Or stated in other terms, Amorim has not instan

taneously lost his creative spirit and become a, vulgar 

pamphleteer, as it were. Rather his obsession with dogma 

has stifled the development of what could have been a well 

written and powerful novel, 

La victoria no viene sola 

Amorim's years following the publication of Nueve 

lunas sobre Neuqugn are marked by increased Communist Party 

commitment and, as a consequence, political persecution in 

Argentina. In 1948 he wrote the prologue to the political 
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pamphlet Pablo Neruda Acusa, in which the late Chilean poet 

attacked President Gonzalez Videla for what Neruda con

sidered the betrayal of Chilean miners in favor of 

capitalistic interests. 

Regarding Amorim's political persecution, Brenda V. 

de L6pez (1970, p. 57) tersely states that "Amorim abandona 

definitivamente la Argentina." K. E. A. Mose (1973, p. 124) 

amplifies this information when he writes that "in August, 

1950, Amorim was jailed in Argentina by Perfin's gestapo, 

then put on a plane for Uruguay. This experience 

(apparently he was rough-handled and put in a cold cell 

with human excrement), of which he preferred not to speak, 

was traumatic. Amorim never returned to Argentina." 

It is not surprising, then, that two years following 

his exile there should appear another militant novel, La 

victoria no viene sola (Amorim, 19 52). The novel takes its 

title from a phrase which Amorim (1952, p, 123) attributes 

to Stalin: "Y una frase, escrita en el rincfin opuesto del 

calabozo, en el otro extremo de la existencia, justo en el 

limite donde empieza la Esperanza: La victoria no viene 

sola, hay que organizarla. -—Stalin." 

Ironically, the imagery and poetic descriptions 

which are contained in this novel are among the best found 

in any of the author's previous works. Unfortunately, 

Amorim's intromission of political ideology into the work 

produces a dissonant effect which detracts from the 
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appreciation of his well written pages. The author's lack 

ox restraint in the use of ideology also affects content as 

well as form. In his uncontrolled enthusiasm for the 

Commonist Party Amorim frequently distorts Marxism. Follow

ing are some examples of the author's predilection for 

sermonizing and propaganda over sound novelistic techniques 

based on a harmonious relationship between content and form. 

In the introduction to La victoria no viene sola 

Amorim (1952, p. 7) predestines the two principal charac

ters of his story by stating the following: 

Planteado el caso, nada infrecuente, de dos 
hombres de orlgenes opuestos ligados por un 
apremiante deber social, surgieron los pro-
tagonistas de esta novela: Carlos Lista y el 
doctor Luis Vera y Amaranto. El primero vive 
para olvidar. De su pasado poco o casi nada 
puede servirse. Luis Vera no se propone 
abandonar sus relativos privilegios de clase o 
los pierde, a sabiendas. 

Amorim's premise is that a wealthy intellectual such as 

Vera y Amaranto can not be a loyal Party member, or, at 

least can not be as loyal as the worker Carlos Lista, The 

author's idealization of the Party's association with the 

working class evidently caused him to lose sight of the 

fact that the Communist Party uses both intellect and money 

in its task of educating the masses. 

Amorim's false dichotomy between the have's and the 

have not's goes well beyond the introduction, It is as if 

he were trying to exonerate the working-class protagonists 

of his modernist works who were often portrayed as abnormal 
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and base. Doctor Vera's childhood memories serve as a 

ready-made excuse for further dualistic statements by the 

author. When the former recalls his obsession with truth 

he mentions that "en realidad las contadas personas que, a 

mi manera de juzgar no mentian, se hallaban entre la 

servidumbre, El chofer, las sirvientas" (Amorim, 1952, 

p. 10). The proletariat not only was morally but physically 

superior as well, according to the autocritical Dr. Vera; 

Conservo, eso si, un vivo recuerdo del flsico 
de las dom^sticas, todas ellas hermosas, frescas, 
carnales. Quizes haciendo un esfuerzo recuerde a 
las madres y a las tias de mis companeros de 
escuela, Gordas, mantecosas, agrias, mal olientes. 
Revuelvo en mi memoria y las encuentro para mi 
desagrado (Amorim, 1952, p. 11). 

On other occasions Amorim does not even bother to 

look for a mouthpiece for his dualism. When he contrasts 

the lawyer Ambrosetti with the bricklayer Carlos Lista, 

Amorim's favoritism for the latter is grossly manifested: 

"El obrero de la construcci6n vestia sencillamente de gris. 

Sus gustos por la indumentaria no se caracterizaban 

particularmente en nada, salvo en la carencia de corbata. 

Un rostro claro, franco, un tanto imp^vido" (Amorim, 1952, 

p. 30), Contrarily, Amorim (1952, p. 30) depicts the lawyer 

as a brute: "Su rostro, sin lentes, aparecla de una 

sensualidad animal, Vestia elegante terno de brin bianco. 

No consegufa disimular el abdomen con un cinto ajustado 

que le daba apariencia de compadre arrabalero,11 And when 

Dr, Yera and Carlos Lista try to convince the lawyer to 
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sign the Stockholm Appeal to prohibit the use of the atomic 

bomb, Amorim (1952, p. 33) again paints his two protagonists 

in black and white terms: "La firmeza de Lista contrastaba 

con la debilidad de Vera." 

Amorim reiterates the bias of the above situations 

when Dr. Vera is investigated for his leftist leanings. 

The latter, fearful of the tortures used by the police 

during their interrogations, commands a pharmacist to 

prepare for him two capsules of poison which he could take 

if detained. The dialogue which ensues could be described 

as an illustration of Party conduct as well as an indictment 

of Dr. Vera. Amorim (1952, p, 198) constructs the unsubtle 

dialogue on Dr. Vera's self-incrimination. First the 

pharmacist replies to Dr. Vera's request by saying "'ino se 

empuerque mSs, hombrel Sabe muy bien que ningfin comunista 

se raata, jSon los tlnicos que saben morir bien, canalla!'" 

Dr. Vera then answers that "'porque no soy comunista, es 

que hago esto, jEnti§ndalo! Usted sabe que a ellos no se 

les dobleg^ con torturas, jBien lo sabe usted! jYo me 

eliminarS porque no soy comunista, antes de que los de su 

calana me pongan las manos encimaS'" 

The author's distortions arising from his idealiza

tion of the working class reach the extremes of ridiculous

ness when he contrasts (Amorim, 1952, p, 245) another 

would-be leftist with the proletariat: 
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Es el momento en que Felipe, el hijo del dueno 
de la estancia ... se aleja bajo los Srboles y 
da espaldas a la casa, a sus padres, al mundo 
organizado, para poder hurgarse las narices, 
escarbar en ellas, suavemente, como s61o puede 
hacerlo el intelectual. £Alguien ha visto a un 
campesino meterse los dedos en la nariz? <i,A un 
obrero o a un artesano? No. Las fosas nasales 
son de invariable dimensifin en los hombres. No 
se agrandan ni se deforman como los pulgares 
del labrador o los del herrero. Como los pul
gares o como el indice de la mano del que cul-
tiva la tierra o domina el herrero. Ese gesto 
es exclusivo del intelectual, casi se dirla que 
lo singulariza. 

The prejudices displayed by Amorim in this story 

affected plot as well as characterization. The author's 

hatred of any ideology except that of communism led him to 

break the narrative development of his novel by constantly 

interpolating his political views, This is unfortunate 

since he could have relayed his humanitarian message of hope 

for the working masses while at the same time avoiding the 

political explicitness which did not need to be spelled out 

in the plot itself. 

Dr. Vera's contemplation of an old olive tree is a 

case in point. The fact that the tree was originally 

brought to Uruguay from Spain brings to Dr. Vera's mind the 

common cause of the Spanish Republic and his nation for a 

more just distribution of wealth. This was an acceptable 

comparison with which little fault could be found. Never

theless, Amorim did not trust in his readers' ability to 

assimilate the image of fraternity symbolized by the olive 

tree. Rather he insisted on overtly politicizing an 
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otherwise discreet and forceful analogy: 

PermaneciS ante la planta como si se hubiese 
detenido frente a un ser olvidado que de pronto 
tiende la mano al desmemoriado. Se afirm6 en 
el bast6n y lo sinti6 como un cayado espanol, 
como a un bSculo pastoral. Espana se alzaba en 
su camino, le salla al paso, le tendia la mano. 
Pero era una mano llena de heridas, martirizada, 
mano que se estaba haciendo garra para detener a 
los fascistas (Amorim, 1952, p. 26). 

When Dr. Vera and Carlos Lista discuss the injustices 

of their region with the lawyer, Ambrosetti, the author does 

not allow the latter to reveal his hypocritical character. 

Amorim (1952, p. 35} simply interpolates at the end of the 

discussion that "mentia: abogadillos de su estudio, 

precisamente, defendlan intereses de un saladero contra 

accidentes de trabajo," Likewise, instead of allowing the 

reader to learn for himself the nature of Ambrosetti's fear 

of being identified with the progressive elements of his 

country, Amorim saves us the trouble, as it were, The 

phrase spoken by Dr. Vera upon leaving the lawyer's office 

is nothing but an outburst of Amorim's (1952, p. 36) own 

anti-capitalist feelings: "';Es un cobarde de mierdal' casi 

grit6 Vera, 'Yo sg que quiere ser abogado de la Standard 

Oil,' gritaba, 'jestcl vendido a los d6lares!'" 

Perhaps the most blatant use of propaganda is the 

author's description of a certain worker's cottage. The 

walls and the roof of the dwelling are covered with a metal 

sheathing salvaged from discarded cargo containers. We are 

told that the containers date from the period when Uruguay 
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had free trade relations with the Soviet Union, Amorim 

(1952, p. 43) then proceeds to describe the hovel in the 

following terms: 

El rancho es una lecci6n para aquSllos que saben 
algo mSs que leer. El techo aparece cubierto 
por insignias que simbolizan la liberaci6n de 
los pueblos. Al rancho lo defiende un emblema 
ante el cual debieran sacarse el sombrero todos 
los que transitan por la angosta callejuela. 
El techo y las paredes sostienen la hoz y el 
martillo. 

Among the many examples left to choose from, a final 

one will be used to illustrate the author's excessive 

dependence on ideology as regards this novel. Felipe, the 

son of an estate owner, decides to install a radio in the 

quarters of the agricultural workers who prior to that 

moment had been cut off from the rest of the world. The 

potential value of Felipe's act, nevertheless, is dis

regarded as negative by Amorim whose suspicion of anyone 

not a member of the proletariat has all the markings of a 

paranoia. By means of his puppet, Carlos Lista, Amorim 

(1952, p. 237) comments on the installation of the radio 

with the following words: "'Ya ves para qu§ sirve el 

adelantado de la radio. Van a olr mentiras, van a escuchar 

la basura de los noticiosos. ... No van a conectar con 

Radio Moscfi.'" 

La victoria no viene sola, like Nueve lunas sobre 

Neugu^n before it, was a sacrificial gesture toward 

Stalinism. Amorim allowed novelistic development to be 
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subjugated to sermonizing and ideological pamphleteering. 

As a consequence, his artistic creativity suffered con

siderably, and, ironically, instead of furthering the 

humanistic goals of the Communist Party as he had hoped to, 

he accomplished the contrary, given the crassness of his 

style. 



CHAPTER V 

THE SOCIALIST REALIST WORKS OF ENRIQUE AMORIM 

The collection of short stories Despugs del temporal 

was published in 1953, the year of Stalin's death. The 

title of the collection, which we could translate as "After 

the storm," is ironical when associated with the death of 

the Russian dictator. As a matter of fact, one short story 

of the collection in particular successfully portrays a 

humanitarian message which does not depend on the former 

Stalin-Zhdanovist literary dictates for its transmission. 

It is as if a calm had appeared on the author's literary 

horizon after the narrative turbulence represented by Nueve 

lunas sobre Neuqu^n and La victoria no viene sola. 

"Veintifin dias" 

The pacifying and channeling of the author's 

ideologies into an artistic form is represented by the short 

story "Veintilan dias." Brenda V. de L6pez (1970, p. 58) 

informs us that in this same year, 1953, Amorim produced a 

short film by the same name. "Veintitin dias" distinguishes 

itself from the other twenty^-five short stories which also 

constitute the collection. The latter stories exhibit a 

generous variety which ranges from local color to prose 

poems and surrealism, Significantly placed at the center 
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point of the collection is the short story "Veintifin dlas" 

which, contrary to the others, does not abandon the author's 

literary engagement of a socialist nature. 

The plight of the now familiar rural proletariat 

forms the background of this short work, The young pro

tagonist, Marianita, is just one more mouth that her poor 

family must feed: "A Marianita la empujaron como si sobrase 

en el rancho" (Amorim, 1953, p. 87), She therefore has no 

choice but to comply when her mother orders her to sell the 

hen she has so fondly cared for. She is sent early one 

Sunday morning to approach the houses in a nearby town so 

that she might arrive "a la hora en que las patronas 

regresan de la misa contentas de haber cumplido con Dios, 

limpitas de culpa y pena" (Amorim, 1953, pp. 87-88), She, 

of course, is in no hurry to give up her hen and hesitates 

as long as prudent. When she finally brings herself to 

call at one of the houses, she is rudely sent on her way 

by a man who opens the door. Rather than being chagrined 

she is elated, and the author remarks that "aquel senor, 

porque usaba anteojos oscuros, no vi6 claro. No pudo ver la 

sonrisa de satisfacci6n de Marianita. Esos hombres no 

alcanzaban a ver jamais la alegrla de los dem&s" (Amorim, 

1953, p. 89), This statement, which could be interpreted as 

meaning that people such as that man also fail to see the 

misery of others, is a welcomed change, in spite of the 

authorial interpolation, from the party guidebook approach 
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of Amorim's illustrating literature. When the child finally 

has to part with her hen the pathos springs naturally from 

the narrative. 

Amorim easily could have ended his story on this sad 

note. We have seen how dozens of short stories belonging to 

his modernist narrative have ended in sadness and despair. 

By the same token, he could have arranged the narrative 

details so that some partisan effort would have helped to 

bring about a perfectly happy ending, as it were. As it is, 

neither is the case here. Instead, it is hope that will 

offer a potentially positive alternative to an otherwise 

tragic situation from the child's point of view. On her way 

home she stops at a market where she sees a man who is 

selling eggs. She offers to buy just one in particular, one 

which she suspects might be capable of hatching a hen such 

as the one she sold. The man gives her the egg and upon 

reaching home she marks it with, a piece of coal and slips it 

under the only remaining hen the family possesses. AmoriJii 

chen ends che story with the words "veincidn dlas despu€s 

..." (Amorim, 1953, p. 92). 

"Veintifln dlas" has the markings of a socialist 

realist narration in that its tendentiousness, with a few 

momentary exceptions, is nonpartisan and interwoven into the 

story as a whole. Attention is focused on the child as a 

person rather than as a medium for party line. Its reduced 

extension, of course, does not allow for a complete analysis 
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from a socialist realist perspective, but the story does 

represent a break with both modernist and Stalinist-

Zhdanovist illustrating techniques and points the way to 

Amorim's encounter with socialist realist methods in some of 

his proximate novels. 

Although we deviate from the chronological sequence 

used in this study up to the present, one short story will 

be analyzed at this time in order to avoid an anticlimatic 

impression as regards Amorim's novels that are examples of 

Socialist Realism. 

"La madre polaca" 

The same year of Amorim's death there appeared a 

slim volume of short stories entitled Temas de amor (Amorim, 

1960b). Although most of the stories are of a poetic 

nature, there is one, "La madre polaca," that is worth 

viewing from the perspective of the present analysis, 

Mose (1973, p. 188) considers it an example of 

"social realism." No reason, however, is given to support 

or explain this statement other than the fact that it is 

noticeably different from the other stories of a more poetic 

nature found in the same collection, Mose (1973, p. 188), 

albeit by implication, looks upon Socialist Realism as 

having a negative effect on the short story "La madre 

polaca" since he states that "the embannered optimism of its 

last sentence spoils it." Even if this critique were true, 
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in order to be correct in its terminology, it would have had 

to attribute the embannered optimism to the Stalinist-

Zhdanovist illustrating techniques of such novels as Nueve 

lunas sobre Neuqu^n and La victoria no viene sola which 

correspond to Amorim's stage as a militant Party writer 

where contrived situations were abundant. Such is not the 

case, however, in "La madre polaca" where the author relates 

in an extremely reduced number of p'dges how a Polish 

immigrant beleaguered by the ethnocentricity of the 

Creoles finally finds one Uruguayan woman with whom she 

can share a noment of deep .inner feelings. In this respect, 

then, there are no forced moments. If the ending is 

optimistic it is merely the result of a natural evolution 

of events which allows for one particular moment of happi

ness within an otherwise tragic life sphere. 

Corral Abierto 

In 1954 Amorim attended the Second Congress of 

Soyiet writers in Moscow (Mose, 1973, p. 178). Two years 

later he published the novel Corral Abierto (Amorim, 1956). 

On the title page of Corral Abierto Amorim inserts the 

following epigraph which he identifies as belonging to 

Kipling's El juicio de Dungara: "'El sacerdote del Dios 

de las cosas como son iba quedando en condiciones 

desventajosas respecto al sacerdote que sirve al Dios de 

las cosas tales como debieran ser,'" This epigraph is 
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not at all gratuitous from a socialist realist perspective 

and is especially relevant when applied to the present 

novel. Most importantly, Amorim demonstrates that he has 

become aware of the fact that there exists an alternative 

to the hopelessness and resignation which he portrayed in 

his modernist writing. 

We will analyze to what extent Amorim develops an 

alternative to the status quo in which the proletariat finds 

itself at the beginning of the novel. To begin, it may be 

reasonably stated that this is the first occasion on which 

Amorim has expressed social problems in what could be con

sidered dialectical terms. Alternatives have been con

sidered previously in the discussion of El paisano Aguilar, 

for example, where, albeit skeptically, Socialism is 

briefly hinted at as representing a choice between what was 

and what could be. Nowhere, however, has a previous work 

by Amorim been predicated a priori in terms of the dialecti

cal "ought and is." 

LukScs' former pupil, IstvMn MSszSros (1972, p. 43) 

writes that "even the most recent Luk&cs . . . insists on 

. , . an ultimate autonomy of 'decisions between alterna

tives' (Alternativentscheidungen) And later on, M^szciros 

(1972, p, 44) writes that: 

The question is not whether one agrees with 
Lukcics or not. It is rather that on the basis 
of his ontology the positive outcome can only 
be envisaged as the impact of a Sollen; the 
autonomous choice of their potential humanity 
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by the individuals (the irreducible minimal 
unities) who become aware, after an arduous 
work of theoretical demonstration and persua
sion, that they can and ought to change their 
way of life. 

Once into the novel we note that Amorim has made an 

effort to purge himself of his Stalinist-Zhdanovist 

illustrating techniques, most notably by avoiding partisan 

politics. Horacio Costa, the socially committed protagonist 

of Corral Abierto, is not a member of any political organiza

tion. In fact, the word communist or mention of the 

Communist Party does not appear once in the work. Horacio 

Costa cannot be labeled a communist instigator by his 

enemies, nor must he mold himself within the Party guide

lines. This independence of movement is effectively shown 

to be Costa's greatest asset for the moment. His freedom 

frustrates the suspicious police who do not seem to be able 

to place him in their criminal catalogue: "Sobre todo, 

habla algo que al comisario Nicomedes le daba mala espina: 

SI no pertenecla a ningCin partido politico. Por eso mand6 

pedir antecedentes a la Jefatura. Habia que estar prevenido 

ante aquel caudillito que tanto dominaba a los j6venes como 

a los viejos ..." (Amorim, 1956, p, 160), 

The question of alternatives is also seen to have 

evolved positively. Previously there were two negative 

alternatives: resignation or escape. Pancho Aguilar tried 

to escape from his responsibilities, and Marcelo Azana of 

El caballo y su sombra was forced to leave before his plans 
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for reform could be put into practice. In the present novel 

we have an option for positive alternatives. Horacio Costa 

decides to return to Corral Ablerto, the hamlet from which 

he escaped by going to the capital, and carry out, to the 

best of his ability, the alternatives he has become aware 

of as a solution to the present infrahuman existence which 

its inhabitants lead. This in itself is a significant change 

of direction from the previous Amorim, for whom the only 

other alternative to resignation and escape was the contrived 

happy ending whereby thanks to the Communist Party the 

society being depicted became the instantaneous benefactor 

of the fruits of Socialism. In Corral Abierto, contrarily, 

what is taking place in the mind of Horacio Costa is repre

sentative of what is taking place in the collective mind of 

those who recognize the undesirableness of a given situation 

and who, through their human capacity to reason, take the 

necessary steps toward change. 

At this point in the discussion of Corral Abierto 

we will make a distinction between the techniques of the 

Stalinist-Zhdanovist illustrating literature and those of 

Socialist Realism. As a key to the basic understanding of 

the distinction, we will use the factor of the slow 

maturation of ideals as a common denominator. Corral 

Abierto is an example of fiction but not of falsification. 

Fiction can and does present certain truths, socialist and 

otherwise. The value of the truths presented, however, will 
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only be appreciated fully depending on how the truths are 

presented. 

Amorim suggests that what was creating the situation 

that converted the hamlet of Corral Abierto into what he 

refers to throughout the novel as a "pueblo de ratas" was 

the disintegration of the land tenure system. In essence, 

he takes the position of a historian who has sufficient 

patience to weigh the facts that have shaped the present 

situation. As a consequence, the slow maturation of ideas 

and events here is more convincing novelistically than an 

abrupt presentation where all prehistory is ignored. 

Furthermore, it could be said that like Lukclcs, the thinker 

and critic, Amorim, the novelist, has become fascinated 

with the dynamics of history which he is now learning to 

incorporate into his narrative art. 

Although Amorim might have been unconsciously aware 

of the historical materialist process in previous works, he 

never before included it as an organic part of a novel. He 

disregarded historical materialism either by acknowledging 

a static notion of history in the form of resignation and 

ideological paralysis, or by creating a falsely dynamic 

notion whereby essential intermediate steps were left out. 

When it became clear to Amorim that both extremes were 

unsatisfactory, both ideologically and artistically, he 

began to approach the situation of the proletariat from a 

more calculated perspective based on living history. This 
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is the principal reason for the painstakingly slow social 

process which in Corral Abierto could easily be mistaken 

for defeat and inertia. Amorim simply does not allow the 

hamlet of Corral Abierto to be cured by a falsely contrived 

Socialism. 

When Costa is returning to his miserable hamlet he 

comments on its situation with a truck driver who has 

offered to take him part of the way. Costa singularizes the 

hamlet for its infrahuman environment, upon which the 

driver comments that "'yo ol decir que hay como cien 

pueblos de esos'" (Amorim, 1956, p. 58), Amorim is under-

scoring the fact that he is no longer envisioning the 

situation from a particular perspective, as was the case 

in former novels where the success or failure of a socially 

oriented movement depended on the concrete results in a 

given situation. Now, regardless of the success or 

temporary failure of a plan of action, what is important 

is that a particular village, say, Corral Abierto, is more 

important for what it represents on a universal level than 

on a local, detached one. 

In Luk3cs' analysis of One day in the life of Ivan 

Denisovich, a similar projection of the particular to the 

general takes place. He described a prison camp situation 

which transcends its particular setting in order to reflect 

life in Stalinist Russia in general. LukScs (1970a, p. 17) 

writes the following of Solzhenitsyn's technique in the 
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above mentioned novella: "He presents a genuine, realistic 

slice of life in which no single aspect obtrudes itself 

simply for effect or exaggerated effect or for any symbolic 

motive. To be sure, the typical fate, the typical behaviour 

of millions is concentrated into this slice," On the same 

page LukScs points out that socialist realist presentation 

is removed both from the naturalistic obsession with one 

particular aspect or fragment of life and from the partisan 

typification of the Stalinist-Zhdanovist illustrating 

literature. 

The raising of the hamlet of Corral Abierto to the 

level of a type is another basis for distinguishing the 

socialist realist character of Corral Abierto from a work 

such as Nueve lunas sobre Neuqu^n. Once past the initial 

scenes of the latter work, the dialectic between particu

larity and generality quickly degenerates into a facile 

revelation of characters and stagnation of plot because of 

the limitations and inhibitions it suffers from its guide

book approach. In Corral Abierto, on the other hand, 

Horacio Costa is a developed' character whom the author 

allows to work out his own personal destiny. Amorim now 

emphasizes the humanistic position which is taken up in the 

face of dehumanizing forces. This will necessarily be a 

slow and uneven battle until all the human protagonists of 

Corral Abierto unite in their resistance to dehumanization. 
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Amorim now suggests that a prise de conscience and 

not the dependence on any one organization, is what is going 

to determine man's self-preservation in the face of alienat

ing socioeconomic factors. This artistic portrayal of 

alternatives by Amorim is precisely what is praised by 

Luk^cs in his analysis of the above mentioned socialist 

realist novella by Solzhenitsyn. It is remarked by LukScs 

(1970a, pp. 13-14) that "he was successful . , , because he 

posed the artistic question: what demands has this era made 

on man? Who has proved himself as a human being? Who has 

salvaged his human dignity and integrity? Who has held his 

own--and how? Who has retained his essential humanity?" 

Thus, when Horacio Costa meets frequent and seemingly 

insurmountable obstacles, we are not to judge his effective

ness as a social disciple on a win or lose basis, but rather 

on his determination not to capitulate to the system which 

has made his hamlet of Corral Abierto "un pueblo de ratas." 

Amorim has envisioned Horacio Costa as the prototype 

of huma,n dignity, the hero who attempts to share his own 

personal determination with the sick and malnutritioned 

inhabitants of his microcosmic hamlet, He is the true 

social apostle who dared go near those infrahum^n beings 

who were living a life of death: "Horacio andaba de rancho 

en rancho. Probaba si se le recibia gustoso. Aceptaba el 

trato con los podridos" (Amorim, 1956, p. 153). 
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The methods used by Costa are also somewhat new in 

that his proposed plan of action does not include violence. 

Here there will be no direct confrontation with the estab

lished order as in El caballo y su sombra. Amorim is now 

more cognizant of historical realities and rules out 

violence as futile and self-defeating. The weapons of 

truth, in the form of awareness and resistance are the only 

ones which can respond effectively to the present historical 

moment: "Un rostro trabajado por la viruela, en plena y 

exaltada proliferaci6n, puede m^s que una ametralladora por 

muy bien emplazada que estS" (Amorim, 1956, p. 176). Thus, 

a chill runs through Costa's body when an exiled Spaniard 

whom he meets suggests: M,iLa violencia! De cualquier forma, 

la violencia. Plomo, metralla, pfilvora. La letra con 

sangre entra . , (Amorim, 1956, pp„ 84-85). Noting Costa's 

shock, the Spaniard then modifies his first suggestion with 

the following advice which is more in accord with the 

philosophy of Costa: "<Cla,ro, es una, forms* de hablar. Si 

no cortar cabezas, por lo menos gritar bien alto'" (Amorim, 

1956, p. 85). 

Nowhere in his analysis of Solzhenitsyn's novella 

does LukScs criticize him for his disregard of violence as 

a means to an end. Nor does Amorim allow his protagonist 

to lead the masses on a suicidal route either. In Corral 

Abierto there are numerous scenes which could easily be used 

to rationalize the use of violent tactics. Costa observes: 
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"Pululaban nirios desnudos, escudados por las barrigas duras 

y redondas de tanto tragar tierra" (Amorim, 1956, p. 143) 

and, on another occasion observes the peasant's struggle 

against hunger in which they have to compete with animals: 

"Moscas y perros, primero; despu^s, ninos y hombres 

hambrientos" (Amorim, 1956, p. 145), 

The scenes depicting misery are not included by 

Amorim for the sake of description or for any naturalistic 

obsession with the sensational. Rather it is Costa's 

reaction that is important here, Amorim permits him to 

choose his methods for carrying out the alternatives to the 

present situation. Costa's avoidance of violence is 

evidence of the dominance of his rationalistic nature over 

the emotive part of his nature, a fact which underlines the 

slow maturation of the social process which is grounded on 

the fact that man is capable of thinking out a solution to 

his present problems, a solution which does not necessarily 

demand his self-destruction. 

The final sections of the novel describe how Costa 

attempts to change the "is" of the present situation in 

Corral Abierto for the alternative "ought" through a process 

of national awareness. Costa brings together the sick and 

deformed inhabitants of his hamlet into a kind of army 

where the shocking physical appearance of the participants 

is more effectively subversive and indicative of the 

existing order of things than a violent uprising would be: 
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"Un solo sifilltico, un solo tlsico, un solo hambriento de 

nada valen. El rebano de cancerosos, la manada de 

sifillticos, la recua de tullidos, el mont6n de tlsicos, 

si, vale y se harS sentir" (Amorim, 1956, p. 175), 

Before Costa's infirm and dying army leaves the 

hamlet en route to the capital where they must make them

selves and their condition known, there is one more local 

obstacle which, must be overcome. The obstacle is the 

practice of superstition which is now portrayed by Amorim 

as a collaborating factor of the system which maintains a 

certain segment of humanity in a marginal life sphere. 

The witch doctor, Mano Santa, makes one last attempt to cure 

some of the afflicted before Costa leads them away forever. 

The latter, however, does not condescend to the former's 

wish since he realizes that all of this is just one more 

obstacle which does nothing but further detain the triumph 

of truth, when Costa's contingent finally arrives at the 

capital city both characters and plot instantly dissolve 

into a dream state, We see that this macabre march has 

only taken place in the realm of Costa's imagination and 

that, in reality, a change has not yet materialized in 

Corral Abierto. It is perhaps for this reason that one 

critic remarks: "A pesar de los excelentes retratos de 

personajes ... y de la variedad de escenas en distintos 

cinibitos sociales, este libro deja un poco defraudado al 

lector" (Neale-Silva 1958, p. 239), A later critic assesses 
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the work with more precision: "Corral Abierto shows an 

almost total defeat of any good impulse in human nature by 

the forces of perversion in society" (Mose, 1973, p. 168). 

This same critic states that defeat was predestined, basing 

himself on the statement by Kipling referred to previously 

as indicative of optimism: "Amorim showed this almost 

despair for the present in the quotation from Kipling which 

precedes the novel" (Mose, 1973, p, 168), 

The above deductions are evidently based on an 

ahistorical perspective which judges the success or failure 

of Costa's movement from the viewpoint of the static present 

without taking into consideration the fact that his plan for 

alternatives is indicative of years of evolution on the part 

of the rural proletariat whom Amorim has been portraying 

since his first collection of stories. At least, now, 

change can be envisioned, although the praxis of the social 

theory involving this change does not appear until Amorim's 

proximate novel. In this respect, then, Corral Abierto does 

not imply a total defeat but rather an awakening. 

Considering Amorim's'total narrative up to this 

present novel, it can be seen that the social awakening 

portrayed in Corral Abierto, independent of any partisan 

manipulation, represents a stage of historical evolution 

which provides sufficient material for one novel. If, on 

the other hand, Corral Abierto is detached from a total 

perspective of Amorim's writing, then, of course, it will 
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be judged as a less than satisfactory work based on the 

results achieved or not achieved, 

A Marxist approach to this novel is more complete 

than a non-Marxist one and at the same time is less destruc

tive in the long run, since it will allow a work such as 

Corral Abierto to be valued for what it has as potentially 

relevant within a total socio-historical schema. The 

question of the present novel's ideological success which 

some critics seem to want to measure by the purely material 

or economic betterment suggested therein, is conversely 

considered here from the perspective of ultimate aim or 

Endziel, which M§sz&ros (1972, p, 65) explains as: 

The relation to the whole (to the whole of society, 
regarded as a process), through which every 
individual moment of the struggle first receives 
its revolutionary significance. It is a relation 
which dwells within every moment in its simple and 
sober everydayness, but which first becomes real 
through its becoming conscious, and which (by 
making manifest the relation to the whole) gives 
reality to the moment of daily struggle , , t , 

Horacio Costa became conscious of the need of his 

region. The need for change or ultimate aim, however, was 

not distorted by forcing a positive outcome on the work. At 

the same time the fact that the socio-historical process 

depicted in Corral Abierto takes place partially in the mind 

of the protagonist does not negate Amorim's incorporation of 

historical materialism into the work. Rather the contention 

here is that Amorim did not want to portray a concrete 

example of proletarian supersession in his first 
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non-Stalinist-Zhdanovist illustrating novel following upon 

La Victoria no viene sola. Lest the portrayal of a 

proletarian triumph appear manipulated, Amorim first allowed 

the progress of the proletariat to take place in the mind 

of the protagonist of Corral Abierto before being con

cretized by the protagonist of Los montaraces. 

Los montaraces 

Los montaraces appeared in 1957, a year after the 

publication of Corral Abierto. It would seem safe to 

presume, however, that it was envisioned at more or less 

the same time as Corral Abierto since at the bottom of the 

last page (Amorim, 1957, p. 181) appears the date, 1956, 

when Amorim completed the work. 

Mose (1973, p, 178) partially analyzed Los 

montaraces from a perspective which the present study con

siders to be socialist realist. However, Mose (1973, p, 

178) immediately and subsequently dissociates the positive 

quality of the novel from Socialist Realism: "Amorim1s 

debt to Socialist Realism . . . does not affect his work 

adversely because his vision is more mature, his instrument 

better tuned." If we assume that Mose is not contradicting 

himself in the space of one paragraph, then we must conclude 

that he equates Socialist Realism exclusively with the 

Stalinist era, and does not take into account the 
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pre-Stalinist and post-Stalinist manifestations of 

Socialist Realism in literature. 

Mose, of course, is not alone in this matter. 

Lukcics (1970a, p. 10) writes: 

The central problem of socialist realism today 
is to come to terms critically with the Stalin 
era. ... If socialist realism-—which in con
sequence of the Stalinist period became at 
times a disdainful term of abuse, even in 
socialist countries--desires to regain the 
level it had reached in the nineteen-twenties, 
then it must discover the way to depict con
temporary man as he actually is. 

A number of present day critics still look upon Socialist 

Realism, just as Mose does, as a Party tenet, whereas the 

independently thinking LukScs has always striven to divorce 

this art form completely from sectarian politics, raising it 

to the category of a universal artistic concept. 

Los montaraces represents the summit of Amorim's 

socially committed writing in that it is an ideological 

compendium of all that he had written previously in the 

short stories and novels that have been analyzed. At the 

same time it depicts the ultimate end to which the rural 

proletariat has finally evolved. Each one of the first 

three sections of the novel neatly corresponds to the 

presentation of a different aspect: the problems of a group 

of exploited forestry workers, their eventual awareness of 

an alternative to their situation, and the effective fusion 

of the theory and praxis necessary to overcome the negative 

situation. These three sections constitute the clearest and 
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most successful socialist realist exercise in Amorim's long 

career as a writer. 

A valid indication of what constitutes the retro

grade elements to be exposed in the first part of Los 

montaraces is evident in the epigraph which proclaims that 

"las Leyendas, las Supersticiones, han entenebrecido el 

suelo de America" (Amorim, 1957, p. 5). In the first part 

of the novel we see how a series of superstitions impedes a 

group of forestry workers from escaping exploiters who pre

vented any interference in their affairs from the outside 

world by means of "una policia particular que daba a Isla 

Mala las caracterlsticas de un castillo feudal" (Amorim, 

1957, p. 16). The one person who dares to enter this 

forbidden domain is, quite naturally, the protagonist of 

the novel, Cecilio Morales. It is mentioned, by way of 

prehistory, that when an attempt was once made to investi

gate the enigmatic river island and its activities that it 

was ultimately thwarted and forgotten. Later, people seemed 

to prefer to look upon the island as something inexplicable 

and legendary, as a symbol of "la impotencia de veneer a una 

naturaleza inhfispita que se ergufa en medio del rio" (Amorim, 

1957, p. 19). 

The second part of the novel relates how the 

revolutionary Cecilio Morales, having successfully 

infiltrated the ranks of the forestry workers on Isla -Mala, 

proceeds to disprove the superstitions concerning the waters 
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known as Cola del Diablo. After weeks of plotting, some 

fifty workers agree to follow him in an escape from the 

island. Appropriately, it is Cecilio who first enters the 

river in order to assure the others that there is a way of 

crossing it without being caught in the supposedly magical 

currents. His example proves much more valuable than his 

previous attempts to convince: "No era el momento de 

explicar c6mo se vencla a un torrente que la leyenda 

mantenla envuelto en un misterio trSgico" (Amorim, 1957, 

p. 81). Not all the workers follow him, some giving in to 

last minute fears which still cannot be overcome, Of those 

who follow, several lose their lives in the crossing in 

spite of the precautions taken. Although Cecilio feels 

disconcerted by the loss of life, at least part of the 

workers have been able to purge themselves of the 

irrational beliefs which had been ingeniously perpetuated 

by the company police who, up to now, have been able to foil 

any attempts at escape. 

In the third part of the novel, the return of 

Cecilio's group to Isla Mala'has a subversive effect. Those 

who had previously stayed behind now anxiously join the 

ranks of their liberated comrades in a concerted effort to 

end the abuses to which they have been subjected for so long, 

"Isla Mala no podia continuar al margen de las conquistas 

sociales, hundida en leyendas tenebrosas" (Amorim, 1957, 

p. 147), The island is vacated of virtually all the 
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workers who refuse to return until certain conditions are 

met. Here end the first three parts of the novel which 

constitute, as pointed out previously, the socialist 

realist section of the work. 

The fourth part of the novel, constituted by some 

thirty pages, is noticeably separated from the anecdotal 

structure of the first three parts and betrays an Amorim 

who was not satisfied with leaving well enough alone. In 

this limited number of pages he attempts the social history 

of the ruling family who held sway over the infamous island 

of Isla Mala. The semi-independent last part could be 

deleted without destroying the excellent example of 

socialist realist writing represented by the rest of the 

novel. By the same token, its inclusion does not negate the 

effectiveness of the first three parts, which successfully 

depict the maturation and realization of a proletarian 

revolution on a very small and still incipient scale. 

Amorim has portrayed a change which does not 

violate the historical moment in which he is writing. That 

is, he has avoided both the obsession with the undesirable 

circumstances connected with the proletariat's existence on 

Isla Mala and the contrived, instantaneous triumph of the 

proletariat over the system that is maintaining them in a 

state of infrahumanity, In literary terms, the portrayal 

of reality that is characteristic of both modernist 

literature and Stalinist-Zhdanovist illustrating literature 
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has been superseded. At the same time, Amorim has preserved 

the ability to relate an interesting story and still not 

lose sight of the proletariat's need to attain a more 

dignified and meaningful life style, characteristics which, 

separately, are associated with his modernist and Stalinist*-

Zhdanovist illustrating writings respectively. 

With the partial exception of the short stories, 

"Veintifin dlas" and "La madre polaca," the works that 

belong to Socialist Realism are the novels Corral Abierto 

and Los montaraces. Although the majority of Enrique 

Amorim's vast literary production suggests that the author 

is conscious of the inequities in the society he is por

traying, only in the last two novels mentioned is there an 

historical materialist perspective. In accordance with the 

theories of Georg Luk&cs, Corral Abierto and Los montaraces 

represent Enrique Amorim's most successful interpretation of 

reality. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Enrique Amorim was a socially committed writer who 

expressed his sympathy for the working class of Argentina 

and his native Uruguay, especially the rural working class. 

The short stories and novels by Amorim that we have 

examined fall into three distinct categories which follow 

each other chronologically. Although his three stages of 

committed writing have as their common denominator the 

author's sympathy for the working class, his attitudes 

toward man as a social being are different in each period. 

The literary theories of Georg LukScs provide an 

accurate and comprehensive means for understanding the 

three periods of Amorim's writing that we have referred to 

as: (1) Modernist, (2) Stalinist-Zhdanovist illustrating 

literature, and (3) Socialist Realist. 

Amorim's first stage of writing, referred to here 

as modernist, is based on the contention that man is not 

free to choose alternative life patterns that would allow 

him to supersede his present type of existence. Translated 

into terms which apply specifically to the protagonists of 

Amorim's first period of writing, the landless rural workers 

are incapable of selecting an alternative to the tenured 
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landed system of which they form a part. Furthermore, those 

who live outside the landed system are equally impotent to 

better their lives. In a word, the protagonists portrayed 

in Amorim's modernist stage are predestined to failure, 

whether they live within or outside the walls of the 

feudalistic estates. 

The protagonists resign themselves to their infra*-

human existence and in lieu of positive alternatives they 

seek relief in the form of psychological and physiological 

escapes. In some works escape is frequently manifested in 

the form of sexuality and sexual perversion, such as 

necrophilia. Women are not looked upon as thinking, 

rational beings, but rather as means of sexual gratification 

and as a release from the tedium of everyday existence. 

Although the rural workers are capable on the one hand of 

communicating physically with the prostitutes and servant 

girls, they are unable to form a relationship which 

transcends their merely instinctual necessities. As a 

result, both male and female protagonists are portrayed as 

essentially solitary beings who have no clearly defined 

goals other than the satisfaction of their basic needs. 

Although escape was principally sexual in a few 

works, Amorim also portrays other alternatives to the 

tedium of everyday existence. The protagonists' reliance 

on superstition and witchcraft is occasionally an effective 

substitute for reasoning, but when they attempt to escape 
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literally, by fleeing a hostile existence, the efforts are 

portrayed as ill-fated, and the protagonists sink further 

into an animal-like existence. 

In certain cases the modernist works have as their 

motif sadism, destruction, and disillusionment. Again, all 

that pertains to life is depicted from a negative point of 

view, and no attempt at self-improvement or change is 

envisioned. The protagonists only distinguish themselves 

from the animals with which they coexist by their perversity 

and cruelty. 

At times Amorim further underscores the static, 

hopeless nature of man's existence by depicting life as a 

trap from which no escape is feasible. When the protagonist 

attempts to find his way out of the trap, pain and suffering 

are his only rewards. 

At one point in his modernist period Amorim portends 

that man's degradation will not stop with the animal-like, 

but will continue to lower him to the status of a vegetable 

3nd, ultijma,tely, to that of a mineral. Although works like 

El paisano Aguilar presented the lowest point of man's 

degradation, Amorim continued his pessimistic vein in 

subsequent works. On one occasion, the collective attempt 

to bring about a change in the prevailing feudalistic system 

does not materialize. Instead, Amorim gives a detailed 

portrayal of a confrontation between a landowner and a peon. 

The latter, however, does not predicate his violence on any 
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attempt to change the labor system but rather seeks revenge 

for a personal grievance. And finally, in the novel that 

closes Amorim's modernist period, the author depicts the 

proletariat as incapable of choosing an alternative better 

than capitulation to the economic system which holds them 

in bondage. 

In spite of the author's portrayal of the degraded 

nature of man, it is also evident in the novels and short 

stories of his modernist period that he does not delight 

in viewing man that way. On the contrary, Amorim is out'-

raged at the reality that he portrays during the first 

stage of his writing. At the same time, however, he 

limits himself to a naturalistic expose of the darker side 

of human nature and either does not attempt or can not 

envision any type of portrayal which would admit of man's 

potential for change. 

Although Amorim sporadically portrays some 

protagonists as discontented with the system that shackles 

them economically, he seems to feel that only a copy of the 

hopeless circumstances as they currently are is valid from 

a literary viewpoint. In a sense, then, like his pro

tagonists, even the committed ones, Amorim finally 

capitulates, albeit in a literary sense, to the forces of 

oppression that beleaguer his countrymen. 

The Communist Party afforded Amorim something he 

did not have before, namely, hope for the future of the 
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proletariat. Axnorim believed that Communism, especially as 

personified in the person of Stalin, was the solution to 

the injustices suffered by the proletariat of the Rio de la 

Plata region and the world over. His devotion to Stalin, 

together with his militant participation in the Communist 

Party, led to a falsely optimistic portrayal of reality 

between the years of 1946 and 1952, which we have referred 

to with the Lukcicsian term, Stalinist-Zhdanovist illustrating 

literature. 

While ideologically it might be argued that optimism, 

even though it is unfounded, is preferable to hopelessness, 

despair, and human degradation, the writing from Amorim's 

modernist period is more successful than that of his 

Stalinist-Zhdanovist stage. The above statement necessarily 

takes into account literary, as well as ideological factors 

and does not lose sight of the fact that a completely 

socialist writer maintains a perspective between form and 

content. 

The literary material of the Stalinist-Zhdanovist 

illustrating novels is inferior to the works of the previous 

stage simply because the former are novels based on an 

undeniably journalistic approach. Literary creation and 

development of characters are replaced by pamphleteering 

and the manipulation of one-dimensional protagonists who 

mechanically spout Stalinist dogma at the turn of almost 

every page. This period of Amorim's writing has been 
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signaled by some critics as representative of the author's 

practice of Socialist Realism, a confusion which persists 

even in the latest studies of Amorim. 

After 1952, Amorim's ideology and its portrayal in 

his works took a new direction. After the furor and 

sensationalism of his Stalinist works there appeared in the 

year of Stalin's death (1953) a collection of short stories 

significantly entitled Despugs del temporal. One story in 

particular combined the best descriptive qualities of 

Amorim's modernist epoch with a nonpartisan humanism, 

Although Amorim was still a member of the Communist Party, 

it became evident that his earlier enthusiasm for Stalin, 

which had led to false optimism in his works, had subsided 

in favor of a less sensational quest for social justice. We 

have referred to the period of Amorim's writing after 1952 

and up to the time of his death as his cycle of Socialist 

Realism, In the two outstanding novels of Amorim's last 

stage, his ideological perspective is predicated on the 

laws of movement of historical materialism. It is during 

the socialist realist stage of his writing that Amorim 

successfully both superseded and preserved ideological and 

literary factors from his previous two periods. 

In his socialist realist novels, Amorim left the 

setting of the urban proletariat that had formed the 

principal backdrop of his Stalinist-Zhdanovist works and 

returned to the milieu that he knew best, the rural north 
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of Uruguay. But time had elapsed since the publication of 

his modernist works and the historical changes that had 

evolved became the subject of portrayal in Amorim's last 

cycle. Although the feudalistic estate was still a reality, 

Amorim was now spending most of his time depicting the mass 

of rural proletariat that had grown with the influx of 

Eastern European refugees after the Second World War. 

In one of his socialist realist novels, the author 

portends the coming to socialist awareness on the part of 

both immigrant and Creole workers whose lot has not been 

bettered by the breakup of some of the feudalistic Creole 

domains which have subsequently given way to incipient 

capitalism. At this point in his writing, Amorim could have 

taken the ideological perspective of feudal socialism, or 

once again could have committed himself to the dictums of 

Stalinism. As was the case, Amorim avoided both extremes. 

Neither did he look back on the Creole land tenure system 

as the lesser evil in comparison with capitalism, nor did 

he place the destiny of his protagonists in the hands of 

the Communist Party, whose effectiveness and formal existence 

could not be taken for granted, given the political circum

stances in his region of the world at this particular time. 

Instead, Amorim chose to portray the proletariat as 

cognizant of its socioT-historical circumstances and capable 

of taking the initiative to better its lot in life. 
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In Amorim's final and most successful example of 

Socialist Realism, the socialist awareness on the part of 

the proletariat depicted in a previous novel of this period 

was combined with socialist praxis in order gradually to 

bring about a more just relationship between labor and 

capital. Thus, both the hopelessness of the modernist 

epoch and the blind faith in Stalin of the second epoch of 

Amorim's writing are superseded by a portrayal of reality 

which the author based on the historical materialist 

assumption that the proletariat will eventually be able to 

communicate with capitalists on equal or superior terms. 

Besides defining Amorim's distinct periods of 

ideology and the corresponding literary manifestations of 

his Weltanschauung, there is another matter which will be 

referred to at this time in order to set the record straight 

concerning Amorim, There is no question as to whether 

Enrique Amorim was a leftist writer. He manifests his 

concern for the proletariat throughout his writing career. 

One would seem to gather from the previous critics of 

Amorim, however, that his Marxist nature is equated to a 

great extent with the Stalinist epoch of the Communist 

Party. We object to the latter equation because it distorts 

the understanding of the works written during Amorim's 

cycle of Socialist Realism which are Marxist but not 

Stalinist, 
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We do recognize that Amorim was an admirer of Stalin 

and that some of his works represent concessions to the 

dictates of the latter. Nevertheless, it appears that both 

the sensational.i'^m surrounding Amorim's persecution by 

Per6n and the atmosphere of the Cold War years which always 

associated leftist tendencies with Stalinism, seriously 

distorted Amorim's artistic image. Now that the era of 

McCarthyism and Stalinism are behind us, it has seemed the 

proper time to assess Amorim's writing from the perspective 

of its total trajectory, and not judge his social message 

on the basis of any given individual work. 

The findings of the present study indicate that 

Amorim evolved gradually into Socialist Realism, the most 

effective literary mode for portraying socio-historical 

reality, through a process of trial and error which involved 

both the supersession and the preservation of techniques and 

ideologies from his pre-Socialist Realist works. For a 

writer with the sensitivity of Amorim it was not difficult 

to recognize finally that the extremes of modernist and 

Stalinist*-Zhdanovist illustrating literature were neither 

beneficial to the cause of the proletariat nor successful 

as literary interpretations of reality. The only plausible 

alternative was that of Socialist Realism which Amorim came 

to understand after years of ideological and literary 

maturation. 
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Another factor which can not be overlooked is the 

influence on Amorim by the Second Congress of Soviet 

Writers which he attended in 1954. Both at the Soviet 

Writers' Congress and at the Twentieth Congress of the 

Soviet Communist Party, the consensus was that the 

Stalinist distortions of Marxist philosophy must be 

repressed. As for writers and critics specifically, the 

post-Stalinist congresses recognized that the portrayal of 

socio-historical reality, in order to combine ideology with 

artistic creativity successfully, must have a perspective 

which is grounded on the tenets of historical materialism 

rather than on the dogmas of Stalinist guidebooks, 

Future critics who study Amorim's novels and short 

stories could well do so with an a priori historical 

materialist perspective in mind. Then, although they call 

attention to the naturalistic and propagandists nature of 

a particular novel or short story, their assessment could be 

set against a comprehensive perspective which does not lose 

sight of the gradual but nevertheless dynamic trajectory of 

Amorim's writing which culminates in Socialist Realism. 

In conclusion, the present study should serve both 

to define Amorim's position as a socially committed writer 

and to identify the various techniques he used to convey his 

ideology. It is hoped that the use of a specific dialectic 

such as the literary theories of Georg LukScs might become 

a more common practice in the future among those who analyze 
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the socio-historical reality of contemporary Latin America 

as portrayed in the works of other writers. 
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